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To my father, wbo taught me the dues of James: 
fidelity, impartiality, and love of wisdom. 
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ABSTRACT 

The thesis examines the "world of wealth" as it is constmcted in the Epistle of James. Focussing 
on the passages conceming wealth and poverty, an attempt is made to locate the document in 
terms of its thought-world The approach taken includes an examination of probable Jewish and 
pagan Greek literary and cultural influences on the author, the socioeconomic situation of Jewish 
Palestine and the Graeco-Roman world; and the manifestation of these factors in the rhetoric of 
the text The thesis seeks to establish that there is a teasonable basis for believing that the 
Epistle was written by a Palestinian Jew in the first half of the fint century BCE; and that the 
author was immersed in a milieu that was both "Jewish" and Hellenistic. This milieu provided 
features which determined the author's rhetorical world in discernable ways. It is hoped that this 
investigation will positively contribute to discussions concerning the genesis of early Christian 
ethical doctrines in the context of communal selfdefinition; the use by early Christian writers of 
Greek and proto-rabbinic interpretative techniques; and the specific debate concerning the origin 
of the Epistle of James. 



CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 

Attitudes towards wealth are formed on the basis of its perceived place in the scale of 

values determining the worth of life. As such, moral and ethical considerations dominate 

religious and philosophical examinations of the subject. This thesis examines the world of 

wealth as it is constructed by the author of the Epistle of James. The primary units of interest in 

this examination are 1 :9-11; 2: 1 - 13; 4: 13- 17; and 5: 1-6. A subsidiary aspect of the thesis will be 

an inquiry into the degree to which the passages of interest compare and contrast with Greek 

(particularly Stoic) ethical thought of the time concerning the perils of wealth. This exercise 

will help highlight both the facility that the author of James had with Greek style and 

thought-modes, and his deviations from them. 

For reasons I shall outline in my thesis, I concw with the view that the Epistle of James 

represents an early work in the NT canon - perhaps among the earliest The language, style, 

and form of the work indicate extensive contact with Greek culture. The author, however is also 

clearly familiar with, and favourably disposed to Jewish ideas, and a Semitic idiom pervades his 

Greek usage. My hypottresis is that all these observations are sound, and I am entering into an 

examination of possible influences on James on this basis. 

There are three main reasons why James7 discussion of wealth is of interest to the 

Biblical scholar. First, it is in James' references to rich and poor that one has the greatest hope 

of detecting a real situation in the Epistle. To this end, I concur with Laws1 and others that the 

condemnation of riches in James reflects the author's concern about a concrete dynamic. 

Second, these units are emblematic of what has come to be the chief rival to Luther's 

designation of faith and works as the theological core of James. This alternative view, first 

S. Laws, A Commentary on the Epirrle of J'ames (Londoa: Adam and Charles Black 1980): 
8-9. 



enunciated by the nineteenth century scholar F. H. Kern, holds that the pr / r i ch  dichotomy, 

Christian wisdom and the importance of testing and endurance are the main Jacobean themes.' 

Third, the units of interest highlight a common ethical issue of general interest. As such, they 

provide a good fnunework for comparing and contrasting the thought-world of James with that 

represented by other contemporary traditions. Fourth, the Epistle's discussion of wealth 

concretizes an ethical stance possibly derived from the Q sayings of Jesus,' providing insight into 

early ethical and Christological developments in theology. 

it is my contention that socioeconomic and cultural contexts shape literary perspectives 

on wealth. There is, however, a paucity of sociological studies of James, which 1 believe is due 

to the supposed absence of clues to the provenance and circumstances surrounding the work. A 

large part of the project of this thesis is to establish a reasonable basis for deriving an original 

context for both author and audience. Having said this, I am not interested in applying 

sociological models as a means of interpreting their respective social worlds.' Rather, my 

interest is in describing the means by which the author rhetorically constwcts a perspective on a 

particular social phenomenon. 

Relevant to this discussion is an examination of the probable social location(s) of the 

author and audience, which 1 shall attempt via an examination of the evidence available through 

the literary deposit of the time, the archaeological data which has been adduced, and the 

rhetorical content of the text itself. Specific social locations are difficult to ascertain, given that 

social class is not the only determinant of location - and given that the concept itself is one 

' W. H. Wachob, The Voice of Jesus in the SociuI Rhetoric ofJames, Society for New Testament 
Studies Monograph Series, no. 106, ed R Bauckham (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000): 3 1. 

Discussed most fully in P. J. Hartin, James md the Q Soyngs of J e w ,  Journal for the Study of 
the New Testament Supplement Series 47 (Sheffield: JSOT, 1991). 

Solid works in this vein include P. U. Maynard-Reid, Poverty and Wedth in James (Maryholl, 
NY: Orbis, 1987), and C. F. Ziglar, The Social Orientation of the Implied Community in 
James" (PhD. diss., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1994). 
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which is ~ M c u l t  to define, especially in a context fu removed from one's own5 This difficulty 

is magnified whea one moves from examining the social location of an individual, to examining 

the social location of a group (i.e., the addressees, or even early Christian communities in 

general) possessed of manifold characteristics and indeterminate boundaried 

Obviously, the most important component in determining the nature of the author's 

thought-world is in the literacy approach of the text itself - in this case, its rhetoric. Rhetorical 

criticism proposes to use the language of the text to help uncover social reality as it is perceived 

by its author - not merely the theological or ethical meanings which may be latent in the text. 

Social reality is manifest in the author's apparent understanding of the situatioa; hence, 

analyzing his rhetorical construction should help one reconstruct the historical situation. To 

quote Wuellner. 

The rhetorical view of religious language takes us beyond viewing language as a 
reflection of reality, even 'ultimate reality' as understood in terms of traditional 
metaphysical and idealist philosophy, and takes us to the social aspect of 
language which is an instrument of communication and influence on others? 

As a means of locating the author of lames, both ideologically and geographically, language and 

rhetoric is important in another way as well. This concerns the belief, articulated by a number of 

commentators, that a non-elite Jew of early fint century Palestine could not possibly be familiar 

with Hellenistic concepts, or erudite in Greek. How valid is this belief? Determining the extent 

to which Greek thought and rhetorical style are elements of the thought-world ofa Jewish writer 

living in early first century CE Palestine constitutes a major thrust of my thesis. 

A threefold approach is taken to locate social and ideological forces informing the 

Epistle's rhetorical approach to wealth. First, I shall examine the degree to which James' 

R L. Rohrbaugb, ̂ 'Socid Location of Thought' as a Heuristic Construct in New Testament 
Study," JSNT 30 (1987): 10446. 
Ibid., 106. 
W. Wuellner, "Where is Rhetorical Criticism Taking Us?" CBQ 49 (1987): 449. 
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language, style, and theology is influenced by Greek and Jewish sources - as well as Greek and 

Jewish approaches to the moral and ethical nature of wealth specifically. Second, I shall 

examine the infomution available concerning the socioeconomic context of the late antique 

Mediterranean world, particularly Jewish Palestine, and the possible socioeconomic context of 

the inteaded audience. Finally, 1 shall examine if and how the pmpective of the work may be in 

any sense a unique one. 

In sum, the Epistle's units concerning wealth are examined in all available contexts - 

linguistic, formal, stylistic, social, historical, and rhetorical. In so doing, it is my hope and my 

belief that it will provide a useful basis by which the controversial questions of provenance and 

epistolary situation can be approached. 

A Note on Terms 

"Judaic, " "Jewish, " "Jew" 

A discussion of the complexities of the terms "Judaic," "Jewish," and 'Jew" - including 

early Christian appropriation of these designations - is beyond the bounds of this thesis. 

Regardless, it presents a complicating factor in identifying the author and the provenance of the 

work - one deserving of firm examination. An excellent discussion of this topic is found in 

Cohen.' As he points out, what those terms mean for us today and what they meant at the time 

of James are not coextensive. Indeed, the designation very probably meant different things to 

different people in different contexts. For the purposes of this thesis, I use the terms to refer to 

the Jewish religion as manifested especially in its literary tradition, and the author's apparent 

convenance with that tradition. I hypothesize that James was mitten in Palestine late in the 

second temple period, and that his understanding of his cultural identity and religious heritage 

was in that context. . 

9. J. D. Cohen, The Beginnings of Jewtshncss: Buudurtes, Vmieties Unceminties (Berkeky: 
University of California Press, 1999). See esp. cb 3, pp. 69-1 06 



"Palestine, " "Pulestinian " 

Similarly, "Palestine" encompasses an imprecise geography. For the purposes of this 

paper, I am using it as a convenient designation for what SchiireP calls the "Jewish territory" of 

the early fm century CE: ludea, Galilee, and Peraea (excluding the Greek cities* e.p, Sephhoris 

and Caeserea). 

"&Mi, " '*Rabbinic, " "Proto-Rabbinic " 

One risks anachronistic thinking when confronted with the tern *rabbi." and "rabbinic," 

given their present association with contemporary rabbinic Judaism. In antiquity, the term was 

applied to anyone of high social standing, including the wealthy and secular authorities. lo 

Because of these complexities, I have tried to avoid using these terms, prefemng instead "proto- 

rabbinic,"ll or "Jewish scholar." In doing so, I adopt Levine's definition of the rabbinic class of 

the time as those for whom "[tlhe center oftheir world was the bet midrash, and their ideology 

focused upon the study of Torah and the fulfillment of God's c~mxnandments."~~ In a similar 

spirit, I've endeavoured to employ such modifying terms as "nascent," "early," or "proto-" when 

referring to followers of Jesus of Nazareth, and the communities or assemblies of  such followers. 

A Note on Abbreviations 

Abbrevations of literary material, including bibliographic material, follow the guidelines 

as set out in "Ia~t~ctions for Conmbutors," JBL 107 (1988), 577-96. References to classical 

works not cited by those guidelines follow the format of the On/ord Classical Dictionary (1970). 

E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ, voL 2, rev., ed., and 
tram. G. Vemes, F. Miliar, M Goodman (Edinburgh: T. k T. Clark, 1973-86), 184. 
lo L. 1. Levine, The Rabbinic CIass of Roman Pafestine in Lute Antiquity (Jerusalem: Yad WlaL 
Ben= Press; New Yo& The Jewish Theological Scminary of America, l989), 15. 
I' Suggested by R Daum, petsod communication, June 28,200 1. 
l2 Levine? Rabbinic Glossy 14. 



CHAPTERTWO 
THE EPISTLE OF JAMES 

Date, Authonbip, and Provenance 

Introduction 

The question of date and authorship are inextricably bound with one another. and have 

proven to be among the most contentious areas of scholarship concerning lames.l A date prior 

to 62 would strengthen the proposition that the author of the work was James of Jerusalem. A 

date following the apostle's death means that the provenance of the epistle, its influences, and its 

epistolary situation are considerably less certain. 

There is nothing explicit or concrete in this work which would suggest a date or a 

community to which it is addressed - apart, that is, from the superscription (1 : 1) which 

identifies the author as %unes, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ,'? and the intended 

recipients of the letter as "the twelve tribes in the Dispersion (~~wm&).' Yet, this 

superscription may be an editorial gloss, especially if the work is not an authentic letter, but 

something else made to resemble one.: Even if it is authentic, the attniution to James may be a 

literary fiction, assumed by an unknown author to lend authority to the admonitions. Moreover, 

the Epistle contains no explicit historical contuct which would help identify author, addressees, 

or situation. Some have argued that the absence of such a context is a function of a paraenetic 

approach taken in the composition ofthe work. According to this view, it is the nature of 

pamenetic material to be only loosely related to a historical situation, since panrenesis relies on 

For a thorough review and analysis of the various arguments concerning date and authorship, 
see esp. P- H Davids, The Epistfe of Jams: A Commentary on the Greek Tert. NIGTC (Grand 
Rapids, MI: William B. Eetdmans, 1982): 2-22. 

There is however, no reason to suppose that this superscription is a gloss, either on textual 
grounds or because its claims are inherently improbable- See J. B. Adamson, Jumes: 77ae Man 
and His Message (Grad Rapids, MI: William B. EetQnans, 1989), 6; R Bauckham, James, 
New Testament Readings, d ed. Court (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), 11-16; 
Davids, Jmes, 6-7; L. T. Jobasoa, The Letter of h e s ,  AB, vol. 37A (New Yo* City. 
Doubledayt 1995). 169-71; Wachob. 163-66. 
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stemtyped examples drawn fiom various (usually unidentified) sources.3 Paraenetic instruction 

is not meant to be applied to specific situations, rather, its intention is to summon the reader to 

consider his or her ethical obligations in broader terms? It may have been that an original 

historic situation in the text was removed in the process of reworking the material to make it 

more generic. 

In the absence of specific refetetlces to time, place, or circumstance, one must glean 

whatever one can about these elements from the issues developed by the author, for even if the 

examples proffered by James are paraenetic devices, how believable would they have been if 

they were not within the p h e w  of the readers'  experience^?^ As Ziglar observes, 

Whereas it may not be possible to speak about the community situation before or 
after the address of James, a canful examination of the address may provide 
information into the situation of the implied community that James addresses at 
this particular moment It is through an investigation of social structure that 
insights into the social situation of James might be gained6 

In modern criticism, there have been four major positions taken with respect to the 

authorship of James. The first is that the work is the poduct of a pseudonymous author writing 

in the late first or early second century, who may or may not have been Jewish? The second 

position concurs with this dating, but holds that the finished work is a reworking of oral or 

H. S. Songet, "The Literary Character of the Boot of James," Revfip 66 (1969): 387-88; R 8. 
Ward, "Partiality in the Assembly," HTR 62 (1969): 88; Ziglar, 3. 
' Songer, 388. See below for a more thorough discussion of this designation as it is applied to 
James. 

Ward, "'Partiality," 88. 
Zight, 9. 
' e.p, M. Dibelius, Jmes, rev. K Greevan, tms .  M A. Williams, ed. EL Koester 
(PMade1phia: Fortress, 1976); Laws; J. Moffatt, The General Epistles, MNTC (London, 1928); 
W. Popkes, Adkessuten, Situation und Form des Jahbusbriejii, Stmpner Biklsntdien 
l25/l26 (Stuttgart: Verlag Katbolisches Biklwerk, 1986); B. Reicke, The Epistles of Jmes, 
Peter, mdJ& AB, vol. 37 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964); Ropes; U. Scbnclle, Tho 
History and Theology of New Testament Writings, trans. M. E. Boring (Minneapoiis: Augsburg 
1998); L L. White, "New Testament Epistolary Literature in the Framework of Ancient 
Epistolography," in ANR W, TeiVPart II, ed W. HMse md H. Temporhi, Band/Vol. 25.2 (Berlin 
and New York: Woltcr de Gruyter, 1984): 1730-756; k W i f i  "Stylistic Problems in the 
Epistles of James and Peter," ST 1 (1948): 1 M82. 

. 



written material deriving from James of Jerusalem or his followedThe third position holds 

that the work is a finished product deriving from a Jewish Christian writer - not unreasonably 

supposed to be James of Jerusalem - working prior to the fall of Jerusalem? The fourth 

position argues for a purely Jewish origin of the Epistle, perhaps written prior to the ascent of the 

Christian movement, that was later reworked by a Christian redactor.I0 

Apart from the supncripion, there is nothing that explicitly attributes authorship. If the 

superscription is to be believed, however, it seems clear that it refers to the Lord's brother. First, 

he was the only known to have lived in the early first century CE who would have been 

likely to presume the authority to address a letter to the broader church (''the twelve tribes of the 

Diaspora"), especially without W e r  elaboration as to his identity." Second, it was to James 

of Jerusaiem that the letter was origmally, i.e., historically and traditionally, attributed Third, 

' e. g., E. C. Blackman, The Eptstfe ofJames (London: SCM, 1957); Davids; W. L. box,  "The 
Epistle of St. James," JTS 46 (1945): 10-17; R. P. Martin, James, WBC, vol. 48 (Waco, TX: 
Word Books, 1988); G. H. Rendall, The Epistle of St. James and Judaic Christianity 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1927). 

J. B. Adamson, The Epistle of James, N l C M  (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdrnans, 1976); 
F. J . A. Hort, The Epistle of St. James: The Greek Text, with introduction, Commentary as Far 
us Chapter IY .  Verse 7. and Addirtonol Notes (London: Macmillan, 1909): xxv-vi; L. T. 
Johnson, James, 72-9; J. B. Mayor, The Epistle of St. J m s :  The Greek Tat with Introduction, 
Notes, a d  Comments, and Further Studies in the Epistle of St. James (London: Macmillan, 
19 10); G. Kinel, "Der geschichtliche Ort des Jakobusbriefes," ZNW 41 (1 942): 71-105; R. J. 
Knowling, The Epistle of St. James, 3rd ed., Westminster Commentaries (London: Methuen, 
1922); Maynard-Reid; J. H. Moulton, "The Epistle of James and the Saying of Jesus," Expoifor 
s. 7,4 (1907); F. Mussner, Der Jak~busbriefis~ 2nd ed, KIKNT 13/1 (Freiburg* 1967); J. A. 
Quine, "The Use of the Law in the Epistle of James" (Ph-D. diss., Dallas Theological Seminary* 
1997). 
%. S. Easton, The Epistle of James, IB, voi. 12 (New York and Nashville: Abingdon, 1957); F. 
X Kelly, "Poor and Rich in the Epistle of James (Ph.D. diss., Temple University, 1972); J. A. 
Meyer, Dm Ratel des Jukobusbriefis, Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fiir die neutestamentliche 
Wissenschaft und die Kunde der atem Kirche, no. 10 (Giessen: T6plemann,1930); F. Spitta, 
Zur Geschiclve d Literam des Unchristent~, vol. 2, "Der Brief des Jakobus" (Gottingen: 
Vandenbeck und Ruprecht, 18%). 
'See Bauckham, 17; Davids, James, 6; Moulton. It may be reasonably argued that James' 

authority in the early Church is supposed by later writers, nonetheless, it would appear that Paul 
considered him a leading figure - perhaps the leading figure, given the fact that his m e  takes 
precedence over other apostles ( 1 Cor 1 5:7; Gal 2:9; cf. Acts 1 5: 12-2 1 ; 2 1 : 1 8). 
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the contents of the Epistle provide no compelling teason why James of Jerusalem could not have 

composed it (given what little is known about him), and indeed, much reasonable, albeit implicit 

evidence that he could have composed i t  Fourth, some detect 'bcuriOus co~espondences" in 

word usage and style between James and A d 2  

Having said all this, one must allow that 1: 1 may be inauthentic or contain fictitious 

idonnation. Further, traditional ascription to James does not in itself verify the claim. 

Ultimately, it is upon the external and internal evidence that claims of authorship must be 

judged, if only to develop a reasonable working hypothesis. To this end. it is necessary to look 

at some of the evidence offered in support of the two main competing hypotheses - i.e., of a 

late, pseudonymous work and of an early work very possibly h e n  by James of Jerusalem. 

Arguments for a Late Date 

In the past, the pillar of the argument in favour of James' lateness and non-Palestinian 

provenance rested on the quality of its literary koine and the apparent convenance of the author 

with Hellenistic ideas and rhetoric.13 As will be demonstrated later in this chapter, however. the 

assumption underlying this position - namely, that an early first cemury Galilean Jew could not 

have possibly been versed in such knowledge - has been seriously undermined in recent 

decades. Given this, many exegetes favouring a later date have turned to the Epistle's affinity to 

second and third century works, and the thought-modes of that time and milieu14 

The earliest extant version of the Epistle of James is found in the Peshitta (ca 4 12), but 

earliest references to the material date back to the third century writings of 0rigen.15 Evidence 

I2ct, Jas 2 5  and Acts 15: 13; 2:7 and 1 517; and Jas 1 :27 and Acts 15: 14. See C. L. Mitton, me 
Episrre of h e s  ((London and Edinburgh: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1966): 229-3 1 ; Martin, 
k i i ,  for discussion. 
13e.g., Blackman, 25-6; Reicke, 4-5; J. H. Ropes, A Critical and EregeticaI Commentq on the 
Episre of St. Jmne~ (New York: Charles Scribaer's Soas, 1916): 50-2. 
14e.g Blackman, 25-6; SchneUe, 387. 
Is Blackman, 25; L. T. Johnson, Jmnes, 126; Laws, 21. 



exists, however, that the work gained authority prior to this time through allusion and 

appropriation, rather than dinct citation Among those works and authors hypothesized as 

engaging in this include I Clement, The Shepherd of Hemus, Justin Manyr, and Irenaeus. Of 

these, the research reviewed tends to focus most particularly on I Clement and the Shepherd of 

H e m s  as bearing the closest resemblance to the Epistle, and the evidence does seem to suggest 

a high degree of confidence concerning dependence.16 

In examining the resemblance between literary works, the question inevitably is one of 

the directionality of influence - or even if the works are independently influenced by another 

source or sources. The scholars convinced of dependence17 see James as the original work. 

Ultimately, the issue hinges on the literary and topical conventions of the time, the culture, and 

the genre. That is to say, litetary resemblance may simply suggest a common heritage of themes 

and ideas expressed in the context of a shared, albeit comparatively unusual vocabulary. This is 

the view espoused by Davids," who believes that even the common use of syntactical units by 

the three works are not large enough conclusively to demonstrate dependence. This is surely the 

most cautious conclusion. Relying on the explicit citations by Origen pushes caution to an 

extreme, however, especially given that it requires the incautious discounting of other evidence 

in favow of an earlier date. 

The late extant explicit citation of James by Origen, and its late appearance in the canon 

stand as the most potent arguments in favour of a late date. But the very strong evidence in 

favour of a relationship between I Clement, the Shepherd of H e m ,  and James bring the date 

of the Epistle fiom the second or third century to at least ca  90, some thirty years after the 

historical James. The strength ofthe late date argument, if based on allusions by these two 

l6 e.g, Blackman, 3 1; HortJxk-lxxiv (but see h i i u s ,  h e s ,  3 1-2). 
'' Most notably L. T. Johnson, Laws, Mayor, and MoEat 
l%avids, James, 8; Mitton, 220. 
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works (or at least a shared worlbview), is questionable. Nonetheless, support for this position is 

found in James7 late appearance in the canon, and the apparent lack of knowledge of the Epistle 

by earlier authors, especially Paul and the deuter6-Paulines. 

To the argument that lames' lateness is implied by its prolonged absence from the 

canon,19 this may have been due to any number of factors, such as lack of doctrinal, cultic, or 

ecclesiological content; noncontroversial (and thus uninteresting) content; its evocation of 

"Jewish" Christianity; and/or limitations in its circulation." Of these explanations, the first 

tends to have the most weight, the last the least. To the first, few would deny that the Epistle is 

unusual for its lack of explicitly Christian doctrine and direct references to Jesus. To the last 

argument, however, proposing a document that is at once a circular letter and of limited 

availability strains credulity. In any event, the later inclusion of the work in the canon could 

possibly be explained by a growing interest in the practical benefits of applying its ethical 

dictates concerning community cohesiveness, as well as the authority of the implied author." 

- - - - - - pp - - - . -- - 

e.g, Manin, Ixxii-lxxvii. 
" Adamson, Message, 38-52; Davids, James, 7-8; Knowling, liii-iv; Mayor, Ixx. Concerning 
James' "'Jewish" tone, to which this thesis will repeatedly refer, Adamson's observation is worth 
quoting: 

Jewish Christianity crashed with the crash of Jerusalem and of the Jewish state 
and nation . . . and the Gentile Christianity that survived and prospered would 
know little of the Epistle of James and probably care less for it or for the Jews. 
The Gentile Christian church seems to have retained no great love or loving 
memory for the Jewish nation or the Jewish Christian church; and in due course 
its Christian public took no care to cherish the Epistle of James, which, with its 
address to the Jews of the Diaspora, is a witness to the early evangelization of the 
Jews outside Palestine (Adamson, Message, 47-8). 

Cf. Moulton (47-8), who proposes that the Epistle may have been a subtle propaganda device 
deployed for a Jewish audience, which would also explain why the document might have had a 
hard time gaining acceptance in Christian circles. The discursive uature of its appeal to 
otherwise hostile readers, the lack of explicitly Christian material, combined with what appeared 
to k an anti-Pauline diatni, would have engendered suspicion or antipathy. Moulton believes 
that obscurity was finally relieved when the Epistle's sheer historicity lent it appeal. 
'' Adsmson, Message, 48. 



James' apparent opposition to Paul's theology of salvation through grace, not works, has 

suggested lateness to still other scholars, notably DibeliusP This, too, was a formerly potent 

argument that has lost much of its punch. Indeed, it was this matter which came to predominate 

scholarly discussion, thus focussing unusual attention on the question of the Epistle's origin? 

The assumption that James is a later response to an entrenched Pauline theology is not argued so 

much as it is merely asserted24 Indeed, if one were to accept that James was a circular letter, 

Paul may have been more aware of its views than its author would have been of Paul's purely 

localized letters to the communities in Rome and in Galatias In this view, it is Pod's 

comments that may be viewed as a rejoinder. Finally, the absence of response by deutero- 

Pauli~e authors to James concerning a supposed "faith-works* dialectic may be attributed either 

to a less reductive approach to Torah than that taken by Luther and his disciples, or, perhaps 

simply less of an interest in the subject than that shown by them. In fact, Dibelius' conception of 

faith and works rests on an understanding of Judaism and the supposed novelty of Paul's ideas 

with respect to the question, which was discredited by Sanders thirty years after Dibelius' death, 

and by subsequent writers." Any perceived gulf or breach between James and Paul is likely a 

product of reading post-Reformation docnine retrospectively into the texts. In any event, this 

particular argument is not augmented by reference to any other doctrinal controversies in James, 

such as those with which the later Church was seized 

Supplementary arguments are correspondingly less convincing. For instance, Reicke and 

Schmlle contended that the social environment portrayed by James resemMes that of a later time 

D~belius, James, 454,  179-80; see also Schnelle, 386. 
Wachob, 3 1. 
L. T. Johnson, James, 155. 
L. T. Johnson, James, 1 1 1. 

26 e.g, L. Gaston, Paul and the Torah (Vancower. University of British Columbia h, 1987), 
4543,10046; 125-26; E. P. Sanders, Paul and Pdestinian Jtrcibism: A Comparison of Patterns 
of Religion (London: SCM, 1977). 4745 1 1,550-5 1. 



and a non-Palestinian milieu." In the case of Reicke, the environment pomayed is that ofthe 

latter period of Domitian's reign. For Schnelle, the decisive aspect is an apparent socioeconomic 

mix in the Church which suggests a late first century period, when the appeal ofthe Christian 

movement was beginning to broaden. As will be shown in chapter three, such assertions are 

risky, given that the socioeconomic context depicted was common to the Graeco-Roman world 

as a whole over a long period of time, and there is nothing in James which would m o w  the 

time or provenance on these grounds. Further, information concerning the socioeconomic 

make-up of early Christian communities is simply insufficient to make any claim concerning the 

status of their members. Whether or not the author of James is, indeed, addmsing a 

socioeconomically diverse community or communities is a matter of considerable speculation. 

Others see in the James portrayed in Acts and Galatians a man passionately committed to 

Jewish law and customs - a James, they assert, absent in the Epistle which bean his name? 

Given that one of its central messages is, in fact, obedience to Torah, most N l y  explicated in 

chapter two of  the Epistle, this argument can only be sustained by a synthetic contrast of the 

"legal" James of Acts and Galatians with the "legal" James of the eponymous Epistle. Like 

Paul, he likely abided by Torah precepts, and like Paul, he was willing to compromise on its 

applicability to Gentile converts. Indeed, the N'r references pomy him as a mediating influence 

between Paul and those who sought to impose all Torah requirements on Gentile converts, and 

as one who, though he had a mission to the Jews, accepted Paul's Gentile mission and agreed 

with Paul's arguments against those who demanded Gentile adherence to Jewish practices." 

" Reicke, 5-6; Sclmelle, 389. For an opposing view, see Knowling, Xraiv. 
" Blackman, 25-6; Dibelius, James, 17- 18; Reicke, 4-5; Ropes, 50-2. Dibeliw' primary nason 
for rejecting James of Jerusalem as the author rests upon the supposed mcompti'bility of James' 
view of "the law" with that which would be held by a Judaically-oriented (i-e., Pauline) Christian 
- but his argument f ~ l s  on a number of grounds, articulated by Sanders, Gaston, and others. 
r,Acts 15:13-21; 21:18-26; GaI 2:l-10; see DaVids,Jcnnes, 19-22 



Arguments for m Early Date 

Of the arguments advanced in &vow of an early date and authorship by James of 

Jerusalem, four are worth noting: the supposed absence of theo10gid and doctrinal 

development in the work; the uniqueness of the work relative a other NT writings, suggesting a 

personal witness to Jesus' mini*, the Jewish character and concrms of the book which imply 

Jewish authorship; and the attniution ofthe work to James of Jerusalem, both traditionally and 

in the superxripti~n.~ 

It has been suggested that James' earliness is evident in its lack of Christian doctrine, 

including an explicit Christology, and silence concerning opposing Furthennore' 

the author pmvides no rationalization for the delay of the parousia To these points, it should be 

noted that the Epistle is doctrinal - statements such as "fiendship with the world is enmity with 

God" (4:4), "faith without works is dead" (2:26), and "if you show partiality you commit sin" 

(219) are but thm pbnrses around which a fairly dcvelopcd docrrinal context is established. The 

theological preoccupations of the author, even given deviance from other NT authors, is not in 

itself indicative of earliness. Whether or not they are primitive or developed is a matter of 

speculation beyond the bounds of this thesis, however it is notable that the author does not cite, 

reflect, or respond to other NT material with the exception of Q." 

Notable in James is its two brief explicit references to Jesus Christ (1 : 1,2: 11, the second 

rendered with uncharacteristic linguistic awkwardness. This, in addition to the OT moral 

exemplars, the exhortation to "keep the whole law" (2: 10). and the s m  centrality of Torah 

observance (esp. 2:14 f) kd a few. notably Spitta, to argue that the Epistle was based slmost 

Quine, 122-23; see also L. T. Johnson, Jones, 118-221. 
''Puzzling enough in an early document, the absence of Qctrinc in a later pseuQynous work 

is quite inexplicable" (Adsmsoa, Meswge, 10; see also Math, lxldii). 
a As argued above, there is no compiling reason to believe that the discussion offkith md 
works in 2:1426 is a reply to Pauline material. 



entirely on a Jewish source, and only weakly Christianized by an editor." This view has been 

largely rejected. There is no textual warrant to remove the references and no reason to suppose 

that, were Christianization a concern, additional references to Jesus Christ would not have been 

added?' While it is true that James refers only twice to Jesus Christ, the implicit Christology 

suggested by the Q allusions reveals an author who has considered the implications of Jesus' 

teaching in some This evidence is supportive of the second argument for an early date, 

which cites the Epistle's apparent proximity to Jesus' actual teaching." The absence of explicit 

citation of Jesus' (Q) sayings may suggest that the author is using a preliterary synoptic or other 

traditi~n.~' The indication of earliness is precisely in this primitive Christological focus on 

Jesus' teachings - the metaphysical and ontological preoccupations of later authors concerning 

Jesus are absent in James. Of the other major doctrinal focus of later authors - ecclesiology - 

the content of the Epistle is again suggestive of earliness. There is little evidence of a distinct 

institutional structure, and the evidence which does exist would seem to suggest a Judaic one.38 

Further to the Jewish character of the work, while the author's orientation is undoubtedly 

Judaic (or at least bespeaks an appreciation of the ongoing validity of Torah precepts), Jewish 

Christians were not a population confined to the pre-70 period; and a Judaic orientation is found 

33 As also argued, for example, by Easton (9-12); Kelly (104-1 1); and C. H. Powell ("Faith in 
James and Its Bearings on the Problem of the Date of the Epistle," ExpTim 62 (19511: 3 1 1 K). 

Davids, Jmes, 141 6; Hartia, w i n g s ,  16-1 7;  Mayor, lxxxv-cix. 
3s See Davids, Jmes, 17: "[Tjhe apparent lack of Christology is not a fault in a letter which 
neither needs much Christology nor lacks an implicit one." 
36 Quine, 122-23. 
37 H. D. Betz, The Sermon on the M o m  A Commentary on the Sermon on the Mount, Including 
the Sermon on the Plain (Matthew 5:3-7:27 and Luke 6:2049, ed. A Y. Collins (MinneapoIis: 
Fortress, 1995): 6-7; Davids, James, 16; cf M. H. Shpeherd, Jr., T h e  Epistle of lames ard the 
Gospel of Matthew," JBL 75 (1956): 47-9, who favours a late first-century date, asserting that 
the author would have been exposed to this source in his worshipping community. The probable 
influence of a prrsynoptic source tradition on James will be taken up more fully in chapter four. 
38 James' use of the term tnwwyd to describe the assembly of the f a i W  in a Christian context 
is unique in the NT, and along with the use of np~+poc would suggest an early date for the 
work (although both terms are used by later Christian writers); see Adamson, Epistle, 105; 
Davids, Jmes, 108. 
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elsewhere in the NT. Ultimately, it is only what can be said about the social, cultural, and 

litenvy milieu derived from the content, style, and structun of the work which will lend 

credence to any speculation concaning its early date and provenance. 

Although the coastcllation of various fmrs  - the author's obvious familiarity with a 

Jewisb milieu and literary tradition, his independence fiom other NT works, and his seeming use 

of a prelitermy Q tradition - is important in itself, what is ultimately decisive in favour of an 

early date is the traditional omibution of the work to James of Jausalem, and its supemription. 

If the work is not pseudonymous, it is only that J a m s  who would have fulfilled a sufficiently 

important role to both author an epistle of this sort, and have it passed Q w d 9  From its d i e s t  

extant citation, the Epistle of James was otnibuted to James, the brother of Jesus. Origen, 

Clement, Eusebius, Jerome, Chrysostom, Gregory of Tours, and Bade all considered this work to 

have been written by him. Amoag both ancient and medieval authors there is no deviation from 

this position. Indeed, it is not until the time of E m u s  and Luther that doubts are expressed.q 

On this basis, as well as the evidence cited above, it is helpful briefly to examine the life of 

James of J d e m  in ordcr to establish whether there is a sufficient reason fiom what is known 

of bim to doubt the credibility of this attrriutiom The infomation that exists concerning the 

''traditional" James and the "historical" James is scant - but what docs exist is well and 

thoroughly summarized by Mayor and, more recently, Ward4' What is known historically about 

James of Jerusalem is derived h m  two sources - Paul aad Josephus. The rest consist of more 

or less reasonable conjectures fiom this data. 

Paul Jpcolrs of James as being an apostle (Gal 1 :I7 E), a broth of the Lord (Gal 1:19, 

c f  1 Cor 95). as one to whom the Risen Christ appead (1 Cor 15:7), and as a reputed or 
--- - - - 

39 See also Dibelius, Jmnes, 1 1. 
" Ropes, 44-5. 
'' Mayor, i-lm, R B. Wad, "James of Jenaalem in tbe First Two Cennnit~,~ in ANRW II, 
Band/Vol. 26.1 (Berlin uwl New York: Walter & Gruyter, 1992): 779-812. 
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acknowledged ( h h g )  pillar of tbc church (Gal 2:2,6,9). He is portrayed as having a 

mission to the Jews (=~rroru;lv) (Gal 29); an interest in Gentile converts obeying at least some 

aspects of the law (Acts 15: 13-21); and a &sire - or at least the desire of his followers - for some 

degree of separation between Jewish and Gentile believers (Gal 2: 1 I - 12). How often Paul and 

James met or corresponded is not known. What is known is that Paul reports on two visits to 

Jerusalemu On the first, c a  36 CE (Gal 1:18 E), he confers with James and Peter. On the 

second, fouiteen years later, ca 50 CE (Gal 2: 1-10), be confers with James, Peter, and John. In 

both cases, the standing of James' name first in the series is suggestive of his higher status in the 

Jerusalem church, either at the time of the writing of this Epistle, or throughout that time? 

Josephus provides independent evidence for the existence and significance of J ~ m c s  of 

Jerusalem, providing an account of his execution in Jerusalem, ca. 62 CEY The action of the 

high priest Ananus U in arranging the execution, was likely the result of a hiatus in Roman 

leadenhip stemming from the death that year of the Judean procurator. Taking advantage of the 

temporary absence of foreign oversight, Anaaus likely saw an opportunity to rid Jerusalem of 

supposed opponents of the "patriotic party* there, including James. 

Clearly, James was of some local prominence, both because he was targeted for 

execution, and because it gave occasion for the Pharisaic opponents of Ananus to petition Herod 

Agrippa for his dismissal on account of the action. Ananus' suppression of popular leaders and 

activists including James, leads one to ponder his possible alliance with the economically 

disedhchised over and against the Palestinian Jewish monied class. Suggestive of this also is 

Ibid, 781-82. 
43 Hort, xvi-k CC 1 Cor 157: kmt && %a, e l k  m k i d ~ g  R ~ V W .  

Jos., Ant. Jud. 20.197-203; see Martin, lxiii-in Mayor, comparing this account with the more 
firisome one provided by Eusebius @ccL Hist- 2-23), ~~ncludes tbat the content ofthe latter is 
improbable. Josephus' sympathy for Ananus II Pad the Sadducean aristocracy is evident in his 
other account of the events of 62., e.g, Bell. J d .  2.259; 4.314-325, and his historical rrpomge 
needs to be read with an appreciation of his aristocratic biases (see Martin, iMd, Ixiv-vi, upon 
whom the following information is based). 



the frct that me of Josephus' central arguments is that the collapse of the Jewish stwe was 

attributable to revolutioaaries who mdermined the authority of the Sadducean religious 

aristocracy7 which was perceived as allied to the Roman over10rds. Manin m w s  that Ananus 

may have targeted James of Jerusalem because of his association with opponents of the ruling 

class." 

Ward's review of the literary sources wnceming James mitten in the fint two centuries 

of the Common Era do not dispute the assertions of Paul and Josephus that he was a leader of the 

church in J d e m  and (to a lesser extent, given growing doctrinal complexities concerning 

Jesus' ontology) a brother of Jesus." If all these accounts are co- it lends credence to the 

position tbat the emphasis on impartiality in the Epistle, especially in tenns of economic 

equality; its definsive posture vis-a-vis the extracommunal social structure; and the authority 

implicit in the tone of the superscription and the dictates of the letter, are all qualities which 

could reasonably be amiuted to the historical James as he is portrayed by his wntemporaries, 

one an ally and the other an opponent 

IfJames is the author, one is given a provenance of Palestine bewen 35 and 62 CE. I 

am inclined to concur with the view that the reminus u quo of the Epistle is a little later, cp 40, 

allowing for the spread ofthe Jesus movementd7 Davids and Hanin place the time of the 

Jeruselem Council (ca 50-52) as the terminus ad gum, giwa the absence of reference to the 

issue of Gentile inclusiol~~ Nonetheless, it is indeed possible that James of Jenvselem could 

have written without refkmce to this: the issue may simply not have concerned him in the 

4s [bid, again taking into m u n t  Josephus' biases in this regard. 
" Ward, "First TWO Cemuries," 810-11. 
" Davids, James7 22; W i n &  xxxjx.. 

Davids, Jmes 22; see also PP. J. Hwth, A Spiritwliily of P e$ection: Faith m Action in the 
kner of James (CollegcviUt7 MN: Liturgical Rcss, 1999): 23940; J. H Moulton, F. W. 
Howad, and N. Tumcr, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, vol. 4, Sryle (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
CIUq 1976), 114. 
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context of the community and/or situation which he was addressing. I'm inclined to favour a 

terminus ad qvent of 62, the death of James of Jerusalem. 

Hebrew/Judaic and Greek/Helleaistic Elements in James 

lnaoduction 

Much of the debate concerning the authorship of James grounds itself on the apparent 

knowledge the author had of both Jewish and Greek ideas, metaphors, and idioms. Certainly, 

Gentile 'God-fearers' in the synagogue could very well have inculcated Jewish ideas? But it i s  

highly improbable that a Gentile author could have employed so many Semitic idioms and 

metaphors unless he had a fim hand, intimate knowledge of Judaism and the Hebrew and/or 

Aramaic language. A reading of the text of James suggests that the author was familiar with 

both the LXX and Hebrew versions of Scripture, as well as both Hellenistic and protwabbinic 

literature.s0 Yet, in order to enhance confidence in the attribution of the work to an early tint 

century Palestinian Jew, some account must be given of the quality of the literary koine, the 

mastery of Greek rhetorical technique, and the author's apparent conversance with Greek ideas. 

The debate over the socio-cultural milieu informing the ideology and structure of James 

has been a lively one, since it is a key component of the larger issues of date, authorship. 

provenance, and epistolary situation. It is also lively because of the breadth of opinion, ranging 

fiom a view of the document as a weakly revised Jewish tract, to the view bat it is a 

superficially Judaic document of purely Gentile, non-Palestinian origin. One is immediately 

inclined to investigate whether a mediating position might not be more in order. la the past 

several decades, the sharp demarcation Christian exegetes have attempted to draw between 

- - - - -- 

" So Laws, 37. 
so Adamson, Epirie, 18; Blackman, 24; M Jones, The New Testament lin the Twentieth Cemwy: 
A Szuvey of Recent Chrislulogicd and Historical Criticism ofrhe New Testament (London: 
MacmiIlan, 1934): 3 16- 17. 
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Hellenism and Palestinian Judaism has become all but impossible to sustain." Scholarship 

during this time, including archaeological evidence, has demonstrated that it is incautious to 

attniute either a Jewish (e.g., sermon, epistle) or a Hellenistic (e.g., diamk) Garrung to James. 

given the thorough Hellenization of Palestinian Judaism by the first century, including the 

prevalence of the Greek language in that region5* 

Jewish and Palestinian Elements in James 

It has long been observed that the author uses a number Semitic idioms in his Epistle." 

leading someY to suggest that the Greek document is a translation of an Anunaic or Hebrew 

original. Still others, notably Dibelius, have asserted that Semitisrns can be explained by the 

influence on a Gentile Christian author of Jewish Christian ideas and a Jewish form of koine 

(through the L q  for example).55 Such perspectives are neither parsimonious nor intuitive, and 

are effectively countered by the thorough examination of the subject by T umer and others who 

argue for a Jewish author using a Jewish form of koine? 

Indeed, the author reveals his proximity to Palestinian Jewish thought-modes and literary 

sources - a proximity which helps establish his own identity? The way he uses OT exemplars 

- particularly Abraham and Job - and his interpretation of Leviticus 19 are characteristic of 

Jewish proto-rabbinical literature; and he is conversant with Jewish sources outside the 

e.g., S. Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine: Stdies in the Literary Transmission. 
Belief, and Manners ofPalestine in the I Century BCE - 1V Century CE (New York: The 
Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1950); Sanders. 
52 C. L. Church, "A Forschmgsgesch~chte on the Literary Character of the Epistle of James" 
(Ph.D. diss., The Southern Baptist Seminary, 1990), 2-3, who also states (p. 167) that the 
approach of some other scholars is predicated on the misconception that one can separate 
sources based on an unreal distinction between what is Hellenistic and Hebraic." 
53 Adamson, Epistle, 18; C. F. D. Mode, An Idion, Book of New Testament Greek, 2nd ed. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress 1957). 

e.g. Easton, Meyer, Martin. 
" Dibclius, James, 36-7.87. 

Moulton et d., IV. 1 17-19; Wifstrand, 176. 
On the affinity of ideas and laaguage expressed in James with rabbinic literature, see esp L. 

T. Johnson, Jmnes, 34-46; Laws, 10-12. 
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specifically the Wisdom of Solomon, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, and - most 

conspicuously - Sirach5' His thematic interests find echoes in rabbinic literature, especially 

Pirke Aboth (ca. 200 CE),  and even the paraenetic character of the work is found in such Jewish 

sources as the Sentences of the S ' a c  Mewnder (date unknown)." Following Johnson's 

seminal work on the subject, the influence of the nineteenth chapter of Leviticus on the theology 

of James has been increasingly cited in support of Jewish authorship. Not only was obsewance 

of Levitical strictures particularly characteristic of Jewish resistance to pagan ~ustorns;~ but, 

more specifically, the citation of Lev 19 as a sumrnaxy of Torah is consistent with the custom in 

certain proto-rabbinic circles.61 

It is not possible to assert that James presents a stereotypically ''Jewish" perspective on 

the themes of wealth and poverty, since such a stereotype does not exist? Certainly, the 

apparent orientation of the author to the Torah suggests an implicit endorsement of its provisions 

for the p o d 3  As will be discussed, such positive regard for the poor is a characteristic of 

Judaism not usually found in other cultures within the Graeco-Roman sphere. Failing to help the 

poor, who were often identified with the innocent, was also a concern of both prophetic (e.g., 

Am 2:6-7; Ezek 16:49) and wisdom (e.g., Pr 1322; 17:s) literature. At the same time, riches 

" Davids, James, 30 K; W. Popkes, "James and Scripture: An Exercise in Intertextuality," NTS 
45 (1999): 21%. 
j9 On Pirke Aboth, see L. T .  Johnson, James, 34-6; on Sentences of the S ' a c  Menunder, see 
ibid, 37-8; H. k k Kennedy, The Hellenistic Atmosphere of the Epistle of James," Expositor 
s. 8,Z (191 1): 37-52 for other examples of Jewish literature in Greek which resemble variously 
in theme, topoi, imagery, genre, style, and tone the Epistle of James, notably the Letter of 
Aristeas, 4 Maccabees, the Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides, and various parts of the corpus of 
Philo. 

Schiirer 2:81-4. 
6t Famously, b. k b b .  3 la: "What you hate do not do to your neighbout - that is the essence of 
Torah" (cited and discussed by L. T. Johnson, ("The Use of Lev. 19 in the Letter of James," JBL 
101 [1982]: 39 t 401) and Martin, 68). 
62 CE Kelly (1 IS), who claims tbat a truly "Jewish" work would not deviate from the 
' ~ o n a l n  ethic that riches were considered a good thing and poverty a bad thing. 
a U A. Jackso~McCabe, "A Letter to the Twelve Tnks in the Diaspora: Wisdom and 
'ApocalYpic7 Eschatology in the Epistle of lames," SBLW 35 (Atlanta: Scholars Ress), 515. 



were usually (but not consistently) considered a sign of God's blessing for righteousness or piety 

- Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph are all rewarded with bountiful land,  child^^ and wealth 

- and poverty was perceived as either a misfortune (e-g., the story of Ruth and Naomi) or as 

punishment for evil (for example, the warnings ofthe prophets typically include various 

privations by the hand of God). 

The perspective on the subject which is closest to James is reflected in the writings of the 

intertestamental period. By this time, there was an increasing tendency to be less sanguine about 

wealth qua wealth, and to see the wealthy as less likely to be pious and the poor as more so." As 

with James, conflict between fiiithll poor and oppressive rich is de~cn'bed;~' and wealth is seen 

as involving misplaced trust and as requiring lawlessness and oppression for its attainment, with 

the vindication of thc poor described in eschatological terms.66 Interestingly, around this same 

time the community at Qumran was developing a system of communal wealth, justified as a 

defence against avarice and inequality." 

Greek Elements in James 

In a comment cited frequently, and usually approvingly, Mayor asserted that the quality 

of the Greek in James approaches "more nearly to the standard of classical purity than that of 

any other book of the N.T. with the exception perhaps of the Epistle to the Hebrews.'" Indeed, 

not only does the author have a good grasp of Greek, he is able to use diaaibal techniques, to 

appeal to common metaphors found in Hellenistic literature (e.g., 3:3-4,7; 4: 141, and seems to 

" e.g, Sir 1 O:Z-24; 13: 15-20; 3 1 5; 7'. Jud. 19; 25:4; 1 Enoch 94- 105; 1 O8:M 5; 1QpHab 123, 
6,10; 4QpPs37; 1QM 1 1 :9; see Davids, James, 42-3. 

I E n d  92405. 
" I E n d  103:9-104:8; Sib. Or. 3,378; T. Jud. 2514; Odes Sol. 1032; Jub. 2339; see C. W. 
Boggan, "Wealth in the Epistle of James" (PhD. diss., The Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary, 1982), 69-72. 
" IQS 1 : 12; 224-25; 6: 19-24; 75-7; 9:8-9,22; CD 6: 15-1 6, c t  Bell. Jud 1.8.3. See Bog- 
74-5. 
" Uayor, ccxliv, see also AdPmsoa, Epistle, 19,3 1 (esp. with reference to 5: 1-6); Moulton et al., 
N.115-16; butcf. b o x ,  13. 



have some appreciation of philosophical language?' These factors have left many convinced 

that Jesus' brother - or indeed any but the most educated Palestinian Jew - could not have 

wrinen the work?' 

Those who assert the impossibility of Greek and Hellenistic fluency on the part of a 

Palestinian Jew often offer no evidence for the claim - yet, curiously, it has been decisive for 

some in rejecting such a source.71 Even those who are sympathetic to a Palestinian Jewish 

source have offered up explanations for the prose, ranging from the claim that the author had an 

amanuensis," to a view that the quality of the Greek is not as fine as is generally believed? 

This frequently results in reasoning which is mained at best. A good example is Koester who 

claims that James' fluent Greek style renders the designation of James of Jerusalem as author 

impossible74 - a claim made despite frequent observations that the language was well-known in 

Jer~salem.~' Yet rather than reach the obvious conclusion, he prefers to describe the work as "an 

important witness for the continuation of the Jewish-Christian tradition of the Jerusalem church 

in the Greek-spealung w o r l c  hence relocating the work outside the Palestinian Jewish milieu? 

69 Laws, 5-6; H. A. A. Kennedy for general discussion. 
M. Diklius, A Fresh A p p d  to the New Testament and Ear& Christian Literature (New 

Yo&: Charles Scniner's Sons, 1936), 229-30; idem., Jonws, 17; M. Jones, 325-26; Reicke, 4-5; 
Moulton et al., N. 1 15-16. See J. N. Sevenstet (Do You Know Greek? How M i d  Greek Could 
the First Jewish Christians Have Known? NovTSup, no. 19 beiden: Brill, 19681, 1-2 1) for a 
discussion of the debate. 
M. Jones, 325-26, being a perfect example. 
Mouiton a al., N. 115-16. 

73 Knox, 13; Wifband, 175-76. 
'' K Koester, imroduction to the New Testament, vd.  2, History and Literu~uve of Early 
Chrhtiunity, FFNT (PhiladeIphia: Fomess, 1982), 156-57. 
75 cg, ibid, 86-91. 
76 %id, 157. Koester goes on: 

This group had much in common with the Jewish-Christians of Jerusalem: 
emphasis upon the validity of the law (Jas 2:8-13), althougb the law is descnkd 
in terns which had developed in Hellminic Judaism (Jas 125: "the perfect iaw 
of fkedomn), the ideal of poverty (2: 1-7; cf The polernic against the rich, 5: 1 -6), 
and the eschatological orientation (5:7-11). The address &To the Twelve T r i i  in 
the diaspora" also points to a Jewish Christianity which had taken sbape in the 
Greek world 



Yet much evidence bas accrued to suggest that Palestinian Jews could have both oral and 

literary facility in the Greek language and knowledge of Hellenistic rhetorical technique and 

philosophy. By the first century CE, Palestine was a thoroughly Hellenized region - and 

Galilee was, arguably, one of the most Hellenized areas of the region, next to Jerusalem itself." 

There is reason to believe that many native Aramaic speakers, even possessed of the most 

rudimentary education, were at least mly bilingual.'* 

This conclusion is borne out by the evidence for the dominance of the Hellenistic c u b e  

and its language. Beginning with Antiochus Epiphanes IV, an extensive program was 

undertaken to establish cities that were culturally and linguistically Greek, and to extend 

citizenship within them to n~n-Greeks?~ By 70 CE, approximately thirty towns and cities in 

Jewish Palestine werc either Greek foundations or had been tmmfonned into poleid" Among 

them was Sepphoris, about 2 miles from Nazareth, the hypothesized birthplace of Jesus and of 

James of Jerusalem. Sepphoris was predominantly a Jewish city, with J m s  occupying many - 

and at least at one time at1 - important positions in civic government? 

Levine ofFers a fine, concise summary of the research which has documented the extent 

of Hellenism in the Jewish Palestine of late antiquityP He speaks of two underlying, and 

Yet, Koester provides no compelling evidence for alternate authorship or provenance. 
E. S. Gmen, Heritage and Hellenism: The Reinvention ofJewish Tradition (Berkeley, Los 

Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1998). xiv. 
L. T. Johnson, James, 1 16-18; J. A. Fitrmeyer, '7'he Languages of Palestine in the Fint 

Century A.D.," CBQ 32 ( 1970): 507- 1 8; S. Liebeman, Greek in Jewish Palestine: Studies in 
the Lge and Manners of Jewish Paiestine in the II - I V Centuries CE, 2nd od (New York P. 
Feldman, 1 %S), 2.2 1; Mayor, cclxiv-lxv; E. M. Meyen and J. F. Strange, Archaeology. the 
Rabbis. d Early Christianity (Nashville: Abingdon, 198 1 ), 78-88; J. H. Moulton, F. W. 
Howard, and N. Turner. A Grammar of New Testamew Greek, voi. 2, Accidence ond Word 
Formution with on Appendix on &mitimu in the New Testmnent (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1929), 26-7; Sevenster. Greek, 176 E.; but see Schtirer 274. 

J. L. Kimeavy, Greek Origins of Christian Faith: An Inquiry (New York and Oxford: Word 
Univeristy Press, 1987), 63 K 

Fitpneym. 508. 
" K h ~ e g ~ y ,  69-70. 
a L. I. Levine, Jiabisrn andHellenhm in Antiquiw Conflict or C o ~ ~ e ?  (Seattle aad 



enomus, asmmptioas common in scholarly discwioe First, that Hellenistic influence could 

be demted by the presence of classical Greek institutions or philosophical ideas, rather than 

otba aspects of social orgabtion, be it economic, political, etc.; and second, that Hellenism 

a given phenomenon, to be either affitmal or denied; it either existed or did not exist 

within a society. J u c k a  is often considered either Hellenized or not, with very few more subtle 

distinctions being made."u When distinctions are made, they hquentiy concern the extent of 

Hellenization, essentially through the social sbata of the time. 

In fhct, Levine coacludes, Hellenization is a complex phenomenon, not involving a 

one-to-one traw&erence of mciwdtural phenomena from one place to another, w much as 

providing the conditions by which a wide variety of cultural forces could be ~eleaed, adopted, 

and adapted from throughout the "Hellenized" world, as it was defined by the conquests of the 

fourth and third centuries BCE. In other words, it involved a selective incdturation of its various 

aspects. Hcngel agrees, adding that: 

Hellenistic civilizatioa was by a0 rnepns an exclusively or even pndornirantly 
military, civic, and socio-econornic phenomenon - these were simply the anas 
in which its effects first became visible; rather, it was the expression of a force 
which embraced almost every sphere of Me. It was a force of codking mess,  
an expression of the power of the Greek spirit which penetrated and stvped 
everyching, expmsive and 

Given this, it is unsurprising that the early Christian authors and early Christianity should show 

such a marked Hellenization, since this was reflective of an already lived cultural situation? 

Hellenism expressed itself in a number of ways: in Graew-Roman cults, games, and 

festivals; in trade, goods, and coinage; in design and manuf ie . '  But chiefly, the bridge to 

London: University of Washington Ras, 1998), 6-1 8. 
bid, 17. 
M Hcngel, JudPim ond Hellenism: Sndies in Their Encounter in Pdestine k i n g  the Em& 

Hellenistic Period, 2 vols., trans. J. Bow- (London: SCM, 1974), 57. 
as H. Kotster, Imoduction, op tit, VOL I, History, Cdhae, m d  Religlon of the ~ellenktic ~ ~ e ;  
98; Wachob, 10. 

Schikter, 2:48-9,6 1-72. 



this Heilenistic world, as to the wodd of any dominant but foreign culture, was language. Whiie 

complex interactions of local and Hellenistic influences doubtless existed, it is difficult to 

believe that something as essential as language could have been so unaffected by larger social 

and economic forces. The advantage of Greek was precisely its use in comecting people of 

different geographic, cultural, and social backgrounds - an advantage knowledge of more 

localized languages did not convey." 

That the Greek language was known and spoken in Jewish Palestine is supported by the 

archaeological evidence. Two-thirds of the ossuary inscripttons found in and around Jerusalem 

from the period of the late second temple are in GreekVu and there is a preponderance of such 

inscripons elsewhere in Palestine. Indeed, in Galilee, public inscriptions in Greek were the 

norm as early as the third century BCE." That such inscriptions were read and used by Jews is 

demonstrated by their existence on such ossuaries, on synagogues, and on the temple itself 

There are extant Jewish marriage contracts. grain transactions, and letters (even those between 

Bar Kokhba and his subordinates) written in Greek, by Jews - Jews who often assumed Greek 

personal names.9' Although speafung of a somewhat later time, Lieberman's evidence on this 

point is perhaps the strongest "In proof of the assertion that Greek was familiar to the Jewish 

- 

Sevenster, Greek, 98-9. 
R. A. Horsley, Archaeology. History, and Society in Galilee: The Social Context ofJesus a d  

the Rabbis (Valley Forge, PA: Trinity, 19%), 1 68; Kinneavy, 6 1. The opinion expressed by J. 
E. Stambaugh and D. L. Balch (The New Testament in i ts Social Environment, Library of Early 
Christianity no. 2, ed. W. A. Meeks Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986],87) is typical of this 
view *Since sepulchral inscriptions probably best indicate the language of the common people, 
it is significant that the vast majority of those published are in Greek" Cf. J. Davics (Death, 
Burid, and Rebirth in the Religions of Anriquity (London and New York Routledge, 
1999],104-09), however, who holds that only people of relatively high socioeconomic status (and 
hence, perhaps, education) could have afforded to erect inscriibed grave monuments). 
" H. C. Kee, "Early Clrristiauity in the Galilee: Reassessing the Evidence from the Gospels," in 
The Galilee in h e  Antiquity, ed. L. I. Levine (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of 
America, 1992), 20. 
90 Fitzmeyer, 512-13. 
9' Ibid; Hengel, Jidaiim and Hellenism, 62-5; Sch- 2:7&9. 



masses in the synagogue . . . Biblical events were elucidated by the Rabbis in the light of Greek 

sources . . . [and] preachers used Greek translations of the Bible in their sermons.* Despite the 

preponderance of this evidence, caution must be assumed respecting both the fluency and 

literacy of the average Palestinian Jew?) A Iingwfrrnca may have a public place not 

commensurate with its private use, especially when in written form. Literacy requires education 

- a commodity available only to those who had tbe resources to purchase it? 

Whether James of Jerusalem or someow like him was fluent in the written language and 

Greek thought depends much on his education, and his education on his social status. What is 

clear is that ord bilingualism was more or less common. While it is indeed plausible that the 

rural population, having substantially less contact with the outside world than urban dwellers, 

communicated 1arge;jr in Aramaic, nonetheless "[i]n order to understand legal regulations 

pertaining to contracts, taxes, census, a knowledge of Greek was necessary, or in any case 

expedient.'"' Knowledge of Greek language, attitudes, customs, ac., was simply a practical 

matter. Indeed, such familiarity was considered to be acceptable in equipping a mature person 

for life in a Helle~stic world - even if that simply meant acquiring a trade? Whether or not 

Lieberman, Greek, 2; see also Blackman, 23. 
93 Despite his considerable evidence for the preponderance of Greek in Jewish Palestine. 
Fitzmeyer (53 1) maintains that Aramaic was the primary language, but see Kee (2 1 ), who 
maintains Aramaic became a minority language even in tbe countryside. Nonetheless, both Kee 
and Fimneyer agree that the w of Greek as a second language penetrated the countryside as 
well as the cities. Meeks demurs, asserting (based on f ~ d  y light evidence) that Greek was 
largely restricted to urban milieux (W. A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians: The S k i d  World 
of the AposrIe P u d  [New Haven, CT and Lombn: Yale University Pms, 19831,lS). Lapin, in a 
more xecent survey of archaeological evidence, reinforces the need for caution in assuming a 
substantial linguistic contrast between urban and rural areas of Palestine, including Galilee, in 
late antiquity (H Lapin, "Palestinian hwxiptions and Jewish Ethnicity in Late Antiquity," in 
GuMee Through the Centuries: CoqTuence of Cultures, Duke Judaic Studies Series, d E. M 
Meyers, vol. I, Second International Conference on Galilee in Antiquity [Winona Lake, IN: 
Eixabrauns, 19991: 245-6; see also Sevenstet, Greek, % ff-). 
" Horsley, Gafiiee, 158; Liebennaa, Greek, 2 1 fE; Sevenstet, Greek, 182. 
'' Ibid, 184-85. 
% Liebeman, Helienism, 1100- 4. 
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such knowledge was expdent or practical for, say, a tenant farer is difficult to adduce with 

any confidence, given the evidence available to us. Nonethelessy the available infomation does 

support the conclusion that such broad familiarity was not uncommon in Jewish Palestine. 

Since language is the primary means of conveying and participating in a cultwe. the 

Hellenistic period was one in which a great emphasis on education was placed. With the 

Alexandrian expansion, a universal concept of culture inculcated through the Greek language 

and pedagogical style developed quickly." Somewhat paradoxically, this trend was aided by 

concerns over the assimilation of Jews into a foreign culture. The tools provided by the 

dominant culture were used to guard the minority culture, by extending access to education to 

wider circles of the laity based on individual aptitude, and educating them in Jewish customs and 

piety." 

In addition to language. the Hellenistic schools in Palestine and elsewhere included 

rhetoric in the curriculum, usually introduced to young adolescent students. Post-secondary 

education concentrated more heavily on teaching rhetoric, as a means of training for a range of 

professions in which oratorical or written skilb were employed99 As such, this instruction 

would have concentrated on forms such as paraenesis and potreptic - forms evident in the 

Epistle of James - and their adaptation into epistolary fondw The fkct that there is evidence 

that a Greek academy for Jews existed in Jewish Palestine demonstrates that Greek sources were 

available to Jewish scholars. One can thus assume that proper iiterary style was one of the 

* Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 65 fE 
96 bid., 7 7 a .  
* B. L. Mack, Rhetoric and the New Tesr~ent  (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 29-3 1. 
L. G. Perdue, "The Social Character of Paraenesis and Paraenetic Literature," Serneia 50 

(1990): 22; see also Ropes (9), who cites as examples the Epistle of Aristeus, the Epistle of 
Jeremy (Bar 6), and the Epistle of Baruch to the Nine and a Half Tribes (an appendix to the 
Apocalypse of &atrch)). Explicitly Christian exampies include the Pastoral Epistles, 2 Pet, I 
Clement, Barnobus, aud Diognerrcs. 



subjects taught, equipping them with the tools for reading and writing Greek.lo' Whether such 

education also included equipping Jewish scholars with the bdame~tds  of Hellenistic 

philosophy is another matter, although Daube and Lieberman concur that at the very least they 

borrowed Greek hemeneutical terminology. '02 

It is Hengel's claim that, among the Jews, only the me- of the aristocratic class had 

access to the How far down the ladder of wid location access to such education 

extended is a matter of speculation, but the research of Daube and others makes clear that a sort 

of secondorder Greek education came via the synagogues from teachers who were themselves 

likely educated in the gymnasia, and through exposure to Stoic-Cynic street preachers. Thus, 

language, techniques, and philosophy were all conceivably available to the majority of average 

people on at least some level. They were simply elements of the Hellenistic culture generally.lW 

It is known that Jewish literature in Greek did develop in Palestine - a literature which often 

directed itself to other Jews, explicating both history and hermeneuti~s.'~~ Moreover, the literary 

style and form of the missionaries' addresses to the early Christian communities bespeaks the 

Hellenistic influences on their education, and their mselfcollscious adaptation of these methods 

for pedagogical and evangelical purposes. 

Thus, assuming James of Jerusalem (or someone like him) did have access to a 

reasonably good education, it would have undoubtedly equippi him with the language, 

techniques, and ideas extant in the Epistle of James. Palestine produced Jews - e.g., Justus of 

lo' Bauckham, 58; Liebeman, Greek, t tE 
Irn See the discussion in chapter six; also Levine, Judaism a d  Hellenism, 1 1 3; Stambaugh and 
Balch, 103. 
Irn Hengel, Juduim and Hellenism, 65-8. 
I" Lieberman, Greek, 2; Mack, Rhetoric, 29; L. Thurin, "Risky Rhetoric in Jaws?" NovT37 
(1995): 26546. 
'OS Hengel, Judosm and Hellenism, 104. 
'" W. Jaeger, Emly Christianity and Greek Paideio (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press 
and London: Mord University Ress, 1962). 7 ff- 
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Tiberias and Josephus - noted in Greek literature and oratory, adept at both the language and 

style of The style and vocabulary of the author of the Epistle demonstrates that he is 

both educated and Jewish.Im Moreover, the Epistle is expressive of Greek epistolary form and 

style,Iw the use of which was consistent throughout the Hellenized world This very consistency, 

as well as the existence of instruction manuals from the classical period, suggests the existence 

of at least rudimentary instruction in letterwriting in the Hellenized world, again, instruction 

conceivably available to someone like the historical Jame~."~ 

One can even reasonably conclude that, even if a hypothesirad Galilean author had only a 

rudimentary education in Greek to the extent that he acquired basic literacy, the production of 

something like this Epistle is still possible. For example, the historical James spent some thirty 

years living in J e d e m ,  where it is estimated that up to 20% of the Jewish population spoke 

Greek as their mother tongue, not to mention the preponderance of Greek-speaking Diaspora 

Jews constantly visiting the city, and Greek-speaking Gentile residents, traders, and navellen."' 

This exposure alone would impel someone, especially someone in a leadenhip position of a 

movement inclusive of many native Greek speakedreaders, to assume considerable facility in 

the language and world-view. In addition, if the author had some "rabbinical" training, he most 

certainly would have been skilled in the nuances and peculiarities of Greek language and literary 

'07 Schiirer 2:4&9,79-80; Stambaugh and Balch, 88. 
lo* Moulton a al., IV.116-17. 
'OP See esp. F. 0. Francis, "The Form of the Opening and Closing Paragraphs of James and 1 
John," M61(1970): 110-26. 
l L O  Wachob, 10; J. L. White, T h e  Greek Documentary Letter Tfadition Third Century B.C.E. to 
Third Century C.E.," Semeiu 22 (1 982): 90. 
' B a u c k l ~ ~ ~ ,  24; Sch- 2:76-7. 
H2 Liebeman, Greek, 2 1. 



Structure and Genre 

Structure 

Linguistic and F o n d  Elements 

The consensus which exists concerning the author*s mastery of Greek litemy gnunmar 

has already been mentioned.' l3 Overall, the author uses Greek fluently, accurately, and formally. 

The stylistic quality, both in form and syntax, is rare in the NT'."" In addition, elements of the 

Epistle display a good grasp of oral composition. The author deploys a number of literary 

devices: paronomasiall' ( 1: 1-2); pamhesis ( l:24); alliteration ( 12); rhyming endings ( 1 :6); 

hemetrical rhythm ( 1 : 1 7); pleonastic Wance1l6 (3:6-7); the use of catchwords ( 1 26-27; 

5: 19-20) and similarity of word sounds (3: 17). As a whole. the composition is characterized by 

its rhythm: sentence elements shiff and vocabulary is chosen in such a way that they "appear to 

serve the flow and euphony of the sentence rather than its meaning."117 Stylistic skill is also 

manifest in the author's use of relatively short sentences, aryndetic frequent use 

of forms of direct address, imperatives, Iively examples, personifications, similes, rhetorical 

questions, and negative terms. 

'I3 B. R Halson, The Epistle of James: Christian Wisdom?" in SE N, part 1, The New 
Testament Scriptures, ed. F. L. Cross (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1968), 308-09; L. T. Johnson, 
James, 7. The majority of the hapax legomena in the Epistle are found in the LXX, and 
two-thirds of these appear in the wisdom literature of the OT and the Apocrypha. Only thirteen 
words in James find no amcederit in the Wrx. Halson notes the occasional usage associated 
with cclassical Greek and rarely f m d  elsewhere in the NT. 
' Ropes, 24. 
'I5 Puns or word plays. 
N6 The use of more words than necessary for euphonic e f f i  
'" Davids, Jrrmes, 58. 

The ocnissiou of conjunctions fbm constnrctions in which they normally would be wd 
' 1 9  hid, L. T. Johnson, Jmes, 7%. 



Structure 

Four approaches have typically been taken to structural questions.'" The fim is that an 

overall organking stwture is absent from the work-12' A second view is that the Epistle does 

indeed have a thematic structure, but is lacking or is weak in a linguistic or formal strutwe.'* 

Some argue for both a strong thematic and a strong linguistid formal structure? The fourth 

view has been to look to a supratextual structure - such as allegory - the keys to which can be 

found in other texts, ecclesial codes, framing keys, etc? 

Obviously, the best mponse to the objection that James has no organizing structure is to 

convincingly d e m i  one. The primary basis on which the claim has rested has been to cite no 

clear relationship between the units of the text, including the imposition of apparent 

interpolations having no relationship to the surrounding material (e.g., 4:17). What, for 

instance, connects " . . . in the same way the rich men will fade away together with his 

undertakings" (1 :9-11) with "Blessed be the man who endures testing . . ." (1 : 1 2)?Is The 

unstated implication of allegedly mechanicai co~ectious such as 4: 17 is that their use implies 

- - - -  - -  - 

12' Martin (xcviii-civ) and L. T. Johnson (James, 12-1 3) provide excellent overviews of the 
various major proposals concerning the structwe of the Epistle. 
12' e.g, Diklius, box, Mittou, Songer, Laws. 

e.g., Adamson, Cargal (T. B. CargaI, Restoring the Diarporu: Discursive Smctwe and 
Purpose in the Epistle of Jonrs, SBLDS, no. 144 (Atlanta: Scholars Ress, 1993), and Fry (E. 
Fry, "The Testing of Faith: A Study of Structure in the Book of James," BT29 (1978): 427-35. 

Bauckham, Davids, Hartin, L. T. Johnson. 
'" D. L- Beck ("The Composition of the Epistle of James" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton Theological 
Semimy, 1973), Easton, Meyer, R B. Terry ("Some Aspects of the Discourse Structure of the 
Book of James,* Josuru~I of TransIution and Texrlnguisticr 5 [ 19921: 106-25). 
lU One interesting approach to counter this position has been to argue that the sheer compkity 
ofthe fonnal structure oaiy makes the text appem disorganized. Thus Ralph Terry, who 
discems "a fairy complex macfostfllcture tbat maps onto eighteen d o n s  which are. . . tied 
togaher by the use of lexical chains . . . AM eighteen sections are lexically linked together in a 
'webbing' reiatiomhip between noaadjacent sections" (124). Tbis perhaps attriiutes a greater 
technical skill to the author of James than even devoted partisans would concede! 
&&on, 31 1. 
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"an editorial attempt to compensate for lack of clear flow of in the sewing together of 

otherwise unrelated parseaaid units. Any structural argument must address this pint 

Those who argue that the structure of James is to be found in its various thematic 

elements alone all but concede the poim to Dibelius a alln The f a  is that commentators have 

not generally claimed a total absence of structure in James. Rather they claim that, while some 

units have similar themes, to designate an overurching M e  or themes is to go beyond what can 

be plainly detected in the text. Other approaches along these lines claim an overarching 

thematic structure that is ultimately too general to be convincing, generally along the lines of 

defining true religion in the context of right relationships within the Cargal's 

work is perhaps the most convincing in this regard It is his contention that the author of the 

Epistle of James organized his work semantically. using a progression of themes and figures 

"grounded in issues of value rather than ontology." He concludes that this strucnne is what has 

led exegetes, searching for a "logical" progression ofthemes, figures, and ideas to fiusbntion 

and the conclusion that the text is disorgamzedlM 

Those who have held that James is without structure hold the author to a higher standard 

than most correspondents of the author's time, or indeed any time. In this regard, Johnson's 

observations on the structurr of the Epistle are convincing. First. James was meant to be 

delivered orally - its meaning transmitted in time rather then space. Second, this does not 

obviate the presence of stnrnrring techniques, even if they may have not been employed 

delihately. Third, the troubling "stray" verses may k as seriously considered as authorial 

commentary as the more clearly ttansitiod ones. Fourth, the deep strucane ofthe text is 

In Church, 56. 
la A ptidarly egregious example of this appwch is seen m Fry, see esp. 43 1-32. See also 
Shepherd, 414. 

eg., Adamson, Message, 92-9. 
Iw, CaEgal45. 
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dualistic - opposiDg two construals of reality and conseqwnt modes of behaviour. Fifth, there 

is thematic and literary coherence - aphorisms in the inbcoduction can be aligned with the 

subsequent essay or sectioas as seen in the reappearance of topics treated as maxims in the first 

chapter (cf, 15-7 with 5: 13-18; 1:12-18 with 3:134:107 etc.).l3I 

The stNctural divisions suggested by J o h n  and Hamnln are perhaps the most helpll. 

Although they disagree in several impottant ~CSPCC~S* 1&y both agree on the major themes of the 

work: the incompatibility of faith and partiality (2:l-11 [12-131); the inadequacy of faith without 

action (2: 14-26); careless or improper speech (3: 1-12); and a concern over issues of wealth 

andlor property (4:13 J:6).13' Both mention important aspects that the other ignores: fiom 

Johnson they include the incompatibility of "friendship" with God and with the world 

(3: 13-4: lo), and appropriate eschatological attitudes (5:7-11); and, fiom Hamn, the 

incompatibility of earthly and heavenly wisdom (3:13-18).1Y Taken together, all these themes 

relate to and support one another? and the quest for an overarching structure becomes 

supeffluous. 

Rhetoric 

Important to both any discussion conceming the structure of the Epistle, as well as to the 

argument of this thesis that the author was vmed in the formal application of Gracw-Roman 

literary and oratorical techniques, is the rhetorical fbmework of J a m s .  The proposition that the 

author bad at least some knowledge along these lines is widely accepted13s 

13' BaucLhem, 66-7; L. T. Johnson, Jmes, 13- 15. Bsuckham makes a convincing atgumat that 
James is structured into units that end either with aphorisms or with some other "rhetorically 
satisfying conclusion." This sectioning of the Epistle allows the reader to "pause and ponder" on 
the range of topics, which are loosely and coherently wunected thcmatidy. 
In Hwin. Soyngq 30; L. T. Johnson, Jmes, 13. 
133 Hartin does not include 4: 13-1 7 in this division. 
lY Wbik I do not accept Hartids elevation of wisdom as a ccntnl m o t -  it is an important 
aspect ofthe text tao readily ignored or nummmd 

. .  * 
by atba commentators - ad, for the 

purposes of this paper, important in getting a clearer picture of the author's world-view. 
See, for example, Blackman, 23; J. H. Elliott, "The Egisde of James in Rhetorical d Social 



Rhetoric engages issues of social and conventiod import using social and cultad 

conventions as proofs (i.c7 that a pposition d d  bold if shown to be right, lawful 

advmtageous, honourab1e, pleasant, easy, fm-bie, and necessary). Formal rhetorical arguments 

are formulated using three logical moves: (1) a clear position taken with respct to an issue; (2) 

an immediately given reason, expressed either syllogistically or descriptively; and (3) the 

offering of proofs.1x The rhetorical metbod anticipates objections and opposing views, and 

seeks to wntmit or censure thcm. Thus, almost any human situation is  subject to a rhetorical 

appr-h 

For a Hellenistic writer, three skills were necessary to master the fonn: Invention, style. 

memory, and delivery.'" Invention is the conceptual process of deciding on the subject to be 

elaborated, the position taken, and the thesis proposed. This process included selecting materials 

and techniques (such as topoi) to support one's position. Arrangement is  the pactice of ordering 

material according to an outline, concentrating on such tbmgs as sequence and degree of 

elaboration. Style involves the skills ncmssry for composing the material, such as the use of 

grammar, syntax, clSrity7 and style. Figurn of speech, metaphors7 transitional techniques, etc. 

were all considered at this stage. Two M e t  skills, memory and delivery, wm also needed for 

oration. 

A typical rhetorical work would begin with an introduction (exordium), move to a 

statement of the case ( M I M ~ O ) ,  providing a proposition and a reason, pupPomag arguments 

Scientific Prrspcctive: Ho~inessWholemss and Patterns of Replidon," BTB 23 (1998): 71; 
Hahm, 309; L. T. Johnson, hmes7 8-10; Ropes, 12-13; S. Sbwers7 Letter Writing in 
Greco-Ronrmr Antiquity, h i  of Early Christianity7 no. 5, ed W. A Medrs (Philaddpbia: 
Westmiastcr7 1986), 25,82; T h e  26243,277; Wachob, 54-5; a d  D. F. Watson, "James 2 in 
Li&t of Grew-Rormm Schcma of Argumentati~n,~ N7S 39 (1993): 100. Diilius (James7 5-6) 
and Easton (34) ace e v e  of those who concede rhetorical aspects in James, but given 
that their position is that the author merely edited received material, they en not indicative of his 
f e  in rhetoric per se (see aiso Church, 80; Wifsnaa4 178). 
" Mack, Rhetoric7 35%. 
In Ibid, 32-4. 
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(confimtio), such as from the opposite, analogy, example, and citation or authority, and a 

coaclusion (conclur~o).~~~ Epideicitic speech followed a somewhat different pattern. Its 

objective was to bring fomard examples from the life of an individual in order to demoamate 

an individual's virtues and establish the basis for honour or memoriaL, and took a more narrative 

form.139 h all of these cases, classical rhetoric was applied in thee contexts. Judicial rhetoric 

was concerned with facts and legality, in past rime, using a "judge" typology. Debate involved 

accusation and defence. Deliberative rhetoric conccmed itself with the issue of expediency 

(what would be better), in W e  time, using a "critic" typology. Finally, epideicitic focussed on 

the question of honour (grounds for praisehlame), in the present time, using an "audience" 

typology.'" 

Both Thdn  and Wachob demonstrate that the author of the Epistle has consciously 

applied a rhetorical framework to his work along these formal lines - developing an argummt 

as would have been outlined in the rhetorical handbooks of the time and taught in the 

progynna~mata.~" The genus employed by the author in realizing this framework appean to be 

1:l-18 Exordium 
1: 14 
1 :5-11 
1: 12-1 8 

1 : 19-27 Propositio 
1:19-21a 
121b25 
1 :26-27 

2: 1 -S:6 Argmen fatio 
2: 1-26 
3:1-4:12 
4: 13-5:6 

97-20 Peroratio 
57-1 1 
5 : 12-20 

'" (bid, 40 K 
%id7 47-8. 
Ibid., 34. 

la' Thdn ' s  framework (282) is especially convincing, and is worth reproducing in fill: 

The proper exordium: Perseverance and perfection 
Amplificatio with two examples: Wisdom and money 
Inclusio: Perseverance and perfdon 

Introductory exitortatio: Speech and action 
Main h i s :  Consistency between word and action 
Amplrfratto with two examples: Speech and moaey 

Actioalmoney specific (2: M), general (2:8-13), themtical (2: 14-26) 
Spcechlwisdom: theoretical (3: 1-1 2), general (3 : 13-1 8), specific (4: 1- 12) 
ClimPx: Speech and actiodmoney 

Recupitdatio: Perseverance, speech 
Conquestio 

Wachob (63) takes this wider fknewotk and applies it convincingly to a periwpe of the work, 
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that of deliberative rhetoric. He seeks to affect courses of action and thought, ~ c u l a r l y  as 

these pertain to partnlity and claims of faith, by use of exhortation and dissuasion, characteristic 

of deliberative rhetorical discourse.'" Furthermore, to buttress his argument, the author makes 

use of any number of rhetorical devices. Topoi (or tropes) in the form of similitudes, parables, 

analogies, models, and examples (prudeignwta); aphorisms; anaphorae and epiphorae; stock 

diambal and transitional formulae; rhetorical questions; the use of an imaginary interlocutor, 

and adaptations of the Stoic-Cynic =;a form are among the techniques identified in the work.'" 

The effect of the evident rhetorical facility of the author further undermines assertions 

that the work lacks an overarching theme, and especially structure. The Epistle as a whole 

shows progression of thought related to the central theme of dualistic thought and action, 

manifested in partiality and double-mindedness. Its patterns of elaboration display skill and a 

certain knowledge of topoi1* and/or "commonplaces," and no proof advanced appears illogical. 

As Wachob concludes: 

Theme 
Reason 
(Pro bat io ) 
Argument from example, 
2:6a with opposite 
26b-7 and social example 
Argument from judgement, based on the written law, in four pans: 
2:8 Proposition based on the written law 
29  Argument from the contrary 
2: 10 Rationale for judgement based on law 
2: 1 1 Confirmation of the rationale with written testimony 

2:12-13 Conclusion 
'" Ibid, 12; Watson, "Schemes," 100; cf. L. T. Johnson, James, 277 who is inclined to 
"broadly" classify the type of rhetoric as epidicetic. 
'" Bauckham, 35-60; H. A Fischel, "Studies in Cynicism and the Ancient Near East: The 
Tnnsformaton of a Chira,," in Religions in Anfiquity Essays fin Memory of Envin Ramdell 
Gdemugh,  Supplements to N'en no. 14, ed J. Neumer (Leiden: Brill, 1%8), 407-1 1; L T. 
Johnson, James, 18; Rops, 3- 13. See esp. Bauckham, 35-60, for an excellent discussion of the 
author's abundant use of aphorisms. 
'" A t o p  is Ma common theme taken up in a variety of literary forms (maxims, cxempk 
stories, domestic codes, stock epithets, themes for ampMcation, etc.)" (D. E. A m ,  The New 



Rational arguments in the form of "first from of conclusion" arguments, 
enthymemes, a d  epicheiremes, and the adept play with thc topics, especially in 
the way the text reasons from contraries - all of this would suggest tbat the 
author thought much better than m have grown accustomed to hearing tbat he 
did 14s 

Genre 

Proposing a thematic and rhetorical ~tructurr to the text immediately raises the issue of 

the genre of the work since these fsctors arc mutually conditioning. This is me even if one 

holds that the structllrr consists of the knitting together of unconnected paraenetic units. Major 

proposals along these lines are diverse, and have included that the work is an epistle, either 

literaIly or formal1y;l" a diatni7 paracnetic, or protreptic discome along GraeceRoman 

lines;lU that it consists of loosely coonected pacaenetic units or maxims;lq that it is an 

allegory;'" a community rule patterned on Qumm;IJO midrash(im) on a Biblical te~t(s);~~l an 

exposition of Lev 19 contextualized by a tops on envy;lS2 a catechesis; lS3 and m adapted 

sermon.1Y Of course, many of these categories are not mutually exclusive: an increasingly 

common designation of the work, for example, is as a paraenetic diatribe in the form of an 

epistle. ls5 

Testament in Its Literary Environment, Library of Early Christianity, vol. 8, ed. W. A. Meeks 
[Philadelphie: Westminster, 1987,173) A tops consists of thee elements: An injunction, a 
rationale for hat injunction, and a discussion of the miortale. Its purpose is to argue for certain 
behavioras or attitudes by providing reasons and consequences. While the mge of behaviours 
discussed were theoretically unlimited, certain types were discussed repeatedly (see T. Y. 
Mullias, Topos as a New Testament Fom," JBL 99 [1980]: 54647). 

Wachob, 1 13. 
la e.g., Francis. 
Id' cg, B a u c b ,  Ropes. 
la e.g, Diklius, Songer. 

e.g., Easton, Meya. 
lM Beck 
lS' A Haason, "A Snninrr Report of the Working Group on 'The Use ofthe Old Testament in 
the Epistle of James','' NTS 25 (1979): 526-27. 
'* L. T. Johnson, "Lev. 19." 
Is3 e-g, Blackman, Schdle. 
eg, Mayor, Rendall. 

lS5 Church, 34.  



Puraenes~s or Protreptic 

Panmesis is a term applied to a certain form of ethical rhetorical discourse.lM It is a 

form of exhortation, as opposed to a lit- genre per se.ln h consists of .traditional, 

conventional wisdom applicable to a variety of practical situations - indeed the material is 

assumed to be so familiar that it is presented as a fernindm or reinforcement to the 

In te rm of content, paraenetic works include precepts, admonitions, and advice, supported by 

arguments, various modes of encouragement and dissuasion, and examples of models of the 

ethical principle(s) enunciated Again, these models - or p o r o d e i ~ a  - are usually 

conventional legendary, historical, and ideal figures and/or situations representing virme or 

vice.159 Paraenetic discourse generally purports to be transmitted by social and moral authorities. 

Dibelius held that paraenetic texts are distinct in that their admonitions are off& without 

reference to concrete situati~ns.'~~ Posidonius classified psfaenesis into three types: advice, 

which concerns proper ac t io~  exhortation, concerning proper habit or character, and 

consolation, concerning proper passions. L6L 

As may be infined fiom this definition, the major purpose of pmenetic discourse is to 

socialize the audience into a certain worldview or lifestyle. In societies in which a range of 

choices exist in this regard, the task ass~ lcs  greater urgency. The pgt8enetic task of 

legitimation may be in service of the prevailing status quo, or of an alternative perspective. In 

the latter case, often great effort is made by an author to protect the alternative social reaihy 

'" Awe, 19 1 ; k J. Maherbe, "Hellenistic Morslists and the New Testament," in ANR W II, 
BandNol. 26.1 (Berlin and New York: Walter & Gnryter, 1992), 280-87; S t o m ,  23. 
ln Wachob, 52. 
' 58 Sen, Ep. 94.1 1.28 1, see L. G. Perdue, "Panmesis d the Epistle of James," M 7 2  (1981 ): 
244. 
Malhak, b"Helienistic Moralists," 280-87; Perdue, "James," 242; idem, "Social Chacta," 

16. 
la hbelius (Jmwr, 5-6) cites as other examples Rom 12-13; Gal 5-6; Eph 4-6; and I and 2 
Thess. 

Stowers, 52. 
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from the thraa of more dominmt ones.'" Since pMeanic mrtaid consists of principles 

meeting with broad social agreement, the use oftk literary form in epistolography hctions as 

a means of providing agreement in potentially divisive situations, and as such may ( C O ~ ~ U  

Dibelius) concern itself with one or a few discrete themes." 

The Epistle of J a w s  har also been identified as pmtrrpric discourse. The diffence 

between this aod paraenesis is function rather than content: pfotrcptic exhorts readers to a new 

and different way of life, while paraenesis exhorts them to maintain a cumnt way of lifc.Iu As a 

genre, potrepsis actually bas a firmer technical definition and tradition than paraenesis in the 

classical canon. It was or ig idy  neither syllogistic or dialogical but, rather, pew out of gnomic 

and preceptive poetry. Its intended function however, was ideatical to pmtenesis - "a 

persuasive or argumentative discourse designed to attract and win students for the educational 

program of the sophists."165 

Can the Epistle of James be characterized as pglzrenetic discourse? It cenainly resembles 

the form in tbat it is a persuasive ethical discourse on practical m a m ,  such as the mucturc of 

an ideal community, the importance of consistency ktween kbaviour and stated belief, a d  so 

forth. It makes use of such paraenetic didactic techniques as repetition, dissuasion, and 

exhortation (especially with respect to the hearingiforgetting aad lraowingldoing motifs as they 

are applied to double-mindedn~s).~ James contains abundant examples of the use of 

podeigmrrta (2: 14-16; 5:7-11, 13-20).t67 It purports to be from an authority figure, and yet is 

I" Perdue, "James," 243; idem, "Social Chamcter,'' 254. 
Aune, 191; Church, 138. 

l" Perdue, "Social Character," 23; Stowers, 92. 
16.' Wachob, 48-9. 
" Perdue, "James," 244; Ziglar, 178. Tk former notes that "[tlbe usc of sixty imptatives in 
James within 108 verses suggests that the author is imacstcd in diroaing tbe behavior of the 
implied community." 
lb7 Perdue, "Jmcs,'' 245. 
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wriacn in a style implying a pefsonai relationship between the author and the addressees, also a 

fatwe of pafacfletic discourse (e.g., the author's frcsmt use of  "my [kloved] bmthers"). 

Objections to the designation come largely from those who have accepted Dik1ius' 

MITOW and limited debition of pwaenesis and are unwilling to apply it to a work they view as 

more coherent and structured than that definition allows.1a T)rii1ius' definition of pamenesis, 

which he applies to James, is govemed by his notion that it is a form which Links externally- 

dcrived sayings on certain themes of general ethical content, linked together by catchwords. The 

implication of this on the structure of James, therefore, is that the work as a whole "lacks 

continuity in Underlying Dibclius' exegesis of J a m s  was his opinion that it was 

impossible to construct a single &me for its contents: by his definition, paraenesis is eclectic 

and isolated, and may not necessarily nfer to the siturtion(s) of the 

Diiius' designation of James as jmmmesis (as he defies it) has proven to be 

remarkably tenacious, even though most commentators now tend to view his literary analysis as 

too limited andlor irnpe~ise.'~' Some view the wide acceptance of Dibelius' designation as an 

attempt to designate a "cun all" for any and every difficulty in the text? What Dibelius has 

done, in his misunderstanding of paraenesis, is exchange interpretation for a simpler conclusioa 

that James is an incoherent jumble of exhortations, allegedly typical of the However, 

pamenetic texts are purposive, and to believe that they do not follow a structure but menly 

involve a loose collection of statements is a poor tactic for any rhetorician, rendering the "genrek 

useless. Indeed, the literary style and linguistic fluency ofJames suggests a degree of 

e.0, Adamson, Message, 106; Davids, Jmnes, 24. 
'" Diiliu~, J-, 2-7. 
"O Church, 10899. 
''I Ibid, 123-52. Even Stowen (97), in au otherwise excellent ove~ew of 
cpistdopphy, adopts the pmpcctive of Dii l iu~.  
'n Church, 145; Popke~, "lnteRedty," 213-14. 
" Th- 262-63. 



competence which makes claims of incoherence impossie to sustain I)Mius7 opinion of 

James as lacking in stylistic, formal, or thematic coherence is explained by what is an artificial 

genre he calls panmeis: his are conposiriod concerns of ancient rhetoric, and not sipposts 

of a given genre-l" In any event, genre was a less important consideration for classical 

authors/orators than the given rhetorical fimction of a discourse or treatise - hence their 

modification of gem= to meet specific needs of an a8dnss.l" 

Whether or not the author is adept at using paraenesis is another mats. Some176 have 

argued that he does not follow the formal rules of pamenesis as articulated by classical writers, 

suggesting that the author may be using general rhetorical principles to a practical, applicative 

goal rather than a paraenetic or protreptk one. The author's adept use of topoi in the service of 

exhortation and admonition, however, lead one to believe that the author's facility with the 

pafaenesis exists within some latitude concerning its execution1" 

"Genuine" or "Literary" Epistle 

Provided it is not a gloss, the salutation of 1 :1 cues the reader of James that what she or 

he is reading is a letter. Whether or not this work is a genuine letter, however, or merely a 

treatise, or paraenetic, catechetical or homiletic anthology in theform of a letter is a matter of 

disagreement. Some state flatly that, apart from the opening greeting, James possesses no other 

attributes of a GraeutRoman letter.17a Most especially, it lacks a closing salutation, and any 

''' G. A. Kennedy, New Testament Intre'pretutiun Through Rhetoricaf Criticism (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Ress, 1984). 82 E; Wachob, 54. 

Ibid 
L. T. Johnson, James, 18-20; Wachob, 55. 
As defined in n. 143 above, topoi are ideal for paraenetic purposes, and James employs both 

Greek ones (e.g., the tongue as an organ of potential damage, see Quest. M e c h .  5)  and 
Hellenistic Jewish ones (e.g, the Hellenistic t o p  of envy, as elaborated in 7'. Sim.) (see also L. 
T. Johnson, "Friendship with the World/Friendship with God: A Study of Discipleship in 
James,- in Discipleship in the New Testament, ed. F. F. Segovia [PhiladeIphi.: Fortms, 19851, 
168; H. A. A. Kennedy, 49). 

L. T. Johnson, Jmnes, 23-24. 



explicit epistolary situation, remarks, or mucturrs. These deficiencies have led some to 

conclude that the work is Wcely not an epistle.ln In light of such suggestions, it is necessary to 

briefly examine the boundaries of the genre, as it was understood in the fmt century CE 

Hellenistic world. 

in treatises on epistolary style, Demettius and Seneca characterize letters as a substitute 

for conversation - one half of a dialogue with a distant other. As such, letters tmt subjects of 

mutual concern in a natural and clear Hellenistic letters were classified by division 

into subgenres according to the criteria of social situation and characteristic activity, as well as 

the relative social location and/or relationship between writer and audience. These factors 

would affect the sort of topoi employed, as well as whether one is able to assume the socially 

superior role of exhorter or advisor.'s' 

The extent of penonal contact one desires or wishes to maintain will govern the length 

and content of the opening and closing sections of a letter, while its body will concern itself 

more specifically with the epistolary purpose andlor situation. A simple opening formula of "A 

to B, greetings" was common in Greek epistolography, although a wish for good health was a 

usual component of the address. The opening formula is paired with a ssimple closing formula, 

C p v  ('Tiarewell") which may have been lost in the MSS of James which have survived. in 

some letters, however, ''the business aspect is so dominant that the opening is minimal and the 

closing is altogether absentmio 

Although James has often been viewed as lacking in common Hellenistic epistolary 

features, White notes that its form reflects a second-order genre of epistle, more literary in form, 

Diklius, James, 1-3; Mittoa, 237. 
Irn White, r)ocumentary Lemr Tradition," 90. 
''I Stowen, 55-6. 
I* White, "Doemenmy Letter Ttaditi~n,~ 9 1-3; see also BaucLham, 12. 
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lacking in the "situational immediacy of ordinary co~espon&nce."'~ Indeed, James' 

combination of eschatological instruction, thematic reprise, and reference to prayer demonstrates 

an epistolary fhction "characteristic not only of other early Christian letters, but also of 

Hellenistic epistolography" generally.'" Hence, the general conseasus, especially since the 

appearance of Francis' essay, is that Dibelius' rejection of James as an epistle proper is based on 

an excessively rigid and fixed view of the genre's boundaries, especially the necessity of an 

explicitly descnid situation to which the letter addresses itself? 

The Epistle of James may best fall into the category of the discursive letter, or the literary 

epistle.'= This Doty describes as a "nansitioaal subgeme between personal and official letters 

and the monograph."'" While possessed of epistolary features in their openings and closings 

and in their style and limited topical range, they are in fact mini-essays on topics meant for 

circ~lation'~ There is classical evidence for the existence of this type of literature. Letter- 

essays, or 3yggrumma~ue, are discussed in Pseudo-Demetrius' treatise on epistolography, and are 

l* White, "Epistolary Literature," 1756. 
'" Ibid, 1 756, n 7 1; see also Francis, 1 1 1 - 1 7, 124-25. 
la' Hartin, Sayings, 25. 
i"6 The classic work treating the distinction between socalled "genuine" and "literary" epistles 
remains A. Deissmann's Lighrfiorn the Ancient Em: The New Testament iilustruted by 
Recently Discovered T a s  of the Graeco-Roman Wdd (trans. R L. M. Strachan [London, New 
York, and Toronto: Hodder and Stoughton, 19 101. See esp. 220 ff.). Deissmann characterizes 
the Epistle of James as a literary epistle: "a little work of litetature, a pamphlet addressed to the 
whole of Christendom, a veritable epistle . . . [and] a product of popular literature." (235). 
Deissmann's classification has been adopted (or adapted) by subsequent scholars (notably Doty 
and White), and applied to other NT and other early Christian works, such as 1 John @oty, 68; 
Francis, 121-24); Romans and all three Johannine letters (J. L. White, "The Classification of 
Epistoiary Literatwe,* CBQ 3 1 [1969]: 196-98); 1 Peter (Aune, 22 1-22); Hebrews @oty, 68-9); 
I Clement @oty 72-3); and the Letter of &rmabas @oty 73-4). For resemblences between the 
literary style of the Nf and noncanonical early Christian epistles and James, see esp. Johnson, 
James, 48-79. 
'" W. G. Doty, Letters m Primitive Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1973), 7-8. 

Ibid, 7-8. Maynard-Reid (47%) and Wachob (5) are suspicious of Deissmann and Doty's 
division of classical letten into "litemy" aad "realW since many sorts of texts could be adQesJed 
and -on as letters, 
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defined as essays or treatises prefaced by an epistolary prescripl" They diEer fiom other sorts 

of philosophical letters in that they an specifically vehicles of ethical instruction. Such a 

designation satisfies the question of the absence of an epistolary situation. Unlike the Pauline 

epistles - which would be considered genuine letters by Deissmann - James lacks incidental 

detail and responses to everyday situations.lW The syggcammatic form lends itself to works 

intended for broad circulation The addressees are, after all, the dispersed tribes of Israel, which 

suggests that no single community is the intended recipient As a literary epistle intended for 

broad circulation, therefore, it is natural that it "will reflect the Sir; im Leben of its place of 

publication, not that of its 'recipients'."19' 

If  James is, as it appears to be, a circular of a particular ethical literary form, what 

bction is it likely to have served? One suggestion is that the material is catechctical, i.e., 

instruction directed to newcomers to the faith. The thematic elements - ethics and eschatology 

- are cited in support of this notion, as well as the style: chains of co~ecting words linking 

short discussions which seem to be designed for didactic purp0ses.l" A second proposal is that 

James is an anthology of homiletic material, or indeed a complete sermon, written or adapted as 

a circular letter.'g3 Finally, the Epistle may be an ethical treatise, or a collection of ethical 

essays, again addressed as a circular letter. 

'" &met-. Eloc. 4.228. Examples identified by Aune (16667) inchde Plut, De nanq. mim ; 
Pliny, HN; Quia, Inst.; Sea, Ep. See also Church, 48-53. 
'90 L. T. lohason, Jmes, 22-4. 
19' Davids, Jmes, 24; cf. Wachob (6) who cites "Jewish encycliwls," y. &nh. 18d; b. Sanh. 
18d; t. Sanh. 2.5; 2 Mscc 1 : W,l :  10-2: 18; the Pmoleipomeno of Jeremiah 6: 19-25; 2 B4111ch 
77: 12, 17-19; 78: 1-863 of which the prescript and contents of Junes, as well as other NT 
material, resemble. 
'% Blackman, 1 8-20; Scbnelle, 392; Moulton et ai., N. 1 16. 
'93 A m ,  197; Mayor, c~i-XX]CiX- 



Diatribe 

James resembles in many ways a Hellenistic diatribe.'" Chiefly. the character of a 

diatribe involves characteristics such as direct address (e.g., Wi wv, & a v i ,  found 

throughout James), dialogue with an imaginary interlocutor (e.g., 2:3,15,18: 4: 13); the use of 

short and immediately answered questions; rhetorical questions; short expletives and warnings; 

and cornparisoa~.'~~ Stylistically, diatribes are not inquiries into truth claims, but serve to 

advocate, with as much colour as possible, a particular ethical position. This James does, 

including such stock diatribal qualities as the use of irony, trivia, and ridicule (4: 1 -5:6). '% James 

has shown how adaptable the diatnbd features are to rhetorical argumentative schemes. He has 

employed prominent d iami  featum within the pattern for the elaboration of a theme or entire 

argument, largely to amplify the argument. James 2 is, pebps, the apogee of this approach, 

wherein the paraenetic materials are made wholly subse~ent to the needs of argumentation and 

diamW style.197 

Objections are legitimately made to the designation of the work as a diamk per se. 

While few would deny the influence of diatribd style on the work, or even diatribal sections, 

even @sans of the diatribal perspective are unwilling to concede that the work itself is a 

Such aspects of the work as d e s c n i  in the preceding paragraph are common to 

many sons of rhetorical prose and oratory, and nay have been assimilated by the author's 

exposure to homilies or other public orations.199 

'" Bauckharn, 59-60; Halson, 309; L. T. Johnson, James, 8-10; Ropes, 12-16; Watson, 
"Schemes," 120. For other views, see Church, 80; Hartin, Sclyngs, 18; G. L. Kustas, Diatribe in 
Ancient Rhetorical Theory, P~otocol Series of the Colloquie of the Center for Hermeneutical 
Studies in HeUenistic and Modan Culture, w. 22 (Berkeley: The Center for Henn~ne~cal. and 
Modem Culture, 1976), 5,36; Terry, 108; Moulton et al., N. 1 161% Wifsaand, 178. 
la L. T. Johnson, Jmes, 8-10; Ropes, 12. 
" R o ~ ,  14-16. 
" Watson, "Scbcmes,'' 120. 
" Church, 80. 

W i f i d ,  178. 
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A " Two-Stage " Work: Cutechesis or Homily 

Two theories that James is a 'Wo-stagew work, that is, the reworking of eadier material 

into a letter, are worth noting. Both suffer from similar problems. The fint view is that the 

work serves a catechetical -onm This is basically the view that James is pmtreptic 

literature, which may or may not be so, although the author appears to be addressing a 

community that has been together some time (e.g., 2: 1-71. The leap to suggest that the material 

is catechetical, however, assumes that we would know what an early first century catechesis 

would look like - certainly the text itself ofiers no explicit reasons to accept this designation. 

Some author#" favour the view that James is an epistle based on homiletic material. 

There are three main reasons offered for this perspective. First, it seems to include features 

common to the transformation of discursive oral discourse into written form (e.g., alliteration, 

variability of subject matter, a dialogical Second, the preponderance of imperatives 

(54 in 108 verses) and the use ofthe word %others'' on fifteen different occasions suggests its 

oral basism3 Third, there is a pervasive use of historical Jewish personalities as models and 

exemplan of behavio~r.~~ 

Wills is a good example of the limitations of this designation. Extrapdating fiom Acts 

13: 14-41, in which Paul delivers a "word of exhortationn to the congregation, he reconstructs a 

homiletic formula divided into three parts: an indicative or exemplary section made up of 

scriptural quotations, historical models, andlor theological exposition; a conclusion, based on the 

2m Hals~h 312-13. 
20' e.g, Agourides (S. C. Agourides, "The Origin of the Epistle of James: Suggestions for a 
Fresh Approach," GOTR 9 [1%3]: 67-78); Davids, Knox, Rendall, Wessel (W. W. W e d ,  "An 
Inquiry into the Origin, Literary Character, Historical and Religious Significance of the Epistle 
of James" PhD. diss., University of Edinburgh, 1953]), and Wills (L. Wills, "The Form of the 
Sermon in Hellenistic Judaism and Early Christianity7" HTR 77 [1984]: 277-99). 

Wvids, J m ,  12-13. 
Agourides. 68. 
Church, 194-95. 
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preceding section, indicating tbe significance of the information for the hearers; and an 

exhortation, usually expressed with an imperative or hortatory subjun~tive.~~ Wills' argument 

suffers from its breadth, Given the incorporaton of this alleged homiletical schema into so 

many documents - including the clearly epistolary I Clement and the histories of Josephus - it 

is difficult to see how Wills' formulation isolates any specific genre. Wills believes that the 

background ofthe A&pg m p ~ K h + ~ c r y  form lies in the Greek rhetorical tradition, wherein one 

finds similar speech patterns which incorporate an exempla-conclusion- exhortation mcnue. 

If, indeed, the form is based on epideictic speech, this, too, would complicate Wills' thesis of a 

distinct homiletic genre, despite his rather weak assertion that the absence of a cyclical form u lu 

Hebrews renders the Christian tripartite pattern distinct? 

In essence, resemblance to oral discourse is not evidence for a homiletic origin. 

E v e w n g  that has been said about James as a homily might just as easily be said about the 

Greek ethical discourses of, say, Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom, and Epictetus. If James so 

resembles Hellenistic oral diatnk converted into written form, why not accept the most 

parsimonious conclusion, namely, that this was the form on which the author was modelling his 

work? The most one can say, it would appear, is that the Christian epistolary use of the d i a t n i  

may have been mediated by homiletic practice in Hellenistic ~ynagogues.~~ The firndamental 

problem with even this limited assertion is that any attempt to label James as a Jewish synagogue 

sermon, or an adaptation or compilation thereof', needs to take into account the fact that there are 

no extant manuscripts of such documents, nor are there any homiletic handbooks in existence? 

Fhraliy, given the intention of the authors to have their epistles read aloud in congregational 

assemb1ies, there is fkqueatly the presence of liturgical, confessional, doxolopical, or hymnic 

WWi, 279. 
Ibid, 296-99. 
Aum, 200. 
Church, 191; and acknowledged by Wills (277-78). 
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formulae in the works,'Og as well as stylistic qualities which would lend to the effect of oral 

presentation. 

Conclusion: A Puruenetic Diatribe in EpistoIographic Form 

Rhetoricians often used the principles and rules of epistolopphy as a means of 

presenting a treatise. It became especially popular among Latin authots, such as Vano, Cicero, 

Horace, and Seneca210 Moreover, in the first century CE, one sees the &ormation of the 

diatribe into epistolary form via Seneca and pseudepigraphical Cynic letters of Diogenes, 

Heraclitus, Crates, and others."' These hortatory epistles are intended to affect the moral 

dispositions and behaviour of the reader* according to a certain ideal model.212 They also 

presuppose a positive relationship between the F e s .  This may be a relationship of equals 

(e.g, one supporting one's friend in the nurture of the friend's character) or of a benevolent 

superior (such as a teacher or parent).2 l3 

The available evidence would appear to point to the conclusion that James is an 

epistolary circular on certain piacacal ethical themes, executed along the lines of a patsenaic 

diatribe.'" This conclusion helps explain its "oral" nature - one need not have recourse to a 

two-stage theory to explain James any more than one would to explain the Discowses of 

Epictetus. Insofat as any second stage might exist, it would be in the appending of the epistolary 

greeting to a diamk that may have been orally delivered (maybe as a sermon, maybe not - who 

knows?) by the author on one or more 

'09 Aune, 192-94. 
210 Ropes, 8. 

Aune, 168; Malhetbe, "Hellenistic Moralists," 284. 
212 Stowers7 38. 
'I3 Ibid, 945. 
'I4 Bauclrham, 13; Church, 40; Stowers, 125-28; Wachob, 8. 

See, for example, Doty (70), who believes that the epistolary form is coincidental to the 
work's primary fhction as a diatni. 



CHAPTER THREE 
THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT IN JEWISH PALESTINE 

In any em, the lived experience, and hence interpretation, of social structure and 

relations, trade and taxaton, and governance and civil obedience has much to do with the social 

location of the individual. A life of poverty and marginalization, or wealth and privilege were 

generally the same in rural Greece as in Mal Palestine, and in Athens as in Jerusalem. Yet there 

are qualities of the Pdestinian situation which are singular. A ~ c a r r f u l  reading of the text 

suggests that the cdtural data fit the situation in that region prior to 70 CE to a degree that 

confidence in the claim that James was mitten in this context is heightdl Thus, the reader 

gets a sense of the concree reality informing the author's rhetoric conceming social and 

economic relations, 

Economic Bmckgmuod 

The General Situation 

Ofthe ancient Mediterranean economy, several general things may be said2 First, a 

labour-intensive agricultural sector predominated Most of the population worked in this sector, 

and lived at a subsistence level. Second, business and trade were not market-oriented, but based 

on scarcity. Transportation costs and difficulties meant only highly valuable goods could be 

exported and imported economically unless the item could k produced in high volume and in 

proximity to a seaport. Thud, markets were locally concemrated and dominated by a minority of 

wedthy people. The comparative lack of buying power inhiiited maricet txpansioc~ Fornth, for 

the most pars mass production (hence, mass transport) of goods did not exist. Fifb, cities were 
- --- - -- 

I Davids (James, 30) puts it well: ''While Palestine is not the only land which this cultural data 
may fit, the data do fit the situation in Palestine exceedingly well, especially that which 
prevailed before AD 70" (see also Ziglar, 9) 
E W. Stegcmana and W. Stcgcmann, The Jesus Movement: A Social History of Its First 

Century, tram. 0. C. Dean, Jr. (Mi~ez~polis: Fortms, 1999), 20-1. 



generally o r i d  to cwsumption rather than pmduction, nard ueas to production rather than 

consumption. Suah, the financial economy, that is, the economy based on the exchange of 

c m q  - was mdeve1oped. Seventh, economic activities, and, by extension, social location, 

were embedded in the social structures of the society. In the case ofJewish Palestine 

specifically, an eighth major factor should k cited, namely, that there were two layers of 

colonial domination which exnacted wealth and constrained whatever economic growth may 

have ken possible in the region. 

A labour market as such did not exist in ancient Mediterranean society, apart from slaves 

and the seasonal employment of wage earners, primarily limited to harvest periods on larger 

estates3 The situation of such workers was marginal - made more so by their lack of land 

ownership, hence, ready access to food Wealth was accrued through land ownership, export of 

its produce, and the frank economic exploitation of others to achieve these ends. 

Government played a role in the economic situation of the states concerned. In Galilee, 

the building projects of Herod Antipas, which lasted until at least the early 20s CE, contributed 

to economic growth, which provided shelter, food and other support services to the workers. 

Also helpll was that Herod's compliant stance vis-a-vis the Roman authorities permitted a 

climate conducive to economic stability and expansion." Later, the completion of the building 

projects, decline in Nabatean aadt, increased bureaucracy and taxation, and H t d s  

displacement all contniiuted to a declining economic situation in Galilee? The relative stability 

in the region wntrolled by the Herodim dynasty stands in coatrast to the regions controlled by 

' Ibid, 37. 
' D. Edwards, 'The Soci~Economic and Cultural Ethos of the Lower Galilee in the Fii 
C-. Implications for the Nascent Jesus Movement," in The Golilee in Late Antiquity, ed L. 
I. Levine (New York: Jewish Theological Semhary of America, 1992). 63; S. Freyne, Gdilee 
fiom Ait?xandkr the Great to H&%tn, 323 B.C.E. to 135 C.E.: A S* of Second Tenpie 
J h i m  (Wdmhgmn, DE: Michael Glszier; NOW DPW, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1980), 68-71; Koester, INmdktrion, 11393. 
' Edwards, 634. 



the Roman procurators, "where [their] insensitivity and brutality . . . make a sorry story of 

mismanagement, and is generally accepted as one of the major immediate caws for the revolt 

of 66 CE.* 

The Rural Foundation of the Economy 

It is estimated that, in the time of Herod the Great, two-thirds of Jewish Palestine 

(approximately 1.7 million acres) was arable, and that some W h  of the popuiation lived in a 

rural milieu This is suggestive of a predominantly agricultural Indeed, it is 

estimated that some 70% of the GDP in late antique Jewish Palestine was derived from 

agriculture - the ratio of its economic importance relative to trade being about twenty to one.8 

One can thus conclude that an undemanding of the agrarian situation in Judea is essential to 

understanding the socioe~nomic situation in the territory generally? 

In Israel historically, as elsewhere in the ancient Meditenanean, the transfer and 

ownership of land was traditionally limited to t n i  and/or family inheritance. Any significant 

changes in this regard came about almost exclusively through legacies, conquests, and the 

accrual of propeity via the indebtedness of small landhol&rs.1° In the ancient Mediterranean 

economy, wealth was equated with land ownership and the ability to collect interest from loans 

- typically loans issued to tenant farmers working the estates of 

Freyne, Alexander to Hadrian, 69. 
' See Josephus, Ap. 1.11 

Stegemaaa and Stegmann, 42. The description provided by Applebaum (S. Applebaum, 
"Judaea as a Roman Province; the Countryside as a Political and Economic Factor," in ANRW II 
BandNol. 8 w i n  and New Yo&: Walter de Gntyter, 1 9 q ,  363) is striking: 

[qhe ubiquity of ancient cultivation terraces, dams, cisterns, field-boundaries, 
Nnl roads, and stone heaps indicative of ancient clearance work for p ~ p o s e ~  of 
cultivation, stretch with impressive continuity between the inhabited centres, 
reflecting centuries of persistent and i n d i l y  strenuous labour impelled by a 
situation in which every square inch of land, however unpomising, had to be 
brought under cultivation. 

ibib, 356. 
" Stegemann and SDcgnnam2 37. 
l' R MacMullen, Roman Social Relatiom, 50 B.C to AD. 281 (New Haven, CT: Yale 
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For a number of reasons, lrmdlessness and tenancy ballooned during the nip of Herod 

the Grrat12 First, a large number of fmers were displaced from the Transjordan and the 

coastal plain rmda Pompey, converting them into landless labourers. Second, land owned by the 

crown was significantly increased through confiscation: much of this was allotted by Herod to 

his Gentile supporters.13 Third, there was a gradual but consistent eccrual of land by wealthy 

landowners in response to a g a d  growth in indebtedness. All these f-ors had the effect of 

breaking longstanding allegiances vis-a-vis land use, mdembhg the socioeconomic position of 

the peasant class, subjecting many Jewish tenant farmers to hellenized administrotion and to 

Gentile landlords, aad manifesting various forms of social dislocation and disintegration. Small 

landholders, tenant farmers and seasonal labourers led lives in which survival depended on 

yearly crop yields. Poor yields, combined with direct taxes, iwited indebtedness; and 

indebtedness often resulted in consequences ranging from the sale of small, indepndent 

holdings to situations as dire as slavcry and banditry.'* 

Trade and Commerce 

Historical evidence of commercial activity, especially trade, in Jewish Palestine 

generally, and in the Galilee particularly, is useful in two ways. First and most obviously, it 

provides an indication of the economic situation of the region - hence the material reality 

informing the rhetorical world of we81tb wnstructed by the hypothesized author. Second, aadc 

is a conduit of cultwe as well as wealth. Evidence of trstde can be suggestive of expasllrr to a 

wider Heilenistic socio-economic milieu, and, by inference, to its linguufirmca snd worldview. 

University Press, 1974), 49-5 1. 
I* Applebaum, 36748. 
I' See also Freyne, A l d e r  to Hadrim, 155-65. 
" Stegemean and Stegemanu, 49. Having said this, Appl&aum (369) believes that the 
c o m m e r c ~ o n  of the apicuftural sector, which allowed larger lrndholdcrs to undersell 
smaller o w ,  was chicfly limited to the Greek sectors of the country, a f f i g  only iadircctly the 
Jewish ones. A broader commercialbation would q u i r e  a countrywide economic stmctme and 
kge single market, which Applebaum believes was absent 
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Hence, positive evidence of extensive commc~cial W e  provides indirect support for the 

hypothesis that a Galilean Jew of the early first century CE could have been exposed to the ideas 

about society and economic relations portrayed in James, even without leaving the region 

(conno the historical James, who apparently resided in J d e m  for some twenty years). 

Evidence of the extent of asde and commerce in the fitst century Galilee is mixed 

Josephus indicates that Jewish Palestine was almost exclusively agricultural, virtually 

undeveloped commerciallyy and lacking hidorid trading via maritime transport. lS Ccrtainl y, 

both historical and archaeological evidence supports the common conception of the region as 

ovenvhelmingly man Pnd economically margmal, with most households producing most of 

what was consumed, and consuming most of what was pro~I1U.pd~~ This evidence presents a 

significant obstacle to those who would claim an extensive trading relationship between or even 

within the region, since tmde "presupposes, on the one hand, a surplus of production not used by 

the producing unit and, on the other, a corresponding demand that is capable of paying."" Ifme 

accepts the logic of this presupposition, it is difficult to sustain the position that a population 

living in poverty, and engaged in subsistence food production could be a source of mass h a n d  

for anything. 

There is, however, much reason to believe tbat trade was more than just a minor 

corn- of life in the region. Evidence for extensive maritime trade throughout Palestint by 

Greek-spcshng merchants ir extensive, and dates back to at least the frAh centmy BCE.'~ Such 

evidence specifically citing the Galilee as an active psrticipant in such activity dates to tbe third 

century BCE.'~ And such trade was not limited to cities on the cuast and those with a Greek 

'' Joscphus Ap. 1.60, see Honley, Galilee, 79. 
l6 Ibid, 89. 
l7 Sfcgcrmrm aad Stegcmann, 334. 
'* HCII~C~,  JIdaism md Hellenism, 32. 



fouadati~n.~ Coastal ports also serviced inland trading routes: four such major routes ran 

though the valleys of the lower Nazareth itself was located along the major route 

co~ecting Sepphoris and Caesarea. This. and other nearby routes were among the busiest trade 

comdors in Palestine." 

Even if the families in the surroundiag country were poor, they also lived in one of the 

most densely populated regions in the Roman Empire. This, along with the proximity of trade 

routes suggests that there would have been at least a minor market for such things as pottery and 

textiles among the residents of the Galilee. In this regard, Meeks emphasizes the mobility of the 

times - the maintenance of roads and the stifling ofbrigandage and maritime piracy were a 

priority for Roman officials, who wished to facilitate trade, commerce, and ~mmunication.~ 

Contrary to the assertions of Stegemann and Steg~mann,~~ trade is aot dependent on the 

ability of a mass market of consumers on either end of the route. The exploitation of large 

numbers of poor agricultural labourers by a minuscule number of wealthy exporters was a 

phenomenon common to the ancient world, as it remains in our own time. First century Galilee 

was an agricultural region - 90% of its arable land was under cultivation - and in most cases, 

tenant farmers and seasonal labourers worked land belonging to larger estates. Clearly there was 

economic incentive to owning such estates, and this incentive would have been in the resale of 

the produce provided by the tenants as a condition of tenancy? Indeed, records fiom as early as 

the third century BCE indicate Greek ownenhip of estates in the Galilee, as well as considerable 

export of grain and wine fiom there? 

2o AS asserted, e.g, by Stambaugh and Wch, 70; Stegemann and Stegernann, 106. 
*' Edwards, 60-1. 

Kee, 14-16. 
Meeks, Urban Christians, 17. 

24 Seen. 17. 
Horsley, Galilee, 79. 
Hengel, Jiuhisnr and Hellenism, 39.40. 
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What one can say about the restrictions of intemutionol trade is that it is limited by the 

availability of liquid capital. Such assets wen only available to the wealthiest, who could afford 

imperial currency. The bulk of the populace were generally limited to the coinage minted in the 

nspctive tetnuchies, which had the effect of localizing most (chiefly agricultural) trade? 

Indeed, the urban centres of the region had to k supplied by the countryside for their basic food 

needs. Edwards argues for a complex, reciprocal marketing system in the Galilee in which 

major centres, such as sepphoris, served as distribution points for the products grown or 

manufactured in the villages. This would require the movement of tradespeople and growers, as 

well as merchants opetating at bolzaers and festivals." It would likely be this marketing of 

products in the Greek-speahng cities which would have "provided the instrumental interaction 

whereby peasants could have been influenced by the supposedly cosmopolitan atmosphere of the 

Lower Galilee cities? 

A p t  from the physical exposure to Greek-spealung traders and travellers, one also needs 

to recall the G m k  and Hellenistic elements that had been woven into the culture of the region. 

With the evidence taken together, the question becomes not one of whether a Galilean could be 

conversant in Graeco-Roman language and culture, but whether or not such a person could have 

escaped its dominant influence? Finally, if such a person had access to formal instruction, 

inculcation of tho= Greek and Hellenistic elements would have only been intensified, 

Taxation 

No discwion of the economic life of the populace would be complete without refemre 

to taxation, especially since it was the opinion of Josephus that a popular refusal to pay taxes 

Applebaum, 369. 
Edwards, 56-8. 

r, Horsley, Galilee, 67. 
Kee, 14-16. 
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was the decisive cause of the Jewish rebellion? Political and religious hierarchies claimed 

status through tradition, but maintained power through the accumulation ofwcalth via land 

ownership and taxation or mandated tithing.j2 The state could and did use land and taxation as 

inducements to social order. For enample, it is likely that the Hnsmoneans secured peasant 

participetion in defending the rulers and the state h m  military opposition in exchange for the 

redisaibrrtion of land and reductions in taxatiod3 

But while taxation could be used as a means of social control, the particular Palestinian 

situation in the Roman period made it more liable to be a means of social disorder. Taxation, in 

addition to the rents and loan repayments extwted by landlords, was the leading cause of 

economic hardship and social instability during the period in question. The effct was cyclical: 

social instability depressed income, which in turn increased the economic burden of taxation, 

which in tum fuelled social ~nstability.~ Ow major nason for this situation was the competition 

between Gentile and indigenous elites for power and prestige. Financing this competition 

resulted in each group separately extracting as much as possible from the productive class. 

Peasants had not one, but thee aristocracies to support through taxation, tithes* and levies - the 

imperial authorities, the Herodians, and the religious aristocracy. 

Exactly how onerous was the tax burden? Roman taxes and customs levies, combined 

with temple levies consumed as much as forty percent of a family's inc~rne?~ This may sound 

We a great deal. but could the burden be termed ''unbearable?"l6 Appcnently, it was, at least in 

Bell Jud 5.9.4,405; 2.17.1,405, but see the reservations concerning Josepbus' agenda 
discussed in ch. 2, n. 43. 
32 R A. HorsIey, Sociofogy and the Jesus Movement (New Yok Crossroad, 1989), 72-9. 
33 Applebaum, 360. Iftrue, this bps intacsting consequences for our view of the relative status 
of small landholders at the time of Roman subjugation, as having, in Applebeurn's words, 
"vindicated tbeir traditionai right to be msstcrr of their own lands, and . . . m m e ]  the 
@ominant figure on the Jewish &an scene" (ibid). 

G. TbCi-sen, SocioIogy of Eorly Pdestmim Ciittstionity (WiladeIpbia: Fortress, 1978), 43. 
" Adamson, Message, 235. 
)6 So F-, A I a d e t  to H d i a n ,  190-92. 
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some cases. Evidence suggests that the burden of taxation was sufficiently onerous that it 

fresuently forced people into exile and resulted in starvation and banditry." Furthermore, 

contemporary accounts vividly detail the tortures and beatings inflicted on imperial subjects who 

resisted tax registration or who were unable to pay their allotments.3g 

In sum, the record concerning taxation and land confiscation in Jewish Palestine make it 

evident that land - the crucial economic fmor in this region - was the primary object of 

socioeconomic antagonism between the social strata during the period in which James was 

written. As Stegemann and Stegemann note, W e  social and economic reality of the Jewish 

people in the land of Israel was determined by how wide the gap between the current upper and 

lower strata opened up in terms of the land and the use of its pmd~cts.''~ This was maniFested 

most obviously in the growing indebtedness problem of the time. 

Social tad Clrws Structure 

Stmcture and Stratification 

It is difficult to overstate the importance of one's social location in the ancient 

Meditenanean. Social status almost always determined one's economic status, rather than tbe 

other way around, and this had the effect of modifying personal expectations, especially with 

regard to the possibility of social mobility. Social location was a wholistic matter Palestinian 

society would not have made the easy, atomistic differentiations between religious, political, and 

economic f&cets of life. Rather, such facets would have been embedded in the "concrete social 

forms of family, local community, and forms of domination by which one group ruled othersISY0 

37 Theissen, 42. 
3B Lactantius (De mort. pers. 23); Philo (Spc. Legg. 3.159ff.). See Stegemana atad Stegemann, 
49-5 1. 
" %id, 100. 

Horsky, Sociology, 69. 



Social nlations were extremely static, governed by mms and customs which reinforced 

the stasis and stratification. Nowhere was this more the cape than in rural communities, where 

relationships and conflicts were managed by patriarchs, in the context of appeal to tradition and 

custom. In this context, the village assemblies, or synagogues, hctioned as a multi-purpose 

means of community gathering and deliberation? However, tradition and custom were not the 

only factors. Power differentiation witbin villages existed, with wealth king the deciding 

factor? Indeed, this was a commoa denaminator in ancient Meditemncan social relationsa 

The primary dctcrminant of social position in the ancient Meditenanean was power, 

measured in terms of property and/or position. The former bestowed influence, and the latter, 

authority."' This reality is most clearly demonstrated by the importance of patrorwlient 

relationships. These relationships, based on reciprocity, were the usual form of exchange in the 

ancient economy. Relatively more powerful and/or wealthy individuals exchanged favours - 

say, food or money to an individual, or infhstruuctun to cities and states - for loyalty, honour, 

and political or military support. In this contcxt, charity to the destitute - those who could 

return nothing in exchange - was virtually unknown in the Graeco-Roman world In this sense, 

the Jewish ttadition of charity to the poor stood out as exceptional? 

MacMullen's survey of the Roman social class concludes that economic stratification 

was pronounced, producing the steepest ofpyrarnids? To get a sense ofjust how steep, it is 

helpful to consider that the senatorial and cqucsaian classes together totalled only about one 

See esp. L. I. Levinc, The Ancient Sy~gogvor me Firs, I%ot(sond Years (New Haven, CI' and 
London: Yale Univeristy h, 2OOO), 69-73; also S. Freyne* Galilee. J e w ,  and the Gospels: 
Litermy Appfo~ches and Historimf Investigations (Philadeiphir Fort-, 1988). 154; Horsley, 
SocioIogy, 79-80. 
42 Fnync, Literary Approaches, 154. 
43 Stegemamr and Stegemam, 60. 
" Ibid, 60-5. 
a Stambaugh sadMc464. 
a UacMuIlen, 94. 
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tmth of one percent the population of the Empire. To qualify for inclusion, one had to possess 

property worth at least 125,000 denarii (more thaa 125,000 times the day's wage of a labourer). 

To the extent tha there was what one would consider a "middle class," they consisted of local 

landowners, consisting of perhaps 5% ofthe population? The remaining approximately 95% - 

be they day-labourers, craAsmen, merchants, or traders - lived at or below minimum 

subsistence levels? In such a milieu, it is an understatement to conclude, as does MacMullen, 

that "[tlhe sense of high and low pressed heavily on the co~ l~~ iouwss  of both.Y9 

A bourgeois class began to arise in Greece as early as the sixth century BCE. Liquid 

wealth through commercial activity was generally sought to subsidize a pawn's landed ststus - 
i.e., to prevent one having to actually work for a living - rather than to provide capital for 

reinvestments Those of a higher social class enjoyed privileges unavailable to others. They 

could not be sued by their inferiors, they received more lenient legal -ties, they had the right 

to greater amounts of state-distn'buted food or wine, and they bad a separate court system. One's 

status determined where one sat at dinner parties and the quality and quantity of food one was 

served The wedthy could travel more easily, obtain access to education, and, obviousiy, 

acquire material goods, property, and slaves. These privileges meant that "the desire to emulate 

Greco-Roman mores (and the means to do so) was fat more pronounced among the upper than 

the lower social strata."s1 

" Horsley, Sociology, 68. Solcsrlled "municipal senatorsn, or decurioas, were required to 
posseess property worth 25,000 dcnarii, or onetenth of a Roman senator's minimum 
(MacMullen, 88-92). 

Applebaum, 374; Stegemann and Stegemann, 135. 
49 MacMullen, 94. 
" E. G. Weitin, Athm and JeruPolenc An Iiterpretative Es~cry on Christianity md CI45sicu.i 
Cultwe, American Acrdemy of Religion Studies in Religion, no. 49 (Atlanto: Scholars Ress, 
1987). 156. 

Levine, J d i s m  md HeIIenism, 24. 
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Along with the privileges accorded those of a higher social location, certain attitudes 

towards wealth and poverty were inculcated by the perspective inherent in such a locatioa. For 

instance, wealth was considered a necessity for one to pursue a virtuous life. Generally 

speaking, work of any son was denigrated, although certain occupations were considered more 

respectable than others, and those in the lower economic strata often sought for thmwl-des more 

respectable occupations." Poverty itself was a state which elicited opm disgust on the part of 

the wealthy, rather than pity. Unlike the Jewish tradition, which emphasized charity for the 

poor, poor labourers and the indigent were actively rnatginaikd, belittled, and treated with 

contempt. In this sense, "the notion that the poor were in way 'blessed' . . . would have struck as 

preposterous anybody raised in the aristocratic circles of Greco-Roman society."" 

It is not an overstatement to say that the poor of the ancient world suffered in order to 

support the rich The aristocratic classes - as members of the governing and religious elites - 

were the material beneficiaries of the taxation and indebtedness of free labourers and small 

landowners. Indeed, Josephus, himself an aristocrat, describes the economic privations visited 

upon the inhabitants of Palestine as a result of onerous taxation in support of a lwurious lifenyle 

for the noble classes." As outlined above, when one speaks of the poor, one speaks ofthe bulk 

of the populace. And, when one speaks of the bulk of the populace, one speaks of a populace 

primarily situated in the countryside, engaged in agricultural labour. To be poor in Palestine 

meant literally to live hand-to-mouth. The &y7s wage for a labourer was probably less than the 

one denafius quoted in Mt 20:22. Research suggests the average income of a cultivator of a 

a See Lucian's account of his own boyhood, Som. 9 ff. (P. A. Brunt, "Aspects of the Social 
Thought of Dio Chrysostom and the Stoics," in Studies in Greek History d Though, ed. I? A 
Bnmt (Oxford: Clarendon, 1993), 218). In quite a separate category was agriculnrral labour, for 
which many authors, including the Stoic Seneca, had romantic pastoral attinities (Stcgemaw 
and Stegemann, 25). 

Stambaugh and Balch, 66-7; see also MacMulkn, 42. 
Ant. ~vii.8~4, xvii. 1 1.2 (see F. C. Grant, The Economic Background of the Gappels F e w  York: 

Russell and Russell, 1926; reprint, 1973],4&9). 
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three hectare plot, after an at least one-third deduction to taxation and religious dues, was 

150-200 denarii. Given that one iugerum of land (about three-fifths of an acre) could cost 250 

denarii; a mule 130 denarii; one modius (about 2 gallons) of wheat cost 2 denarii, and to ship it 

cost 16 denarii for 50 land, or 1250 nautical miles, it is clear to see that the ownership of land 

and independent economic activity would have been all but impossible for such people." 

Was 200 denarii a year sufficient for survival? Certainly not without indepndent f d  

production, $As, loans, or supplementary sources of income, since the cost to minimally sustain 

a rural family of four in the ancient Mediterranean, inclusive of levies and non-food items, was 

approximately 250 to 300 denarii per mum. in the cities, the cost was about 600 to 700 

denarii? Plainly, marginal surviva1 was the ordinary reality. It is therefore understandable that 

James and Jesus would so violently condemn those who would cheat the day-labourer of his 

wages. The day's wage of a labourer was utterly important to the very survival of his family and 

himself. Failure to pay it - entirely a matter of custom, not law - could conceivably result in 

any combination of beggary, starvation, thievery, and revolt 

Given this data, as well as the data in the last section, one can reach some conclusions 

about the condition of the indigenous Palestinian peasantry during the time of the historical 

James. First, the peasantry was suffering the effects of ongoing property expropriation through 

debt, expulsion, and arbitrary seizure by the crown. Second, they had been afflicted by a 

succession of wars and arbitrary impositions. Third, they were desperately short of land and 

reserve capital, coupled with gruelling multi-level taxation. Fourth, they were living at or below 

-- 

" Applebaum, 374; see also Stegemann and Stegemann, 41,88-90. 
Stegemann and Stegemann, 834. Sailer identifies only one ancient text ( h m  the third 

century CE) which attempts to fix a poverty line, set at less than fifty awei of gold pieces. Since 
this was equivalent to roughly 15-20 years subsistence income, it would be reckoned by this 
measure that same 9w. of the population was poor (R. Wer, "Poverty, Honor and Obligation in 
Imperial Rome," Criterion 37 [1998]: 13). 
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h l s  minimally necessary for s\nvivd. Fifth, theit residential situation was o f h  an oppmsive 

aad humiliating tenurial om7 imbued with debt and obligation." 

Social Mobility 

Status in Roman society was germane to one's economic position, but did not directly 

correspond to i t  Slaves, for example, might operate businesses and enjoy the proceeds of great 

wealth, yet their status was lower thaa that of considerably poorer Geedpersons. Indeed, it is 

among slaves and fieedperwns that one detects the most convincing evidence of social mobility 

in an otherwise stratified, static, and stable social o&r? Freed slaves were mtly Eke, in that 

they could punue all means to gain wealth without regard to family honour, social codes, or 

national or caste customs, and hod fkquently learned the skills so to do? Literary evidence 

exists to suggest that there were people who parleyed minor skills andfor minor sums of money 

into a state of relative affluence; meeting less with the surprise of social betters with such 

success than with contempt for their supposed claim to a status that was not theirs by birth. 

Wealth could not buy rrspectability, and those of higher social rank were pdep in fiadrng ways 

to exclude or minimize Geedmen, even if their wealth rivalled that of their ' 'bener~.~ 

While distinctions in social class tended more strongly to be a dimension of urban Life:[ 

urban conditions, with the chances afforded by commerce and mdacturc ,  likely off& more 

opportunities for social mobility than the comparatively stable Mal economy. Advances in trade 

and industry during the Hellenistic period were of advantage to only a few people, almost all 

resident in the cities. As Freyne notex 

peasant economies are always slow to reflect wider economic growth precisely 
because the peasaat runs his fann on consideratio~ls other than fhanciai - 

App1ebam7 378. 
MacMullen, 100; Meek U r h  Christians7 19-23. 

" MacMullen, 103. 
"lbid., 98 fK 

Flltyne, Literary Apply~ches, 160. 



ccmsidttatjons such as family loyalty and f-ss to amxsbd ways. A lack 
of interest in the purely commercial aspects of nmning a f~rm make him 
oblivious to changing economic and industrial patterns." 

Quite apart from tk lifestyle considerations, liquid capital is a precondition to 

investment and expaasion - end liquid capital was accumulated tbrough trade at a larger scale 

than could be expected in a d milieu63 In sum, the rural reality emeaced nothing of the 

subtleties of the economic and social life of the llrbaa centres, limited though they were. The 

countryside was a world of two social classes - the very rich and the very poor - in which 

privation and aristocratic or bunaumtic capriciousness and oppression were normal facets of 

Life.6$ 

Discontent and Resistance 

The fimdamentai conflict in Pdestiinan society, as in all ancient agrarian cultures, was 

barnen the various layers of rulers on the one hand, and the masses on the other. As Horsley 

notes, this cannot be chamcterized as a "class conflict" per se, since the social differentiation 

was of such degree as to constitute the two groups as d i f f i  s0cietiesPS There is a great deal 

of evidence that popular protest, resistance, and even revolt was not uncommon in Roman- 

dominated The existence of social discontent in Israel is attested by the 

contemporary literary records of peasant and nationalistic mohs and demonstrati011~, 

culminating in the general revolt in kwisb Palestine beginning in 66 CE. Tbm cuc two b d  

causes cited as underiying the manifestation of ppllpr disconsent economic hardship and 

foreign rule. Needless to say, these fmors are not mutually exclusive of one mother. 

a Idem, A l d e r  to Hodran, 176. 
" Ibid, 181. 
" Stambaugh and Balch, 89. 
" Horsley, Sociology, 88-6. 
' Ibid, 86-7. 
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As outlined above, the disposstssion of i d  though debt was a growing problem in 

Jewish Palestine. This led, not lnfrcqmtly, to popdu peasant molts against laadowne~'~, 

including Jewish ones." Social pmsurrs may have been intensified by overpopulation in 

Palestine, particularly in Galilee.' As evidcnce of this is the fm that virtually aU ofthe land in 

Palestine was under cultivation at the time, and Herod found it necessary to Jmle Jews outside 

m i  territories? A burgeoning population would have m w e d  9n already limited margin 

between food production and c~osumption.~~ The economic hardships imposed by landlessness 

cannot be overemphasized, since it would have erected a significant bartier to access to food 

An agricultural economy is dependent on crop yields which may or may not be realized, and 

even when they are realized are a cyclid afthk. Unlike slaves, who hsd to be f d  whether or 

not they could be employed profitably, fkee seasod labourers and indebted fmers wen ofken 

faced with the alternatives of starvation or banditry and revolt, and many chose the latter two 

routes?' Even small landholders and otbm with a relatiwly stable source of income f d  

hardship. Excessive rates of imprial, Hcrodian, and religious taxatioa, perhaps in excess of 

40% of an already subsistent income, fieNed d w R  

Social disintegration due to poverty was manifested in such phenomena as emigration, 

robbery and theR and begging. It also manifested itself in renewal movcmcnts - some 

isolationist (like the Essenes), some prophetic (like Christianity), and some rebellious." The 

Essenes intentionally implemented an ecoaoxnically egalitarian society, in which gwds were 

held in common by the communitv: aad the community was responsible for providing (or 

67 AAamsan, Message, 24445. 
See Jos., Bell Jud 3.3.2,43, Vita 45,230. 

" Theism, 40-1. 
" F. C. Grant, 105. 
" Koester, In~rodirctim, 1 :63. 
" F. C. Grant, 105; Horsley, Sociology, 88. 
13 Theissen, 34-5. 



withholding) the necessities of life?4 This use of material discipline to compel consistent 

ob-ce of common rules was effective only if economic dependence on the community was 

in place, as it was in Qumran?' The extent to which nascent Christianity likewise modelled an 

alternative socioeconomic order is a matter of considerable speculation. Suffice to say, the 

social and economic context of the teachings and parables of Jesus can only be understood on 

the basis of the systems introduced through Hellenistic influence in Palestine. indeed, it was this 

economic order which informed the discontent of those of the lower economic strata.76 

In addtion to economic faors, antipathy towards foreign political and cultural 

hegemony is often cited as a conaiuting factor to social discontent and disintegration. Part of 

this antipathy to foreign cultural and political dominance can be configured in rural versus udm 

terms. Applebarn asserts plainly that "the Mal element constituted an important faor, if not 

the backbone, of Jewish resistance to helleaization,"" and indeed Josephus records insuncctions 

aimed specifically at the urban elite by Galilean villages in 4 BCE and 66-67 CE?' This is at 

least infererrtial evidence of reaction against the culture represated in the urban milieu, which 

was ovenuheh.ingly Graeco-Romad9 

74 Jos., Bell Jvd 28.3, 122. 
7s Theissen, 38. 
76 Hengel, Judrism md Hellenism, 56-7. 

Applebum, 356. 
The significance of these revolts cannot be undemsha&d, especially in the potential 

formoton of the social and economic views of the historical James and Jesus (see Honlcy, 
Golilee, 178; Maynard-Reid, 15; Starnbaug4 and Bdch, 93). 
'9 Horsley, Galilee, 118-20,179. Tbis propels us back to issues concerning the extent of 
Hellenization in Jewish Palestine, whether the nascent Christianity represented in Q and James 
can be characterized as urban or Mal or both, and whether or not these sources were influenced 
by Stoic andlor Cynic teaching. The f5rst issue was mated in chapter two, and the latter two will 
be treated in cbapter four. The question of simultaneous resistance to, d adopion of foreign 
culture and thought-modes is a complex one, and one that I do not believe can be cotlsidcrcd in 
isolation h m  questions of &al and cconomic power. One m y  be the subtext to the other, 
rcsistmce to one m y  clcmk resistance to thc ather, and SO fOCLb. Further, one may ract 
negativdy a p k t  certain manifcstatioas ofa "nonindigeaousn culture (howcvct one may define 
this) and happily adopt othas 



Palestinian Jews had a long history of foreign domination and a long tradition of 

resistance to itm This resistance is enshrined in the Hebrew Bible prophets. and the story of 

Israel's foundation as a nation in the escape fkom Egyptian bondage. Nonetheless, it is fair to 

coacI& that most "nationalisticn resistance to foreign domination in Jewish Palestine had more 

to do with Roman mismanagement and cormption than autipathy to the political status of the 

region, per se." To the extent that pmtests against foreign politid domination occuned, the 

contemporary accounts suggest they were occasioned by rea) or perceived affronts to Jewish 

religious ~ensibilities.~ 

The apogee of social discontent is rebellion and revolution. This was not unknown in 

Galilee and Palestine as a whole during the period of Roman control. On a number of occasions, 

Galilean peasants attacked Sepphoris, on one occasion massacting the Greek minority. This 

particular insunection, occurring c a  4 BCE, appears to have resulted in the destruction of the 

villages around Sephhoris (of which Nanueth was one) and enslavement of some ofthe local 

populationn Rural areas were particularly rebellious for a number of reasons.u First, thy were 

harder to control, since Roman forces were concentrated in lubaa areas. Second, the inhabited 

areas of the Jewish Palestinian countryside were concentrated in border areas. Proximity to alien 

cultures may have contributed to more nationalistic (reaction) and liberal (accommodation) 

tendencies among the Jewish population. Finally, economic pressures were likely greater: The 

oppression of tenant fhrmers oa the estates often nm by foreign andlor abseatee Imdlords is 

descrr'bed by James. 

" Idem, SocioIogy, 90. 
" Ibid, 87. 

Stegema~ and Stegemam, 171-72. See aim OMcn's discussion (3 K) ofthe Hasmom 
revolt as aimed at the Seleucid effort to d c a t e  Judaism, ratbcr than at Hellenism per se- 
a BelL J d  2.68, Vita 6548,381,384- 

Theissen, 5-6. 



Still, there is no reason to believe that banditry, nationalistic fewour, or peasant 

discontent was gceatet in Galilee than elsewhere in Jewish Palestine, specifically in the rural 

areas thereof In facf Freyne notes that the populace there was relatively peaceN and 

compliant. For example, in the revolt of 70 CE, while debt records were destroyed by Judean 

revolutionaries in Jerusalem, no such action was taken against the Galilean records held in 

Sepphorku Other incidents of social ban- in Galilee, such as the destruction of Herod's 

palace at Tikrias, were less frequent and acute than that found in Judea proper? 

S. Freyne, "Bandits in Galilee: A Contribution to the Shdy of Social Conditions in Fim 
Century Jewish Palestine," in TIae k i d  World of Formutive Christianity and Jucdostn: Essuys 
in Tribute of Howard Clark Kee, d J. Neusner7 P. Borgen, E. Freriches, and R Honley 
(Philadelphiax Fortress, 1988), 52 ff. This may have bad less to do with popular passivity and 
compliance7 however, and more to do with the ststus of Sepphoris as a stronghold ofthe priestly 
aristocracy (rce Levine, Rabbinic Class, 171 -72). 
'6 F m ,  'Bdb,'' 62-5. 



CHAPTER FOUR 
THE DEPICTION OF WEALTH AND POVERTY IN THE EPISTLE OF JAMES: 

I. THEOLOGY 

Introduction 

James' discussion of wealth and poverty has been viewed variously as social critique, 

theological treatise, or practical advice. In kt, these interests are not mutually exclusive. 

There is no wanant for an assumption that the author's motives would be so compartmentalized, 

and it is my contention that they are not. 

The approach the author takes may be summed up as follows. The implied cornmuairy 

can only hction effectively and faithfirlly if it avoids partiality and double-mindedness, as is 

attested by the "royal law" (2:8). "Friendship with the world" (4:4) is the source of partiality and 

double-mindedwss, of which attachment to wealth, or even wealth itself, is a manifest example. 

The solution is to practise impartiality and focus single-mindedly on the "Yaith of our glorious 

Lord Jesus Christ" (21). In this way, the internal coherence of the community is enhanced at the 

same time as it can make itself into a model of social relationships generally. In essence, the 

wealth and poverty discourses in James have theological, social, and practical underpinnings. 

Examination of these underpinnings give reason to believe the author had a similar experience of 

the social and ideological factors informing the teachings of Jesus, as well as the teachings 

themselves. 

The Tachiogs and Soyiop of Jesus 

If one accepts the psition that the Epistle of James is a presynoptic work authored by a 

Palestinian Jew, whose views are proximal to the teachings of Jesus, then the foundation of the 

work's depiction of the world of wealth and p o v w  needs to be sought in that milieu, beginning 

with pcesynoptic source maten-al. 



Numerous commentators haw remarked on the tcsernb1ance of the Epistle of James to 

Q.' On a general level, there an similarities in tone. Like James, the ethical content of Q is 

tmsed on pressing the Torah's moral demands as much as possible. This pressure often assumes 

the character of hyperbole, and an emphasis on one's heart as a locus for one's words and 

actions (e.g., Mk 7:21). Second, the community imagined by Jesus is om in which social status 

is abolished, and nlationships are non-hierarchical. Third, God's eschatological judgment or 

vindication is the criterion for moral detemhation, rather than the socially accepted view, or 

concern for pasoad consequences. Fourth, God is understood by Jesus to be compassionate and 

generous more so (but not exclusively so) than a deity who metes out distniutive justice. 

Finally, Jesus consistently emphasizes the renewal and restoration of Israel. 

James is cast in this mould2 The Epistle lacks moderation or compromise with social 

conventions, focussing instead on Torah demands for single-hearted loyalty to Gd, consonance 

between speech and action, and the absence of partiality toward human beings. It has a special 

concern with the heart as the locus of words and actions (e.g., Jas 4:8). Moreover, James' 

teaching is directed toward a counter-cultural community in which social solidarity supplants 

structures of hierarchy, status, and privilege. The tenor of the work is vigourous, active. lively, 

Chief among them is Hartm, especially in Jumes and the Q Sayings of Jew9  a book which 
deals exclusively with Q content in James. Less tenable, however is his assertion that James 
advocates a "wisdom" Christology. Another major work looking at Q and Jams is tbat of 
Wachob's tight and well-argued thesis foeussing on Jas 2 5 ,  me Voice of J e m  in the Socid 
Rhetoric of James. Others who advocate the position tbat James likely knew a pmynoptic 
source, such as Q, include BaucWlam (30-56; 95-6); &b (Commentary9 7) Davids (Jmes, 47-8; 
668; "The Epistle of James in Mociem Discussion," in ANR W II, Band 25.5 [Berlin and New 
Yo*: Walter C Gruyter, 1988], 3637-639); L. E. Elliott-Binns (Galilean Christianity [Chicago: 
Alec R Allenson, 19561.41); Johnson (James, 55-7); and H .  Koester (Ancient Christiun 
Gospels: Their History und Development [London: SCM; Philadelphia: Trinity Ress 
Intematiod, 1990],171). The subject of the Q source, its reconstruction, composition, ac., is 
complex The reader is referred to such ove~ews  as those supplied by D. C. AUi- The Jesus 
Tradition in Q (Hanisburg, Pk- Trinity Press h t d o a a l ,  1997), and C. M. Tuckett, Q &the 
History of Emly Christianity: Sttsdies in Q (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1996). 

Bauckbrm, 100-02. 



and it emphasizes kith as sywaymous with access to divine power (e.g., Jas 5: 1 3- 1 8): It is 

wholly unconcerned witb Jesus' ontological and metaphysical signifimce, focusing instead on 

his words snd actions as c o & ~ i n g  the locus of salvation.' 

More telling, however, is the thematic aad textual nxmblance between Q material and 

James. Deppes has provided perhaps the most thorough review of the parallels, noting seventeen 

parallels between James and 5:3-7 - enough to support the proposition that the respective 

authors emerged from a shared milieu (a view also held by KoesteP). If one accepts Betz's 

proposition7 that Qw 5:3-7 is a very early pre-Matthean composition, then an intertextual 

connection with a p-Matthean Sermon on the Mount source is a very plausible conclusion8 

Commenting on Deppe's findings, Wachob concludes that the Epistle of James appears to reflect 

a knowledge of traditions or sources ofthe canonical Matthew and Luke, rather than the Gospels 

themselves? 

This conclusion is buttressed by additional evidence - the formal parallels with the 

sayings traditions of Jesus explicated by Bauckham;l0 the fact that ''nearly all the forms of 

comparison utilized in James can also be found in the sayings of Jes~s;"'~ the recumce and 

- -- - - 

' Powell, 3 14. 
Wachob, 39. 
0. B. Deppe, 'The Sayings of Jesus in the Epistle of Jamesn (Ph.D. diss., Vrije Univmiteit te 

Amsterdam, 1989), 237-38; see also Davids, James, 47-8; Mayor, lxxxv-viii. 
GospeIs, 170. 
H. D. Betz, Essays on the Semton on the Mount (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985), 19. 
Wachob, 199. 
Wachob, 142-53; see also Himin, Sayings, I6 1. HaRin concludes that combined with SWSP 

material, the similarities - especially linguistic - between the material in James and in Q 
could only mean that either James was ctependent on Q, or that both James and Q were 
dependent on a comma tradition This is a coaclusion strengthened by the author's apperrm 
knowledge of unrelated block of material from Q, from which he appePn to draw sekctively in 
order to support his panicdm concerns (Ibid, 186-87; see also M i d s ,  "Modem Discussion,'' 
3637; Johnson, James, 57). 
'OBo~cLbam, 37-56. 
"bid, 56. 



ccntmlity of the Q themes of wisdom, ~ y p s c ,  and eschatology in J a m e ~ ; ' ~  and the 

appesfance of such n o w  5:3-7 thews  as asking and receiving (Jas 15-8; 4:3; Lk 1 1:9-13; 

Mt 7:74 1); the discussion of treasure in heaven (Jas 52-3; Lk 1233-34; Mt 6: 19-2 1); conversion 

of the sinful brother (Jas 5: 19-20; WE 173; Mt 18: 15); the impossibility of senring two masters 

(Jas 4:4; Lk 16: 1 3; Mt 6:24); the obligation to keep the whole law (Jas 2: 10; Lk 16: 17; Mt 

518-19); and the reversal motif of humifiation and exaltation (hs 19-10; 490; Lk l4:ll; 18:14; 

Mt 23: 1 2).13 

Given this evidence, Adamson's conclusion that J a w s  "rrflects a prr-christologid, 

almost prc-cnacifkion stage" of Christian development, is souad it is reflected in the author's 

apparent paraphrase of the teachings of Jesus in a manner which suggests that his sayings %ere 

apparrntly still fluid, circulating orally and not yet crystallized into their Synoptic forms."14 Om 

of the interesting questions about James' implicit intertextuality is his failure to attribute the 

material, either to scripture, tradition, or Jesus him~elf?~ Nonetheless, I am inclined to agree 

with those who either cautiously or wholeheartedly accept tbat the author of James betrays a 

knowledge of, and affinity for the sayings of Jesus as reflected in sow preqmoptic source - 
although it is probably not possible to establish with certainty the author's knowledge of the Q 

tradition as m d e s t e d  in the Gospl texts a d  sources known today.16 

The oldest Jesus tradition includes some of the harder teachings about wealth, incl~lAing 

the difficulty of the rich getting into heaven (jMk 10-251, the view of wealth as synonymous with 

l2 %id, 34. 
l3 Hattin, Sayings, 173-86. 

Adamson, Message, 3 1 ; see also Davids, "Modern Discwsioqn 3638. 
Is PopLes, "Inttrtextuality," 21819. But, if the circulation wcrr still fluid and circulating orally, 
this would not necessdy be surprising. 
l6 BaucWam_ 3 1. h this sense, I am inclined to accept the n d  conclusion of lohmon, 
a e m e l y , t b a t t h e l e ~ d l a d t b e m r t i c r e s c m b 1 ~ ~ s e v e r a l ~ i n J a w s m d  
sayingstradjtjons rssocirtcdwith Jesuq cmcfge &om "a stagcofdmlopmcntpiortotbe 
synoptic tradition, that is, at a stage roughly that of tht gospel sayings source c o ~ y  
designated Q" (Jmes, 57). 
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idolatry(LL 12:13-21; Mt 6:24), and the m ~ o f ~  (WE 153; 1699-31).17 The concern for 

the plight of the poor, opposition to the oppression ofthe rich, and exhortations to care for the 

needy, are featuns both of the Synoptic accomts of Jesus' teachings and of J a w s  Where the 

two diffbr is that J a a m  uses diatrrW language and concrete examples, whik Jesus' statements 

are largely couched in parabolic iUwtmtions (e.g., ML 12: 1-1 2; Lk 16: 19-3 1; 1 8: 1 -8).18 

Nonetheless, lames' language and docbrines concerniag wealth and poverty demonsbate the 

continuing potency of Jesus' teaching on the subject - a potency that would not have been 

possible had it not conformed to the social and economic conditions of his readers. 

N k  

The Concept of in James 

Two related concepts are consistently used by the author in his discussion of wealth and 

poverty: double-mindedness ( 8 u )  ancipa~iality (wpwwddu). These  ent tally 

legal concepts undergird all other constructions of the wealthfpoverty discourses, and need to be 

interpmed within the broader context of the Epistle's concise exposition of wht the autbot calls 

the "royal law" (k ,&AK~) in 2:8- 13. 

Easton is undoubtedly mistaken in his conclusion that the Biblical James p f o f d  a 

"Jewish Christian doctrine that the highest and purest form of Christianity combined fhith in 

Christ and meticulous observance of the Mosaic ceremonies; that without such obsmnncc 

believers might indeed attain the final kingdom but only in a definitely inftrior status."L9 In faa. 

there is nothing in the NT rcf i ices to James' concern with Torah or its specific pnoeps, either 

within or outside the Epistle, that would lead one to this conclwioa Indeed, the views on Torah 

attributed to James could have reasonably be htld by most if mt all NT figures, including Jesus 

'? Steganrnn and stegtmana, 202. 
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and Paul. Easton appears to confuse positive allusions to Torah ideals with some caricature of 

pharisaic nornism, of the type seen, for example, in Mt 23: 1 faD As was discussed in chapter 

two, the identification of a "Jewish Christianity" associated with the Two Great Commandments 

of Jesus (e.g., Mk 12:28-3 I), and one associated with "Mosaic ceremonies" is an anachronistic 

constrwtion. Qute apart from this, the Two Great Commandments are precisely the ethical core 

of the Epistle of James, and not whatever one supposes "Mosaic ceremonies" to be. 

There is much to commend Johnson's view that James uses the law as a literary theme, 

chiefly C O M ~ C ~ &  with the idea of "freedom" (1 :25,2: 12).2L The author expresses this theme 

most clearly through metaphors (such as "the mimr of mnembrence" into which one can 

"gazet', 1:22-25) and OT m&ls for emulation (such as Abraham and Rahab, 220-25). The 

author makes it clear that it is important that one keep the law, as he conceives it. Despite his 

emphasis on the active manifestation of faith, the author does not connect so-called ' b ~ ~ r k s "  

language or keeping individual commandments with his conception of the law.= Nor does h 

comect it to ritual observance, as Paul does with circumcision, special days, and so forth? 

Instead, the law is interpreted as establishing moral norms. The law is an "issue" which is 

illuminated via its various applications. 

It should come as no surprise to the reader that James casts a particularly practical 

interpretation on Torah, since this is the anor of the Epistle as a whole. James accomplishes this 

by integrating material from it with distrnctly "Christian" convictions, producing what might be 

cailed a halachic midrash - a commentary on Torah which extrapolates its precepts in order to 

20 One mistake is h fllpposing such Nf critiques qmsent a criticism of Judaism or Torah 
observance, per se. The core of the critiques is, in fact, the hypocrisy of supposedly zealous 
adherents of Torah peccpts - a trope not rmwmmon in Jewish literature ofmtiquity. While I 
am not claiming that Easton mu mistaken in the manner I describe, his choice of language is 
telling. 
21 L. T. Johnson, James, 30-2. 
Cf Rorn. 320,7:8; 1 Cor. 7:19; Gal. 2: 16, and other Pauline wTitings. 
See also BauckhPm, 25. 



shape one's practical conduct." This suggests a concept of the law which resembles the 

Hellenistic approach - namely, as "an immanent or underlying principle of life and action" in 

this sense, it can be described as the custom, or "established usage of a civilized sociw'* Thus 

a concern with the application of Torah precepts to one's manner of living (e-g., 1 :25; 2: 1-12; 

4: 1 1-12) is consistently seen in the Epistle? Indeed, it so pervasive in the Epistle, that a good 

argument can be made that such a concern was the p p o s e  of the work itself 

A p t  fiom conveying a view of the law which is thematic and practical, the author of 

James also wants to present it as unified (Jas 2: 10). Indeed, the halachic approach is one which 

implicitly applies a common proto-rabbinic idea that a violation of a single commandment has 

the effect of violating the law as a whole." Again, in this regard, the author betrays an af'finity 

with the views of Paul, and of Q.2g 

Torah Muences, the "Royal Law," and the "Law of Liberty" 

The ethical content of the discussion of wealth and poverty in James is entirely consistent 

with Torah precepts, and in one respect - the application of the nineteenth chapter of Leviticus 

- is explicitly evocative of them. 

Ultimately, the view of poverty taken by the Pentateuch is simply that the ideal world 

does not include it (e.g., Dt 15:J-5). Poverty results fiom sinfulness, and spcial stipulations are 

created to ensure that the poor are treated justly and cared for @cut 15:7-1 I)." James would 

L. T. Johson, Jumes, 3 1. 
* C. H. Dodd, 73e Btbie and the Greeks (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1935), 25. 
" See Quine, 147 K, for discussion 

Dodd, 39; Laws, 4. But cf. later Talmudic works, which appear to undermine this idea by 
generalizing specific precepts into fewer, overarching ones (most famously, R Hillel's dictum: 
"What is hatem to you, do not do to your neighbur,'' b. Sdb .  3 la); and by stressing intent over 
execution (e.g, b. Muk. 24a). 
a Rom 13:8-10; Gal 53,14; see C. H. Felder, "Partiality and God's Law: An Exegesis of James 
2:1-13,- JRT 39 (1982-83): 62-3; 0. J. F. Seitz, ̂ James and the Law,w in SE I& Part 1: The New 
Testament Scripturrs, e d  F. L. Cross (Berlin: AlrademieVerlag, 1%4), 477, for discussion. 

Maynard-Reid, 26. 
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have been aware of this - as well as the emphasis on oquolity and solidarity stressed in the 

Covenant Code (Ex 2022-23:33), the laws designed to protect weak and o w  people 

within the community (e.g , Lev 25:4749; Ex 2 1 : 1 3-1 4; Dcut 19: 1 - 13), and the prohlcbition of 

covcto~~~~ess of property (Ex 20: 1 5- 17; Deut 5: 19-2 I).' Most specifically applicabk to James 

in this regard is the echoing in Jas 91-6 of the Torah injunction against the oppression of 

day-laboums in Lev 19: 13 and b u t  24: 14.1' 

For ell practical purposes, for James the law encompasses the mtirrty of the Decalogue 

(Jas 2: 1 1) and the Levitid exhortation to neighbourly love (lcv 19: 18), which is likewise the 

basis for the second of Jesus' Two Great Commandmeuts. The discussion of the law of freedom 

(Jas 2: 12) and love (Jas 2%) is a derivation £tom this brief Levitid reference, which James 

refers to as "the royal law" (Jas 2:8).32 James quotes Lev 19: l8b accurately from the LXX in 2:8, 

and places it "in the framework of partiafity in judging. showing a clear allusion to Lev 19: 1 5."33 

The tem~ used in Jas 2:8, +Y . . . HI& C'royal law") is found in pagan Greek 

s o d  as well as Hellenistic Jewish works? Others prefet to interpret the use of this ptuase 

in all its instances (including James) as allusioas to the Stoic idea of "~~pfe1l3eiy sovereign 

reason," for example, the fne and glad obedience of wise rulers to the Mivmol law which 

orders the universe? Adamson takes a more literal view, namely, that James' use of the term 

refa to the kingly source of the law, namely Christ, its ethical content being dctcrrnined by his 

" Boggan, 20 E; M Hengel, Propetr)l md Riches in the Ear& Church: Aspects of a Sociarl 
History of Em Christianity (London: SCM, 1974): 13-15. 
Ct Isa 58:9; Jcr 2213; Ma1 35; Sir 3422; Tob 4:14; B. Mes. 9. l If.; see Adamon, E w e ,  

1 86. 
L T. Johnson, %v. 19." idem, J i s ,  226-29; idem, Taciturnjty a d  Tnw Religiom J a w s  

1:26-27," in Greeks, Romans, und Christiicmc h a y s  in Honor of Abrohran J. Mdktbe,  ed. D. 
L. Balach. E. Fcrguson, a d  W. A. Meek (Minneapolis: Fortms, 1990), 338; see also Abmron, 
Epistle, 33; FelQ, 61; Lam, 110; Sciq 474-77; Wills, 284. 
L T. Johnson, "Lev. 19," 393; see also Adamon, Episie, 102. 
Xcnoph. Oecon. xiv.7, Epict, Diss. 4.620 PUo, Gorg. 484B, Pind, & 169. 

3s Dan 2:s; 1 Esd l:7; Tob 120. 
hiiius, J i ,  142-43; see also Adamson, Epistle, 112; Dodd, 39. 
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teachings." But the probable allusion to Lev 19: 15 in Jas 2:8-13 means that this is the more 

likely source of the author's use of the concept? In this sense, tbe "royal law" of 2:8 is to be 

understood as the essence of the whole of Torah, a la Jesus' summary (e-g-, Mk 12:28-3 1, also 

based on Lev 19) . This is a view supported by the use by Jewish authors writing in Greek of 

~dyco5 in descniing Torah as a whole and -4, used in descniing a pnoept; a practice 

duplicated in Jmes when the author addresses the distinction bmmcn the whole law and single 

precepts in 2: It is also supported by the Q allusions woven throughout the Epistle. Having 

said this, it is not at all unlikely that a common Greek meaning of the tern, alternating between 

"a law given by or worthy of a king" and "law which is iwlf the king," would be used here in a 

secondary manner.q In any event, this is clearly a phrase that would be more familiar to aa 

audience chiefly conversant in Greek - specifically, one conversant with Greek political or 

philosophical literature. 

Finally, the author of James characterizes the law as liberating. The exhortation in 2: 12, 

o h 5  a i m  rai o h  mi& thg +v &u&piq &UCJVTE~ n p k h , ' "  is paralleled in 1 :25, 

and may represent an allusion to Ps 2818. If so, James is not following the LXX, but the Hebrew 

text - not at all characteristic of him? But it may also allude to certain Stoic ideas in which 

wisdom (&) is identified with fieedom. Indeed, Philo frequently applies the Stoic teaching 

about liberty to Torah?3 

Adamson, Epsitle, 114. 
3s Felder, 6 1 ; Laws, 1 10. 
39 Dibelius, James, 142; Ropcs, 198; Wachob, 92. 
" Md, 39. 
'""[S]o spak and so act as those who are to be judged by the law of l ikny  [or fieedom]." 

Adamson, Epistle, 333; Quine, 14845,160 E 
cg, Cic., Par., 34; Omn. frob. Lib., 45; see Dodd 40 & 



Porter's review of the extant Literary evidence from Homer through the twelfth century 

CE reveals that 8;Ihrx;q (double-mindedness) was restricted in use to Christian and prot* 

Christian circles, a d  is first attested in James? 'this would make sense if the term is a Jewish 

Christian rendering of the Hebrew expression 3n 3% "with divided heart," which is used in the 

sense of divided loya1ties? The conclusion that this is the etymology of the word is 

strengthened by the quotations of unknown origin in I Clem. 23,3 f.; 2 Clem. I 1,t; and Herm. 

Man. 1 1-1 K" For the author of James, the state of being double-minded is one of the two 

intensions of his concept of Torah as it is applied to wealth (the other being partiality). The 

author explicitly uses the designation only twice;'7 yet the idea it designates - the consonance 

between one's actions and articulated beliefs - is the ethical theme informing the work as a 

whole. Indeed, the appearance of this hpar iegomenon at the bepinning of the text suggests that 

it is pan of the laying out of principles which appears to be the function of the first chapter. 

Some have held that the author is assailing vacillation - particularly with respect to 

one's faith convictions or convictions about the efficacy of prayer? This sense is implied by the 

context in which it is used in 16-8, in which the reader is exhorted to ask God for wisdom, in 

faith and never doubting. The author immediately goes on to connect doubt with 

double-mindedness and instability (b-T), concluding that such a one cannot expect to 

Poner, 473; see also Schweizer, E. "b&~k," in TDNT, voi. 9 (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans, 1974), 665. Others argue for other derivations (e.g., S. Lows -hall], "-: A 
Local Tenn?," in SE ed E. A. Livingstone [&rlia: Aksrdernie-Veriag, 19731,3484 1, who 
argues that it was a local term used in the oascent Christian community in Rome) but, as Porter 
points out throughout his article, all are baKd on (non-empirical) supposibions, as opposed to 
aaual evidence from the literary corpus. 
" See 1 QH 4114; cf Deut 29:18; Ps 122; E;eek14:3-5; Sir 1:28. 

Adamson, Message, 269-70; SchWr 2565; see also Laws, 4. 
" 1 :7-8 ('?he doubter, being double-minded and unstable m every way, must not expect to 
receive anything from the Lord"), and 41% ("Cleanse your bands, you sinners, and purify your 
hearts, you double-mid#). 
" Dibelius, Jomes, 83; Hon, 12-13; Moffaa, 12-13. 
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receive anything from God. This conclusion misses the larger themes of the work as a whole, the 

theological stance of the author vis-a-vis the presynoptic Q sayings of Jesus, and the probable 

etymoIopical lineage of the hapar legomenon i?kq. Doubt i s  linked with divided loyalty, but 

not identical to it. In his thorough examination of the word a k o s ,  Porter concludes that the 

sense of 1 :2-8 suggests that a translation of "divided" or "at variance with oneself" is to be 

preferred over the alternative "doubt," and notes that 1:7 defines what it means to be 

namely, unstable in all areas of life. In other words, its use in 1:6-8 is emphatic rather than 

~equential.'~ If one's loyalties are divided, then oae manifestation of this will be doubt in the 

efficacy of one's prayers. 

appears to be the author's unique way of labelling dissonance between 

profession and action, and b e e n  hearing and doing - also a key element of the (Q) teachings 

of Jesus. There is, indeed, a correspondence between the Q saying, "You cannot serve God and 

Money" (Mt 624; Lk 16: 13) and "Friendship with the world is enmity with God" (Jas 44). In 

common with the Jesus of the Synoptics, the author of James expresses the belief that an 

orientation towards wealth perforce means an absence of orientation towards God, since the two 

realities are in~ompatible.~ The author's use of adultery as a metaphor expresses this 

impossl'bility in relational terms which the reader could apply to his or her own life. Friendship 

with the world involves an absolute claim by the world, and absolute loyalty to it - even 

seeking this state of affairs amounts to enmity with Gob But, as James points out, the individual 

has a choice as by which domain he or she will claim and be claimed? 

Porter, 479-80; sce also Seitz, 48 1. 
Commentarys 454; Davids, James. 44-5; L T. Johnson, James, 288-89; Knowling, 1 1; 

Ropes, 3. Of interest especially are Mt 6: 19-34; 19: 16-26; U 624-25; 12: 13-2 1. Givea the 
Torah Eramework informing James, it is interesting to note that the stov of the wealthy young 
man who is reluctant to follow Jesus' advice to do "one more thing" and give up his wealth (Mt 
19-21), occurs in the context of the man's obedience to the Decalogue (see Theissen, 19). 
sL L. T. JohllSOn, "Friendship," 174-75. 
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Thc rushor introduces the theme of double-mindtdhess in chaptcr ow, in which he lays 

out the brsic principles of the Epistk. Wisdom/speech (1 :5-8, 19-2 1.26) a d  wealthlaction 

(1:9-12,22-25.27) are brwght forward 8s examples of the intimate relationship between 

convictions and khaviour, and the concotnitant risk of attempting to divide one's allegiances.u 

Immediately after isslling a d g  about double-mindtdness, thc transitory nature of wealth 

and the permanence and importance of fith in God is discussed (1 :9-1 1). Francis posits that w. 

22-25 complement this unit, and, talrea together, both units are integral to the discussion in the 

second chapter of the necessity for action. The theological context for this discussion is 

provided by a number of synonymous tcrms: the fbith that is held (2:1), religion pure and 

undefiled (1:27), the acted word (1 22-25), perfected hith (l:4, 17; 2:22), and the law of liberty 

(1 :Z; 2: 13)? 

This theolopid rationale is made explicit in chapter two? Here, the argument is laid 

out in two (similarly structured) sections: w. 1-13 and 1426. The first scction begins with a 

rhetorical question concerning the double-rnifidedncss extant in professing fjBith in Christ Pad 

exhibiting partiality. A real or hypothetical example of partiality based on social location is 

offend (w. 14); an argument is made based on reason (w. 5-7); a second is d c  based on 

4pq (w. 8-12); and, t h l l y ,  the section is coacludcd with a summary proverb (v. 13). The 

second section (w. 14-26) is similar in structure. Like the preceding pericop, it begins with a 

rhetorical question, this one more gcacnlly concaning tht double-mindcdncss inberent in 

non<onsommt profaions and actions. Again, a paaid example follows (w. 15-17); an 

argument h m  reason is made (w. 18-19); a second is made based on two examples &om the 

Thda, 281,287. 
Francis, 119. 
Bogpn, 2W7; D.viQ, Jenros, 11 11-19; Francis, 119. 
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Hebrcw Scriptures (w. 20-25); and, finally, the section is wncludcd with a summq proverb (v. 

26). 

With the clenr exposition of the author's central concern baving been made, subsequent 

sections of the Epistle expand on the theme. Chapter tlmc turns £icnn wert khaviour to spcech 

(w. 1-12), a d  the relationship of right specch to wisdom (w. 13-18). Chapter four appears to 

begin by addressing a solution to double-miadcdncss, by focussing on the irmer attitude of the 

believer (w. 1-10). Having done this, am- manifcstation of double-mindcdness - 

arrogance, spcclfically, acting without regad to God's sovereignty - is discussed in the context 

ofjudging others (w. 1 1-12) and presuming control over events (w. 13-17).5s The deanmion 

of the just man in 5: 1-6 affixts a strong sense of pathos, indicating the climax of the 

argumentatio. Tbe just man in this case could stand for Jesus, in which case those whose 

life~tyle or thought- pattans arc exemplified by the double-minded and the rich opprcss0rs are 

accused in even harsher terms than are explicit in the words ofthe text? 

Ia summary* wealth and the doubleminded behaviollrs its achul or &sired possession 

elicits are discussed in four contexts - partiality (1~9-11; 2:l-13); covetomuess (411-10); 

arrogance (4: 13-1 7); rmd oppression (5: 1-6). Wealth and its allure is a test of fhith for both those 

who have it and risk being cwpted by it, aad those who are poor and risk Jtnrggliag to obtain it, 

rather than single-mindedly following God? 

Partiality 

The example given to illustrate the author's theological treatment of double-mmdedness 

is partiality in the community (2:l-13). The mnnifkstation of this ptiaiity is the perceived or 
- - - - - - - 

Adamson, Epistle, 178; Blackman, 137 (on Jas 4); but cf Martin (159) who argue that Jas 
4:ll-17 is an extension ofthe "abuse of specch"argum~llf. 
' T h e  281. I do not klim thot this is the case, since (1) it dcfics the concrete 
socioccommic context ofthc unit as a W e ,  and (2) the paon of Jesus is mraifesty not a 
concan of the work 

Boggm, 204-06; Davids, "Modcrn Discucsioq" 3643. 
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actual socioeconomic status of individuals in the community - as such, it dso pvidcs the 

backdrop for the author's o h  ethical tmfments of werlth aad poverty, specifically, 19-1 1 and 

5: 1-6. 

"Rapct of ptfsons," or spummaAq&a is a mun formed from thc Hebraism h&ik~ 

wp6mmvS8 - a rendering which would have been unimelligible for a nonoHebrew Greek 

speaker? The word appears for the first time in the Gnek lexicon in the NT (e.g, Ram 2: 1 1; 

Jas 2:1), but it was likely in common Jewish Greek usage before these appcmrawJ. Its use is 

meant to ref- to the absence ofUrrspcct of persons" in W s  (eschatological) judgement. 

Hence, Jews and Gentiles face the saw judgement (Rom 2:11), and there is a social equality 

between slaves and masters (at least escbatologidly) (Eph 6:9)? 

The explicit message of 2: 1-1 3 is that faith in Jesus Christ is incompaticble with 

partiality! This unit coastitutes the most sunaiaed and strident denunciation of rrpoawrsdq&a 

in the NT: one simply cannot be a believer and, at the same time, practice partiality. To do so is 

to commit sin, and thus to be convicted by the law as a transgmsor (Jas 2:9). The subsequent 

judgement by God "will k without mercy to anyone who bas shown no mercy, [for] mercy 

triumphs over judgementn (2: 13). Given the author's allusion to Lev 19: 1 8 as a mbtext for his 

discussion of the "myat law,* it is reasonable to conclude that the author has the words of Lev 

19: 15 in miad in his examination of the sin of partiality, so closely do thy resemble the 

From the Hebrew, or (Lev 19: 15, Ps 82:2). See E. L o k ,  "#w, 
npouwntA+~, npaoond~mio, iwpmmd+amg," in TDNT, vol. 6 (Gnad RapiQ, MI: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans, I%$), 779180. 
" So Host, 46; Lohse, 779; Ropes, 187. 

Luhse, 780; see also Maynud-Reid, 49; Mitton, 37; but cf Blackman, 77: "Tht meaning is to 
p a y t o o m u c b ~ t ~ t o t b c ~ r p p l n r n c e o f a p c n o n d t o o l i a l e , o r w a c ~ ~ , t o b i s  
real necd or worth." 

Adamson, Episrle, 1104, C. E. B. Cranfitld, The I&ssagc of James,= SIT 18 (1%5): 189-90; 
Wnwn, "Schemes," 102-08. 
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sentiments ofthat paosa$e." The exegesis of the Levitical prohibition of partiality in order to 

fulfill the royal law provides a legal basis for the author's ethical exhortation. 

An example of partiality in the community (2: 1-13) evokes a certain audience to whom 

this admonition applies Others see the example as a hypothetical om, however, constructed in 

order to illustrate the point that partiality trans- the love commandment." Regardless of 

the characteristics of the intended audience@) (which will k discussed more thoroughly below). 

it is clear that the author has an interest in promoting the ideal of a "Christian" community as 

being one in which relationships are equal and mutual, in keeping with his interpretation of the 

"royal law" of love." 

An entrtk into what the author is con&mning and commending may be found in Roy 

Bowen Ward's interesting analysis of James' discussion of partiality. Ward's well-argued thesis 

is that the assembly which the author has in mind is a judicial one, based largely upon the 

rabbinic application of Lev 19: 1 5-1 8 and related passages to judicial pnmedings.6' While my 

inclination is to reject this interpretation on the grounds of the context of the work as e whole, 

Ward does make an excellent case for the judicial quality of the partiality which James 

condemns. In this context, ~ccrpiutrv (2:4) can be seen to refer to separating, distinguishing or 

judging (cf Ropes, "to waver'') based upon appamnce alone." The author opposes distinctions 

based even upon the perceived social location of individuals in the assembly, be they visitors or 

a The LXX version of Lm 19: 18 reads: G ~ + T E  &KOV iv &JW 06 c r p 6 w t m ~  m G ,  
0684 lvrj 6b- npkwmv b & m u m  iv h m o & v r )  r p b r g  6 u  d q v h ~  mu. See also Job 34: 19; 
Ma1 2:9; Sir 4:27,7:6,42:1 for similar sentiments (Felder, 54,643; L. T. Johnson, "Lev. 19," 393; 
Seitz, 476). CE Shepherd (45)' who proposes that the author derives the concept of 
n-&u fiom Matthew's version of the beatitudes concerning the poor and menifid. 

Wachob, 156-71; but cf Stegemamt and Stegemam, 305. 
" Bauckhsm, 102. 
" Ward, "Partiality," 89-91; see also Adamson, Epistle, 108. 
" Ward, "Partiality," 93. The circumlocution that avoids aplying the term &UQiOy to the 
welldressed man in 22-3 - especially when the othcr figure in thc example is explicitly refirred 
to as &- heightens the sense of judging on the basis of appemance alone. 
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members. Thc " d o u b i e - W  arc those who mwg- htadcdly attempt to divide (or 

ncoaeik?) their allegiances to the hith community d the outside world The mult is the 

subordination of the values of the brith community to those of the world througb the importation 

of social distinctions into the social interactions of the fithfirl. A diminution of the egalitarian 

social structurr of the faith community pedorce d t s  in a diminution of its values. And its 

values are founded on the law of love articulated in the received taclmgs of Jesus ad, deed, 

~orab i t s e i ~  

The distinction between the values ofthe community and those of the larger society is 

intensified by the three questions posed by the author (2:67) concerning the readers' own 

margmaLiptioa within the larger cultural milieu The community as a whole has suffked from 

sins of favouritism by \mrighteous judges - and yet they now act as oppmsors towards their 

own!' The remarks of Paul to the Church in Corinth (tsp. 1 Cot 1 1: 17-22) suggest that 

disruption of community lift by those of a privileged socioeconomic status showing contcmpt 

for social inferon was not uncommon." But the situation was complicated. OIL the one hand, 

the poor and indigent dered  greatly at the hands of the rich and the powerful, as d e s c r l i  in 

the next section On the other band, if a wealthy pcnon entcred the church or was a member, 

there would be every reason for thosc of a lower socioeconomic status to court him. His money 

was seen as a means of survival - individually, of course, but aiso collectively as a community. 

An intriguing suggestion made by H M y  Maim @crsoaal communication, August 13,2001) is 
that the i&al reader in the author's rhetorical commUnay is one who is ethically rrspoasivc to 
the appeal of judicial rhetoric. This is certaidy a more parsimonious -on of the 
author's choice of language in this unit than Ward's more &-reaching t&sis. 
" L. T. Johnson, Jmnes, 229. 
" W. L. C o n  The Rich Chtien in the C h h  of the Emly Rowm Empire: 
Contriuiictions d Accomnrodations, T e d  (New York and Toronto: Edwin MeIIen, 1980), 
149 E 
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Certeinly om should not offend him - indeed, even a senrile attitude to one who could bestow 

favour wodd be the ordinary and approved social t e s p o ~ ~ ' ~  

In contrast, the position of Jaws is uncompromising. For the author, =-+;a is 

not just snobbay, but failure to oppose injustice out of either fear of the powerful, or a desire to 

cuny favour with them?' Indeed, such obsequiomess is not only to discriminate against the 

poor, it is actively to support rich " ' o p ~ s o n "  ( o h  oi &&not m r a d ~ ~ w n ,  &b;, 2:6), 

hence the injustice of the world as opposed to the "royal law" of God's impartiality (2%). The 

author assumes a radical stance concerning the equality and solidarity he believes is stressed in 

the Covenant Code (Ex 20:22-23:33), and the laws designed to protect weak and oppressed 

people within the community (e.g., right of ndcmption, Lev 25:4749; asylum, Ex 2 1 : 1 3- 14; Dt 

19: 1 - 13)? In 2: 1-9, James ^warns against a cringing servility toward the rich person, no matter 

what his faith or general convictions might be. The spiritual welfare of the rich person remains 

totally outside the consideration'" 

In a nutshell, what 2: 1-13 proposes is a reversal of the honour/shame dichotomy of the 

dominant society? Red values, in the Jawbean sense, are undermined by courting the rich and 

neglecting the poor. The author, in fact, appeals to a higher form of honour won through a 

virtuous life. In this. as will be argued below, he shares an attitude common to Hellenistic 

philosophy. The author's linguistic world, however, is that of Torah ( n m d h z  in 2: 1 is 

only intelligible in this context)? His allusion to the law in Lev 19: 15 is simply to point out a 

common proto-rabbinical observation, that to diffmtiate even on the basis of appearance is to 

become a "respecter of personsn~ Further, since God has chosen the poor to be rich in faith, 

Agouridcs, 77-8; Davids, h e s ,  33 3; D~kliup, Jones, 139; Hort, 46. 
Cranfield, 190. 

R B O ~ 2 ~ f K  
Dibelius, James, 136. 

" Rops, 185. 
" The same may be said of a h % .  
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failure to honour them off& against f i t h  in This act of dissociation, in turn, threatens 

to exclude the readers from the eschatological promise of inheritance of the kingdom (2: 13)'' 

Prophecy rod Eschatohgy 

Prophecy in % I 6  

Th subtext to the exhortations of 4:13-17 and 53-6 appears to be double -mess .  

But, unlike the discussion coaceming perriolity in 29-13, the author docs not rely on rhetorical 

questions d (m appeal to law? Rather, the language is one of accusation and denuaciation In 

4: 13-1 7, this takes the form of an eschatological argument, while in 5: 1-6, although eschatology 

remains the context, the tone is decidedly prophetic." Here, Hellenistic rhetorical forms scem to 

have been augmented or subsumed by a more traditionally Hebrew literasy style. Moreover, the 

scope of its address seems to have broadened - prophet-Re - to a more universal scope. The 

M i  in 5:7 appears in contrast to the group refened to in the prccedmg six versesw 

Ropbetic denunciations of the rich would hpvc been fsmiliar to those v d  in the 

prophets ofthe Hebrew Scriptures. In thc mombical period, prophets such as Jeremiah (Jcr 

2:6 E; 3 1 :3f.), Amos (Am 2:10 ff.), and Micah (Mic 6:3t) called for a radical relativization of 

the place of wealth and meterial goods, seeing them as ultimately W e ,  and loyalty to wealth as 

(at least potentially) oppressive. Defiance of God's direction in the Covenant to practice 

rightcousacss and justice is therefon put at risk! If anything, this prophetic unease with wealth 

sharpened in the harsh economic climate of the ponadlic period, which saw IIddit id  ethical 

" Davids, Jmes, 75-8; L. T. Johnson, Jmes, 228. 
Martin, 65-6. 
Of the sections on weal* ias 1:Wl is a special case, occurring in the context of an 

imodwtion to the main thcmcs which the author will take up in greater detail. 
79 Some commentators, mod notably Adamson (Episle, 201, have gone as fir as to view the 
gcan of the work as a wbde as prophetic - a "quasi-popbetic letter of pastoral 
e!XOutagemtnt," 8 he pits h 
a Mayot, 153. 
at Boggrs 32-5; sce also Mayor, 174, who intriguingly insaprr$ the Isim psssgc qpkt 
idol-worship as a polemic against mamidism. 



admonitions to assist the poor, as well as stark denunciations against the wealthy and the ruling 

classes (Ezek 22:25-30; Isa 58: 1.4; 6 1 : 1 R)." 

The language of Jas 5:l-6 is entirely consistent with these Biblical precedents, and 

suggests that the author had intimate knowledge of them? Moreover, this prophetic appeal to 

eschatological judgement suggests that the early Christian movement, while not necessarily 

revolutionary, took a critical and oppositional stance concerning social conditions and 

structures? This is a theme in common with other works in late antique Judaism. For example, 

in Jub. 23:19, a future is foreseen in which the poor will rise up in conflict against the rich In 

other texts, the poor themselves complain violently of their oppression by the rich. I Enoch 

96:4-8 is particularly evocative of Jas 5: 1-6, with its woes against the rich and powem who 

oppress the poor and the righteous; and I Enoch 97% 10 evokes Jas 4: 13- 16 in its warning 

against those who, relying on their wealth, plan without regard for God? In emulating the 

prophetic message, James is at its most powerful in counselling agaim '%endship with the 

"t Boggan, 50- 1 ; but see Blackmart, 140, who, citing intertestamental literature (e.g Sir 3 15-1 1) 
d e m i  the Jewish perspective on wealth as being at odds with the view of James. He rests his 
argument on the assumption that 5: 1-6 denounces wealth per se, which he denies was the stance 
of any OT prophet. 

Popkes, "Intertextuality," 228. See also James' citation of the prophets' patient endurance as 
examples of faiWness, 910-1 1, 17-18. 

Hengel, Property and Riches, 48. 
'' E. Barnme1 mt&. m h .  ~ E ~ Q J ,  in TDNT, vol. 6, 1779-80. The striking similarity of 
certain passages in Enoch to James is such that they are worth quoting at length: 

Woe to you who devour the finest of wheat and drink the best of the water and 
trample upon the humble through your power. Woe to you who drink water all 
the time, for you will quickly be repaid and will become exhausted and dry, for 
you have left the spring of life. Woe to you who commit iniquity and deceit and 
blasphemy; it will be a reminder against you for evil. Woe to you, you powerful, 
who through power oppress the righteous, for the day of your destruction will 
come; in those days many good days will come for the righteous - in the day of 
your judgement ( I  E n d  %A-8). 
Woe to you who acquire silver and gold, but not righteousness, and say, We have 
become very rich and bave possessions and bave acquired everything that we 
desirrd And now let us do as we planned. . . p]ike water your lie will flow 
away, for your rick will not stay with you (1 E m h  97:&10). 
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wot1cf" which is synonymous in the writer's mind with enmity with God (Jas 3:13-4:10)." In its 

form, the unit mrintaina the standard prophetic 8pptoach o f o f f i  a jdgement (w. 1-3) and a 

rationale for thc judgement (w. 4-6)" 

The author's plrpose in assuming this stance depends upon whom one believes is the 

audience. Ifthe audience is, as I believe, economically mixed, then the prophecy may be mad as 

a waming - a wamiag of the ultimate thte of the double-minded who succeed in their pursuit of 

wealth, perhaps by using the tactics of the businesspeOp1e of 4: lEll." If one considers the 

audience to be pedominantly poor (hence economically immobile), the mit fimctions as a 

prophecy of comf~rt.~ The fact that the unit is condemaptory, and, in this sense, only 

i~erentially comforting would constitute a departure from the supposed prolkls of the unit 

with 01 prophecy, where prophecies of one kind do not mrsquerode as prophecies of another. 

Perhaps this is because James, aRer all is not a prophet - at least in the OT sense - and is 

arguably writing in the form of one for other purposes. The witness of thc succeeding unit - 

5:7-11- is telling, appearing to be an inteqmtation to the community of the pophebic address 

to the tach.e0 Once again, this need not be aa "either/orW proposition. If the wmmUlLity is 

economically mixed, there is no reason to suppose ?hat the materipl of 4:lEW,S:M, and 5:7-11 

wouldn't appeal to a cr~~~~sect ion of recipients. The language throughout these lmits is 

uniformly intimate, vivid, and urgent so that one could read both warning and comfott to 

insiders, a d  condemnation of a certain class of outsiders. 



A fiu more pervasive thcologid h u e  is one of eschatological cqectatiotl Throughout 

the Epistle, includrng the four pericopes under consideration, the author ftamts his exhortations 

in the context of an expeartion of God's imminent rule. In both 1:94 1 and 4: 13- 17 the author 

speaks of the aaa~ieace of mortal existence. In both cases, the wits are followed soon a f k  by 

exhortations to forbearance and patience (1: 12-17; 5:7-12). In 2: 1-13. the author speaks of his 

rcadc~~ as "heirs of the kingdom" (2:5), the implication being that acts of partiality tbreatcn 

those who commit them with di~inhcritance.9~ Thus he caps his argument against partiality by 

exhorting the readers to "speak and act as aJ who are to k judged by the law of likrty" 

(2: 12). The approach taken by the author to the eschatological Gramiag of these units is similar 

to that found in the Beatitudes (Mt 5:3-12; Lk 6:20-23) and 0 t h  "blessing" sayings of Jesus, in 

that he uses direct correlatives in the form of reversal (ix., "you are blessed in your udhvourabk 

circumstance, for your situation will be pshvely transformed''), as well as didactic or 

pgtaenctic aphorisms (e.g., "Blessed is the one who takes no offeace at me" [Mt 1 1:6; Lk 

7:23]).* Finally, thm is even a rczw that the escbaton is a pesent reality, especially in the use 

of the perfect tense of the verbs used in 52-3 ( i v  6 4 -  +&my) ta t O d c s c n ' b e  the destiny of the 

treasures of their owners? 

Indeed, the proximity of the eschatological ianguage in James to that of the sayings of 

Jesus as they pertain to ethical matters hPve led sow exejpscs to delve deeply into the 

. . . - - - .- - -- 

el Msrtin. 656. 
Hartin, wings, 65-7. 
Blackman, 141; Bogsm. 218-19; Jackson-McCsk, 509-10; S. E. Wheeler, Wealth cu Peril 

and Obligorion: The New Testinnew on Passessions (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. E d u m s ,  
1995), 97. But cf. Dads (James, 38-91, who assem tbat neither d i z d  csctrato1ogy nor the 
&lay of the p4110usia are issues in lamesCS Rather, the whok work is wmaraurlly bued an the 
expeeption of ClaiSt's imminent mum (sce esp. Jas 5:Tll). CE rlso Dicbeiius, who, in Erf 
assao tha James was written in a context in which the delay of the P a r o e  is an issue (Jcanes, 
m* 
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relationship of the Q source to Jacobean theology, a relationship discussed in some detail at the 

beginning of this chapter. As this section will show, the Q theme of a firm eschatological 

reality is bound up with Q or other presynoptic supporting material in James derived from the 

Sermon on the Mountlplain, reversal motifs, and trials as testing. Hartin detects in Q and James 

a shared Deuteronomistic theology which "sees Israel's history in terms of disobedience being 

followed by a call to repentance," culminating in eschatological fulfillment. He characterizes 

the Q community as one which "saw itself as a loyal remnant within the community of Israel 

which is called to remain faithful at the end of time while awaiting the return of the Son of 

man? In this hypothetical context, the address of James to the Diaspora makes sense, since the 

ingathering of the twelve tribes became of eschatological interest in Hebrew literature following 

the Roman domination of Jewish Palestine? 

Positing a community awaiting eschatotogical llfillment clearly affects the way in 

which one will interpret the significance of the ethical admonitions. It also helps explain, 

perhaps, why the author does not touch on ecclesiological or explicit Christological questions? 

If the author is expecting eschatological fulfillment, then his concern will be in nurmring a 

communal ethic which emphasizes the construction of an alternative lifestyle while 

de-emphasizing or refuting contemporary social values. If so, the subtext to the Epistle will be a 

concern with communal solidarity in the face of the opposition which living such an alternative 

vision invites. In this view, the practical hction of James' paraenesis is "'to organize a 

- 

Hartin, (ryings, 76-7; see also Jackson-McCabe, 5 15-1 7. 
95 Jackson-McCabe (5 1 1 - 13) detects the motif in Sirach, the Sibylline Oracles, PsaInts of 
Solomon. 4 Eza, 2 Bmch, and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, as well as Essene 
documents fiom Qumran. 
% I believe Mussnet (2074 1) is correct in identifyiag Dibeiius' failure to adequately interpret 
James as his misguided conception of theology in which Christology was the stacting point and 
sine qup mn. M w m r  argued instead tbat the author pmmulgaud an ethic derived fiom his 
convictions abwt God and Jesus, especially as they pertain to eschatology. See also R. W. Wall, 
Yames as Apocalyptic Pamenesis,'' ResQ 32 (1990): t 1. 
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solidarity of colrccm - a m d  submission - which would p e n t  dissffcction from the 'true 

religion'.* This interpetrtion makes comprehensible a theological ratiortlle for the 

admonitions against double-mhdedntss and partiality. Fulfilling the "royal law" is plrposive on 

a practical level, certainly. But James is a doclmmn oddrrsscd to a religious community, and its 

author identifies a ptrpose which is ethical in a religiow sense, as well. If one is focussed on an 

apocalyptic eschatology, the transcendent values this implies will  disdain material existace, 

material values, and a materialistic view of history.* 

Within the broad context of direct correlatives and didactic/paraenetic aphorisms, there 

are several mutually related motifs at the autbar's disposal in his expression of his tscbatological 

ideas: the contrast of transience with permanence; the depctioa of present sufferings as a form 

of divine testing of endurance (i.e., faithhess) which will nsuh in vindication; the mersal of 

fortune (and its relationship to the concept of"1imited good"); and language stressing the 

imminence of the Parousia, 

The Epistle's recurrent theme of the present, transient reality being replaced by a fuhm, 

permanent, eschatological reality is one which recalls Q sayings, especially the Beatitudes. In 

both 1 : 1 1 and 4:14, the rich man is called to consider the futility of attachment to his wealth, in 

terms which analogize the earthly life with a flower which withers and a mist which vanishes." 

The author suggests in 1:9-11 k t  the rich person will disappear - a fstc stated in terms which 

suggest that a similar fac will not befall the lowly or humble believer. I cannot agree with 

Adamsods strong take on the passage, namely that (unlike the poor) the sods ofthc rich are 

b o d  for perdition: the contrast, in his view, being between mortality and immortality Rthcr 

than materid transience and heavenly pmmcnce.iOD Rather, in the context of the 
- - - - - - - 

* Ibid, 13-14. 
=%id, 17. 
* Adsmwn, Ephtie, 65,180; Davids, Jclmes, 767. 
loo Aclamson, Message, 238-39. 



coaccraiag tk transience of maserial goods, and tbe author's twin conccms of double- 

mindedness and prtiality, these units prhrps i n d i e  that he expects thc rich believer to 

surrender his mahb, or at least his allegiance to itto1 Still more conviaciag is the nuanced 

iatapnetion ofZigk, namely, that this is an ironic prusrge concemiag the importance of faik 

In this view, the commULljty is exhorted to foeus on eschatological concerns, not economic ones. 

The cooceps of weslth and poverty are used analogically to dtscn'be the importance of having 

an sb-ce of faith, since riches are seen to be ultimately meaningless. The underlying 

message is hat the addnssees should avoid involvement in a world which is stratified on the 

basis of wealth and statu~.'~ 

Another eschatological theme of the Jacobean p a o s ~ ~ e s  on wealth is one of md. 

A i n ,  We the Beatitudes, the status reversal is portrayed as a fuhae d i t y  realized by divine 

judgement The motif is made explicit in Jlls 5:3, in which tbc author comments on the storing 

up of a sort of treasure of rmrighteous~~tss as a result of one's misuse of wealth (cf. Tob 4:7-14; 

Mt 6: 19-21). This notion that earthly actioos have eschatoIogical C O ~ ~ U C I I C ~ S  is tied up with 

the ancient ethical notion that the &ect of one's deeds do not vanish, rather, thet justice requid 

a recording of, and accounting for, human deeds for w o n  at the last judgementLo3 The 

implicit suggestion that om should shun riches, or at least allegiance to them; and that the poor 

ate eschatologkally blessed (Jes 2 5 )  is predicated on this belief - hence, the autbor's stress on 

the reward of endurance as a worthy Substime for surrendered r i ch  (Jas 1 : 12).'" 

Given the p m p t  of an cschasological reversal, in which the poor will be exalted and 

the rich humbled, the acquisition and possession of earthly riches can be perceived as a 

ternptstiondatcst ThcrrolmsofhrnnrnBlCtivityinwhichthisisplayedout~~hosban 



seen, double-mindcdacss and partiality, and their corollaries, anogancc, oppression, and greed. 

Chapter one elucidates the ulhor's W s  and ~ptations" the dog^.'^ It kgins by usatiag 

that testing is a matter for joy, not m w  (w. 2-8), then discusses how God is deeply involved in 

human destiny (w. 9-12), thugh the raising and lowering of status. It is implied that the 

menol will not be based upon material gain, but heavenly activity. What is to be aquired by 

the f a i W  reader is an inner moral wealth, accrued as a d t  of avoiding temptation through 

successive trials. In this sense, the use of mrn* can be read as a spirit of humility available to 

all regardless of one's material ~ircumstlmces."'~ Given all this, it would k reasonable to 

conclude that God is responsible for the tests and temptations with which we arc coaf'rontcd 

James, however, does not wish to concede this. Rather, it is his d o n  that it is 

circUmSttlIIces, not God, which test people. And it is this, not the faithworks issue, which wwld 

have been problematic to early readers. In d i a m i  fashion, the sharp assertion is followed by a 

more elaborate discussiod" His detailed response is that God does aot temp to evil but tests 

for virtue - note the semantic shift in h e  meaning between n t h  (used in the sense of 

testing, 1:2, 12) and rn* (used in the sextse of tempting, 1: 13-14). Human Wbpk (desire 

motivated by sinN passions, 1:1415) results in temptation, and not situations dcvised by God 

for the purpose. On the contrary, God is the giver of every good and @kt gift (1:ll). and gave 

birth to hmans by the word of truth (1 : 18). We must nceive this word of truth, by being careful 

to hear? hence assuming an attitude of meekness. This is cotmasted with imdsli., which, taken 

to its extmne generates wrath; and wrath, murder (1 : 19-21). 

The escbatologicd model within which the author h e s  the wd&poverty issue bas 

obvious implications for a perceived remedy to the social struct\lrr. The community models an 

Fry, 430-3 1. 
'06 Knowting, 13; Ropes, 145. 
L. T. Johnson, Jonrcs, 204-05. 
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eschatological reality which will only be universalized at a futrrre time. This sort of vindication 

is consistent with Hellenistic Jewish Apoca1yptic,lM in which (as has been discussed) conflict 

m e n  f a i w  poor and oppressive rich is portrayed, wealth is characterized as involving 

misplaced trust requiring lawlessness and oppression for its attainment, and vindication is 

e~chatological.'~ The suggestion that the establishment of a just social order requires the sort of 

cosmic, divine intervention which alters the very principles of the social order should indicate to 

us just how entrenched this order was, or, at least, was perceived. For the author, the 

socioeconomic, political, and religious situation is a pre-milledan crisis: the poor and 

oppressed are literally incapable of altering their social status, but must rely on God for this 

eventuaiity."* This is a God who conducts a very careful ongoing evaluation of the situation - 

Rienecker states that the rendering of rbd+& (5:4) in the present active indicative 

emphasizes that the cries of the oppressed remain in the consciousness, as it were, of God, so 

that they are neither forgotten nor uttered in vain?' 

Wisdom Motifi  

Recent scholarship (notably that of Bauckham, Hamn, Jackson-McCabe, Popkes, and 

m e )  has examined in some depth the relationship of the Epistle of James to Hebrew wisdom 

literature, and to that literature as it was adapted and used by presynoptic literary sources. That 

scholarship has detected parallels between the approaches of James atad the wisdom genre with 

respect to the practical application of one's faith, perspectives on the perils of weahh, as well as 

certain stylistic and structural similarities.112 

lo8 e-g., I Enoch 92- 105; Jub. 13: 19; Szb. Or. 3; T. Jud. 254; Odes. Sol. 10: 12. 
la, Boggan, 69-72. 
'lo Bauckh~, 103. 
"' F. Rienecker, A Linguistic Key to the New Testament, trans. and rev. C. L. Rogers, k, vol. 2, 
Romans-Rwehtion (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1980). 
'I2 Of course, the Epistle of James does include a passage explicitly concerned with the theme of 
wisdom, h which the author commends %isdom from above" as opposed to the "demonic" 
earthbod wisdom (Jas 3:13-18, cf 15-8). In this regard, Johnson's discussion of the author's 



In the Hebrew litnary tradition, 4'wisdom" is the teaching of a sage who i m c t s  with 

the authority of his own experience, observation, insight, and reflection. The sage gives teasons 

why the behaviour he commends should be adopted, typically by using analogies and examples 

from common experience, which help his hearers to see the world in a certain way. Wisdom 

literature o r i p d l y  was distinguished by its focus on practical matters done; however, fiom 

about the second century onward, it broadened its approach to include insights fiom the law and 

the prophets. Around this time, as well, there was a growth in the eschatological component to 

wisdom teaching concerning actions and consequences, attributable perhaps to a greater 

acceptance of life after death. Wisdom instruction can be expressed peraenetically, but not 

necessarily so.L13 

Of relevance io the present inquiry is the genre's treatment of wealth. Not surprisingly, 

given its ramifications on the practical aspects of life, it is a subject of interest to the wisdom 

authors: over half of the 175 iastanca of the use of the wordgroup conuected with d o h  in 

the LXX occur in the wisdom Having said this, the attitude towards weaith in the 

wisdom corpus is, if not equivocal, at least mixed In this way it differs fiom both the 

conception of is perhapa the most usehrl (L. T. Johnson, Jmes,  287-88). He regards 
3: 13-4% as an indictment, and 4:7- 10 as a call to change. James does not personalize wisdom, 
but, rather connects it to the p n e m  which dwells in human kings. As a whole, the passage 
provides conmisting language (above vs. below, exaltation vs. humbling, reliance on God vs. 
reliance on self) applied to areas of wisdom. In essence, the question is "will the human spirit 
live by the wisdom that comes fiom God, or will it live according to an earthbound, unspiritual, 
demonic spirit, sponsored by the devil?" @id, 287). According to Johnson, wisdom fiom 
below is described in the context of a tops on mw. In contrast to Johnson, Martin (xcii-iii) 
asserts that James employs whet he calls a "wisdom ideology,- which he goes on to describe in 
some detail. This is a creative and interesting suggestion, but extends the definition of the 
wisdom genre beyond its commonly accepted bounds (see L T. Johnson [James, 331, who argues 
that "no biilical wisdom writing offerr a genuine Literary antecedent for the fonn of this 
composition as a whole;" and D. J. Veresput ["Wisdom, 441 85, and the Epistle of James," JBL 
1 17 { 1998): 70546], who argues that wisdom is only a "marginal motif" in James). 
LL3 Among the examples of wisdom-oriented paraenesis, Bauclrbam (30-3) cites Proverbs, Sirach, 
the Sentences of Psdo-Phqiides,  the Teachings of Silvmw, sections of Tobit (45.19; 
12610) and @ Qumran documeats (4Q185,298,4 15-18; 420-21; 423-24; 525). 
' " Knowling, 775-76. 
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proposition in the historical works that wealtb was a sign of God' s favour (e.g., Gen 26: 1 2- 14; 

30:29 E; Deut 2811-14; 33:18 f.), and the consistently negative tow of the prophets. On the one 

hand, the wisdom authors d e s c n i  possession of wealth as of no account, or even as a potential 

danger - in any went, certainly of lesser importance than striving for righteousness. l5 Thee 

themes have obvious parallels in James' critique. In some cases, the possession of wealth is 

derided for no more compelling reason than the worries and concerns which may result - a 

critique commonly enunciated by the Hellenistic rnorali~ts."~ On the other hand, wealtb is 

commended as bringing with it certain advantagest1' - including the opportunity to acquire 

wisdom itself (Wis 718). Indeed, it may even be perceived, a lo the patriarchal histories, as a 

sign of God's favo~r.'~' As Hengel correctly notes: 

Significantly, the assessments of social questions to be found in Jewish wisdom 
Meratwe do not agree in the way that we find in prophetic peaching, riches and 
the independence they produce are recognized and valued, and in Proverbs and 
Ben Sira poverty can be condemned, as in Greece, as something that a man brings 
on himself l9 

Consistency with regard to the subject of wealth in the wisdom literature is found in its 

condemnation of oppression of the poor by the rich (see esp. Sir l3:3-24; also 4: 1 -lo), which 

parallels the approach taken in Jas 5: l-6.120 One is inclined to agree with the assessment made 

by F. X. Kelly. namely, that the wisdom authors were not concerned so much with the 

idealization of a cenain socio-economic stam, but with a state of inner godliness - a state 

which may be helped or hindered by one's economic sit~ation.'~' While this view is not at odds 

l5 e.g. Ps 49; Pr 19-22; 28:6, 11; Sir 30: 14; 3 1:s- 1 1). See Blackman, 893; Knowling 776. 
lL6 bid, 777. 
'I7 R 10:15, Sir iO:N-3 1; 30:14-16; 40: 18. 
''* Job 42:10-12; R 8:17-21; ECC 5:18-20. 
' l9 Hengel, Judoim and Hellenism, 52. 
la BBlackman, 8%; Maynard-Reid, 28-9. 
I r l  Kelly, 29-30. 
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with James, one must recall that the overarching agenda of the work is (an outwardly-focussed) 

consonance between profession and action, of which wealth or desire for wealth is a fmor. 

It is inadequate to state that James resembles or is an example of the wisdom genre, 

simply by vimre of its ideology or ethical content. Any resemblance to such literature would be 

more h l y  established by the fonn of the work, which in ifselfis indicative of a certain thought- 

mode. Jackson-McCabe summarizes the objections to thus categorize James concisely: 

James as a whole . . . is less aphoristic and more characterized by extended and 
tightly constructed argumentation tban is typical of Jewish wisdom literature. So 
too, the poetic parallelism generally characteristic of this body oflitetature is 
scarcely comparable to the straightforward pose of James. Moreover, Jas 5: 1-6 
is more reminiscent of the utterances of the Jewish prophets than the sages, while 
other parts of James are closer to the Greek diaaibe.lp 

Having said this, in terms of style and structure, James indeed has some resemblance to works 

typical of the wisdom genre. The Epistle contains numerous h a p  legomem from the UM 

version of the wisdom texts.lu Moreover, its use of aph~risms,'~ similitudes, examples 

@mdeigmcrtae), and prophetic judgement oracles call to mind the approach of the genre.lu 

Wisdom forms of comparison (i.e., c o n m ,  explicit comparison, and p b l e s )  are also evident 

in James.126 In essence, what is being argwd by Hartin, Bauckham, and others is that the 

pmenesis of James is integral to the Jewish wisdom tradition, as opposed to an explicit adoptron 

of a Hellenistic approach. To the extent that there are stylistic similarities, they propose that this 

'* Jackson-McCabe, 507. 
IY Schnelle, 393. 

Usefully defined by Bauctcham (35) as "practical wisdom distilled into forms fit for pondering 
and for assimilation into life and praxis." 
'= Bauckham's discussion on the subject (35-48) is excellent; cf. Popkes, "Intertextuality." 
'" Contrast: 1 :6,22; 3: 13-1 8; 4:4; comparison: 1 :6, 10, 1 1; parables (1 123-24; 2 2  &, 15-1 7); 
see Hartin, Soyngs, 74-5. In this mpect, Hartin sees Jas. 22-4 as an example of a 
parable form, rather than as a concrete example of wisdom itself: the author, like Jesus, indulges 
in hyperbole in order to make a point (ibid, 90). 



literary tradition In 

Perhaps the connection between tht Hebrew wisdom tradition and Hellenistic pcu8enesis 

lies in their sbarcd concan with the practical application of ethical concepts, as opposad to the 

content of the litmatwe or the worldview which shaped its autbo~s.'~ Like the Hellenistic 

diatribe, wisdom literature is concerned with the application through moral instruetion of an 

ideology - in this case, Torah - to the drily task of practical, righteous Livingug Once again, 

there is no opriori reason to pane the author's Jewishness from his Hellenism, or vice versa: 

one is under no compulsion to accept an eithet/or constNctioa of the question. 

- - -- - - - - - - - - 

" Bauckbam, 58; Hartin, Sqmgs, 21. 
I D  Bwcltham, 29. 
'" EEalsoa; Qujae, 132 ff- Halson's suggestion in this regard (313), namely, that James could k 
a catecbctical document "cast in the mould of tbe Wisdom tradition as a conscious aaempt to 
use a teaching fkm with Jewish rntecedents yet with an 'infanational flavour' suitable f a  use 
in the HcUCIISjtic world? is worthy of fidm inquiry, 



CHAPTER m 
THE DEPICTION OF WEALTH AND POVERTY IN THE EPISTLE OF JAMES: 

n. SOCIOLOGY 

Introduction 

in speaking of the sociology of wealth in the Epistle of James, what is intended is an 

examination of what may have been the practical applications of the author's theological 

principles. The theological framework of the Epistle's discussion of wealth and poverty does not 

exist in a vacuum. If the work is, indeed, a literary epistle intended for circulation, then it is 

most reasonable to conclude that its ethical admonitions are either meant to respond to actual 

ethically-charged situations, and/or to forestall the development of such situations. An 

investigation of the epistolary situation and of how the author frames his ideas not only 

concretizes his theology, but it also augments and conditions it. 

Audience 

The provenance of the Epistle has been discussed in chapter two - but to whom was the 

author addressing his comments? Is a concrete reference to wealth intended when he speaks of 

the humble brother (zomdg) rejoicing in exaltation, and the rich one rejoicing in his king 

brought low (1 :9-lo)? What is the socio-economic character of the assembly to whom he directs 

his adrnoni tions regarding (2: 1 tT. )? Are the merchants or traders of 4: 1 3- 1 7 and the 

rich ones of 5: 1-6 among the addressees, or are they outsiders, or are they both? If answers to 

these questions can be Qtennined, or at least probable conclusions deduced, some insight into 

the intersection between the concrete and rhetorical worlds of wealth, as experienced by the 

author, will be gained 

The Community: Some General Observations 

As noted above, the geographical references, linguistic structures, gr8m.matical quality, 

and relationship to Pauline or other Nf thought in James are such that the Epistle could 
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conceivably have been written in or to Palestine, Rome, or Asia Minor.' Even if one can make a 

reasonable argument for locating the provc~mce of the work in Palestine, produced as a literary 

epistle intended for broad circulation, it will ultimately "reflect the Sit= im Leben of its place of 

publication, not that of its 're~ipients.''~ This likelihood renden conclusions about the character 

of the recipients problematic. 

There is a general consensus among scholars that Galilee and J e d e m  were the major 

centres of the Jews movement for several decades after the Cbapter three 

discussed the sociological character of early first century Jewish Palestine - a milieu in which 

over 90% of the population lived in a Mal setting. Hence, most of the people initially 

comprising the Jesus movement would have been Jewish peasants, the make-up boming more 

economically and ethnically diverse only as the movement became established in larger centres? 

The address of the Epistle to the twelve tribes in the Diaspora, however, undermines the 

hypothesis that the letter was addressed to Palestinian commdties5 Letters from Jerusalem to 

the Diaspon were a wmmon feature of communicating religious matters as early as the fifth 

century BCE, and is evinced elsewhere in the NT, Le., Acts 15123-29: To Jews of the first 

ceutury CE, the Diaspora encompassed all Jews outside the land of Israel - not only those of 

the Mediterranean, descendants of southern m i  but also those of the northern tnis living in 

Babylonia, east of the Roman Empire. The mediating factor in this context is that Babylonian 

- - - - - - - - - . - -- -- 

I Davids, 'Modern Dis~ussion,~ 3625. 
Davids, James, 24. 
Horsley, Sociology, 105. 

' Ibid, 121. 
Although it may be argued that the geographical imagery in the Epistle would be most 

comprehensible to a Palestinian audience, such imagery is fleeting (e.g., the flower which 
withers with the sultry east wind in 1: 10-1 1) and is wholly explicable on the basis of the author's 
presumably limited geographical scope. D. Y. W d i a n  ("Palestinian Pictures in the Epistle of 
James," @Tin, 63 (1952): 227-28) briefly but N l y  descnibes the images in James which 
suggest a Palestine provenance. 
ti B . w ~  19-21. 



Jewswcnnofbyandlugc,conmssntinGrrek7 WhcnthctamasitwdiaJemesis 

examiasQ one is presmtd with problems from the outset. For emple, is the "dispersion" 

literally Jewish Christians abroad, or a metaphorical term applied to Gentile or mixed 

communities? It is completely possible that someone like the historical James would be in 

contact with such commMcs? Ultimakely, however, one is inclined to rgrrc with the 

assessment of Ropes, that the diflicultics of the community or commdties to which the author 

refers could have been found in locales as diverse as Thessalonica, Corinth, Rome, Jerusalem, or 

even Mal villages? Finally, the caveat that the superscription m y  be a later addition cannot be 

minimized. 

The Epistle of James does offa some explicit indiCIItiom about its audience. First, they, 

or at least their leaders who would read the Epistle, were c o n v c ~ ~ ~ t  in Greek, more precisely a 

Semitic idiom thereof Second, they would have been familiar with the WCK version of the 

Hebrew Scriptures, given the author's metaphorical exegesis thereof. Third, the audience would 

have been open to arguments based on Torah aad on exemplars drawn from the Hebrew 

Scriptwes.l0 Fourth, the audience would have appreciated and understood the appehtiun in 

1 : 1.'' Fifth, the audience would have been capable of being influenced by the rhetorical mahods 

of the author, indicating a level of appreciation of the techniques. Sixth, structurally, the 

Ibid, 15. 
By the HClOdian period, the poplation of the Jewish Dinspora was expllding Qamatically, 

and making contact with Palestine through visits and pllgrhage (see Acts 219-1 -11). Evidcnce 
hrs been found, not only of giAs given by Diaspota Jews to the tcmplcs, but hckd of hostels 
and synagogues established expressly to smc them in J d e m  (Lcviae, J h i m  und 
Hellenism, 51-5; see Plso Mitton, 23 1-32). 

Rapes, 41-2. Providing no additional evidence, Mceks infkrs from the locality a d  mtm of 
the communities addressed in the NT litaetlac lhq within a dccde of Jesus' crucifixon, "the 
Grcca-Roman city became the dominant environment of the Christian movemeat" (Medrs, 
CIrbon Chtirtiimrr, 11). 
mW)ncQesnotinv~ketheiawas JamcsQesunlesstbcfimcti~nofthcbisbdng 
prrsupposed fm the community's identity and way of We" (Wacbob, 187). 
*' Knowling, xxxiv* 



community gathers in wcmblics, which they call synagogues (-* C&Y, 2:2) to make 

decisions, and has leaders called teachers or e1clers.l2 Seventh, it would appear hat the audience 

is, or bas been, per~ccuted and oppressed by those whom they call "the rich," members of a 

caeain social class." 

Taken together, the first four indicators - and, to a more limited extent, the 

identification of the assembly as a "synagogue" - imply an audience which is familiar with 

Judaism, if not indeed actually Jewish (as these terms are defined in the introduction). That the 

Epistle was written to a community living in a Judaic milieu is fbther evinced by a lack of 

discussion ofthe applications or limitations of Mosaic law (i.e., to Gentiles), or of the 

relationship of the community to Gentile neighborn andfor proselytes. 

The Socioeconomic Status of the Audience 

I am inclined to agree with the a h o n  made by Dsvids tha the basic cdtrrral data in 

James appears in the sections on Five references in James appear to directly address 

the audience in the context of their actual or pceived socimcoM)mic statustusis In 1 :9-10, 

l2 The use of the terrn "synagoguen for the assembly of the f.ithful is unique in the NT, although 
( c o r n  Knowling, 41) its use in this context can be inferred fiom Mt 23:34 (and, to a lesser 
extent, its padels in ML 13:9 and Lk 21: 12). and most especially in Acts, in which it is 
assumed that followers of the Jesus movement have both their own COrnmUIIjties and also 
worship Cv m% tmwy-4. Epiphsnius (Haer. 3O:l8) states that the Jewish Christians of 
Palestine r e f d  to their places of asseinbly as synagogues rather than churches (ibid, 42) and, 
indeed, its use in James provides complliag evidence that the audience was Jewish (Moulton, 
46-7). 
" L. T. J O ~ I I ,  J~nres, 91; Ropes, 41-2. 
l4 Davids, J~rmes, 7-8. 
Is A number of different ~ e r m s  were used to designate one's economic status. The oldha of 
James emplays three: mu&, Aihg, and mmndg. The tam m&rrfcn to extreme 
poverty, to totution or the life of a kggrr (Horn, Od. 18.363; Marc. AmL, fV29.2). In this 
sense, it diffm &om the term *, which was applied to oae who had to work for a living 
because he did not own property of his own 886, S t q m a m  a d  Stegnrr~an, 88). 
T b e r r w r s I e s s d i s t i a c t i o n k t m m ~ d n h o ~ t h r S k h m m ~ a n d ~ - w h i l e  
WE dwp~s are the antithesis of the M~OI . . . thc m i  arc at the opposite pole altogctW' 
-el, 887; see also Kelly, 13). Tht scare of m m d g  is samcwhllt mom subtle tbm the 
economic labels. While it could refa to someone of humble means, it can also k used to 
desi- hrmaility as a pasonal cfmacmSc; by vir(ue ofa cmmchd ~htionship (eg, 
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humble (~om*) and rich brothers are asked to rejoice in the spiritual reversal of their material 

states? in 2:l-13, the whole community is exhorted not to treat poor end rich visitors (or 

members?) according to their perceived socioeconomic status. As part of this pericope. in 2:6, 

the rich are n f d  to as oppressors of members of the community generally. In 4: 13- 17, a 

direzt address is made to people who make business plans without reference to God Whether 

this a cautionary exhortation or an actual rrfmnce to members of the community is unclear, but 

regardless, such individuals would have been merchants or traders, professions which required 

wealth. Finally, in 5: 1-6, a direct address is made to the rich, who are denounced for their 

oppression of the poor. The same uncertaimies apply to this unit as apply to the preceding one. 

From these various references, what conclusions - if any - can one make about the socb 

economic status of the community? 

Disagreement about the economic background of the addressees coalesces around the 

uncertainty of whether or not the author was addressing actual situations and communal 

structures, or stringing togaher hypottretical situations as a means of cautioning his audience 

concerning manifestations of partiality and double-mindedaess. Moreover, the epistolary format 

could simply be a fiction Yet, even if one is to take literally what is explicitly written, the 

situation is still not entirely clear. Despite exhortations not to honour the rich on the basis of 

their status, and the scathing excoriation of the wealthy as a class in 5: 1-6; the references in 

1:9-10 and 2:lf to rich and poor members of the assembly, and the direct references to the rich 

in 4: 13- 17 and 5: 1-6 admit the possibility of an economically mixed community. 

suppLicmt-bendfrtor); or by virtue of the actions of another (e-g., conque&onquerer) (ibib, 
16). 
l6 There bas been much dispute over whahr the periwpe refen to rich brothers since the noun 
is not explicitly applied (e.gy Reicke, IS). It is linguistically awkward, however, not to read the 
address as pallel (Laws, 63; Miag 36-7). 



the dcnu~:iations of the oppression practiced by the d t h y  against the poor generally (5: 1-6) 

and in the community itself(2:6) suggest that the community contains no rich mcmbed7 In this 

view, the dcnu~:iations of the arrogant (4:13-17) or oppressive (5A-6) behaviours ofthe mahhy 

would be read as consolatory and/or cautionary nmarlrs directed toward a community whose 

memkrs were victims, not prpauors, of such beluviours. The denunciations are of 

(ungodly) social caste" with no apparent opportunity for restoration from their escbatologically 

imminent fotc." If the wealthy, as a class, are condemned to God's vengeance, what interest 

would they have in mnaining in a community hostile to them? A similar hteqmtation is 

provided for the example of partiality in the assembly (2:2-3): what is being spoken of is  entirely 

hypothetical, it is argued, meant to iUustl8te a point rather than descrii an aaual sit~ation!~ 

Even insofar as a rich penon might be expected to enter the assembly, it would be as a guest - 

perhaps a patron or a local official who would have an interest in the activities of the community 

- and not as one with an intcrwt in becoming a member? Finally, those who stress the 

absence of the wealthy in the community point out that the admonitions to poor and rich in 

1:9-10 explicitly refcr to a bumble brother (d &&A& 1 wm*), but that &&A& is not supplied 

for the rich2' 

The position that the author is addressing a wholly eeonomical1y impovcrishd audience 

M m  fiom a number of flaws. One could, for example, jut as likely see in the fmeW 

language used in reference to riches an indication that the author seeks to persuade or warn an 

I' e.g., Adamson, Epistle, 29; Fry, 430-3 1; J. G. Gager, Kmgdom d Community: me Socid 
World of Early Cliristimity (Eagiewood ClifFs. NJ: Wce-Hall, 1975), 24; Laws* 189-90; 
MaynarckReid, 62; Mayor, cntix; Wacbob, 152. 

Maynard-Reid, 8 1-2; see dso Adamson, Epistle, 183-84; Knowling, 13-14.1 15-16; Mayor, 
267. 
" Stegemoan and Sttgemam, 305. 
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audience dubious of his message." In this sense, the author paints a vivid warning, culminating 

in an ironic rhetorical question (as opposed to a factual statement) in 5:6? Further, it could be 

reasonab1y suggested that it is difficult to imagine a context in which an audience acquainted 

with poverty would behave as cited in the example of 2:24? Why wodd the poor ask the poor 

to sit at their feet? Moreover, if it is possible for a rich penon to enter the assembly, then clearly 

there are conceivable situations in which the congregation is economically mixed - otherwise, 

the example would not have been comprehensible to the readers? Finally, it is Linguistically 

awkward not to supply &A& in 1 : 10 - a determination grounded on a preconceived notion of 

the author's audience.26 The suggestions that the rich one spoken of in 1:9-10 i s  not a brother, 

that the admonition is ironic rather than serious, or that the author is speaking of spiritual rather 

than material humiliation, have been sufficiently rebutted." 

Some have taken the opposite tack, contending that references to the poor or the humble 

are not economic designations at all, but refer to the concept of the "pious poor.'"' This 

hypothesis bases itself on the rhetorical commonplace among Jewish authors, in which poverty 

was used as a byword for piety and riches as a byword for impiety? That is, the use of these 

words was meant to describe a spiritual state, not a material one. The argument is grounded on 

the semantic interpretations of roGg m o G g  $ K & ~ W  (15) and ofsamdg (1:9) as compared to 

" Boggan, 2 14; Davids, James, 1 74. 
L. Aloaso-Schokel, "James 5,2 (-5'6) and 4,6," Bib, 54 (1 973): 74. 
Laws, 9. 
Bog- 267; Maynard-Reid, 53; W a d  "Partiality," 88. 

26 Examples of this include Adamson, Epistle, 30; idem, Message, 237; Easton, 25; Ropes, 146. 
Boggan, for example, states (245) that the humbling spoken of (nzm*) refers to material 

humiliation, arguing that spirituel humiliation would require the word nrm-q . 
a e-g., Bauckham, 103; Blackman, 81; Diiiius, Jmnes, 85,137-38.240; Martin, 23; MoEktt, 
33; Ziglar, 102. L. E. Keck's article ('The Poor Among the Saints in the New Testament," ZNW 
56 [1965]: 100-29) remains a .  excellent and thorough rejoinder to this position, as it pertains to 
the NT as a whole. 
s C o u n m  31. 
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mw& (224). In short, they argue that the r c f i  in 2 5  is not a dative of respect (i.e., to 

God choosing 1& poor in the world), but rather a dative of iataest or ref- (i-e., those who 

are poor by the standard of the world).' They elso suggest that mn& (humble, 1:9) designates 

the members of the community as opposed to those who arc materially poor, the &." 

The argument is strained on both linguistic and textual grounds. It is disingcnwus to 

extract 2 5  from the context of the periwp as a whole, in which the poor member or visitor is 

clearly contrasted with a materially rich one, and partiality based on this perceived difference in 

ewwmic status is w- How does the materially poor man of 2:2-3 suddenly 

aansmognfy into a spiritually poor man in 2:5? To fall back on the applucnt linguistic 

distinctions between ma+ and is equally unwammttd Tarn* is used in the W[X to 

translate the Hebrew wwd for '"poor," ?without possessions." So bow it suddenly comes to 

designate the "spiritual status which, by virtue of his relation to Christ, the Christian now 

eujoys" is mclcar.= The most that can be granted this position is that the author wishes to 

designate the material poverty of his naders as a state of spiritual blessdw~s?~ in support of 

this view, Laws points out the probability %at the tradition of the poor as the righteous was 

most tmently maintained by those who were in fira actually poor? It is not measonable to 

conclude that the convention would be modified or abandoned when situations of actual poverty 

no longer pertained. UItimatefy, thothough, the "pious poor/impious rich" rugurnen! often seems to 

be an ikonctald attempt to waterdown or negate the concrete socioeconomic concerns of the 

author? As such, the apprcmch undermines the probability that the audience, indeed, was m 

e~ono~ca l ly  mixed one. 

Maynard-Reid, 62; Rieacckcr, 382; Ropes, 193-94 
" Hort, 15; Mart.m, 23. Mower, see Boggads point in n. 150, above. 

So Ricaccker, 376; ct Kelly, 16 (a 138). 
Adamson, Epistle, 62; MaynarbRcid, 40; Wmbob, 152. 

YL.ws,8. 
3s Wheeler (94) pwidcs a good critiqut of this agenda 
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The assumption underlying much of the view that Jams'  audience was poor seems to be 

that early Christian communities were composed of peasants. Yet recent scbolenhi~ has cast 

considerable doubt on this belief - doubt which i s  borne out by the chra*nistics of the Epistle 

itself. as descri'kd above. Although evideace c o d g  the eco~~mic status of Dimpra Jews 

in the first ceatllry CE is very sparse, what docs exist suggest that Jews worked in a range of 

fields and occupied many varied positions on the social ladder, although most were forbidden 

citizenship in the cities." Indeed, the pictun that emerges of the typical early Christian is one 

who is either a free artisan or small trader, ranging Grom relatively educated slaves to those 

wealthy enough to own houses and slaves of their o m Y  

Taken together, the direct address of 1:9-10, the example of 2 : M ,  and the denunciations 

of 4: 13-17 and 5: 16 are most comprehensible if the audience is mdetstood to be economically 

mixed" WUnhgs against partiality and the portrayal of an ideally egalitarian community make 

no sense ifthey bear no relationship to the community's situation. This is not to negate the 

likeiihood that the Epistle also Rfm to rich oppressive outsiders - A m ,  it is wppcd, the 

rich insiders are wamd not to emulate? In this view, it is behaviour - specifically, partiality 

and double-mindedness - and not wealth itself, which is ostensibly targeted. In sum, the 

addressees are likely Gnek-speaking Jewish-Chrisaians living outside Palestiae, of mixed social 

and economic backgrounds, who have experienced oppression by rich outsiders. 

A Critiqut of Waltb qou WmHL 

The claim that the author's motivation in so harshly condcmniag t& wealthy is to 

caution against emulating the fdse loyalty fepe~cnted by riches docs not mitigate the existence 

M&, U r h  Chririam, 72-3; Welth, 166. 
Mceks, Urban Christians, 38-9. 
Ibid, 73. 

104-25. 
'O %id, 198-99. Having said this, the rmrlted chapc in tone bcghhg in 5:7 to aw of went 
eadurance,din~mtbe"btotbctsnmtberthmtbe"richngivesoncpuw. 
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of ancillary motives. One is inclined to such an observation for two reasons. First, because it is 

intuitive to believe that a p e r m  holds a particular belief for a number of ofien mutually 

conditioning reasons; and second, because the author's particular conceptual constnrction of 

partdity and Me-mindedness is built from an ethical mindset in which wealth itself 

comtitutes a significant component The proposition that the author's concern with riches and 

the wealthy class go beyond the illustrative is augmented by the tone of the language he uxs. 

Indeed, I am inclined to agree with Ralph P. Mamn's first comment on the general tenor of the 

Epistle, namely, that "[nlo NT document . . . has such a socially sensitized conscience and so 

explicitly champions the cause of the economically disadvantaged."' Taken together, the 

passages of interest in James can be read as condemning the wealthy as a class, wealth itself, or 

the misguided loyalty to the world as represented by material acquisition and acquisitiveness. 

Stripped of its context, the language used by James seems supportive of the notion that 

the author's critique is statusaiented As has been shown, the polar contrasts in James between 

rich and poor, oppressor and oppresed, anogant and lowly are a recumnt theme? Yet saying 

this does not do justice to the strength of the language used in the specific pericopes under 

consideration. In the pericope concerning partiality (2: 1 f )  for instance, the author deploys three 

poweM verbs in the present active indicative - K Q ~ G O ~ V ,  & c + u m v ,  and &dquh 

- all attesting to the intensity of the condemnation king applied agoinst the rich, which 

culminate in 216-7. They bboppressn (in an almost violent sense of the word), and they 4bdragn 

poor believers into court, where they "slmdef" the name invoked over their victims." There is a 

sense in which the author wishes to connect the fate of his readers with that of @ poor who 

4L Martin, LXvii. 
L. T. Johnson, Jiames, 83. 

43 Felder, 58-9. 
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members of the community, treat the poor dishonowably, shamefidly, insultingly (hptimi~, 

ti&, 2:6)? 

The most overtly harsh language is, of come, found in 5: 1-6. To his exhortations 

conccming the absence of proximity to God in the wealthy person's lifestyle of insatiability, 

James adds the social effects of such behaviour. First, they have hoarded their wealth, allowing 

it to sit idle; second, they acquire and maintain their wealth through injustice and oppression 

practiced toward the poor, third, they are self-oriented, rather than oriented towards God (which 

is manifested in their insatiability); and fourth, they condemn ( r m d u h m )  and murder 

( ~ d o v e k = )  the righteous one (the poor believer?) who does not (cannot?) resistu The change 

in tone in 5: 1-6 fiom other pericopes on wealth is striking In 1 :g-ll and 2: 1-1 3, the context is 

behaviour - in 5: 1-6 it is an entire group of people who are being condemned, per se. Hence, it 

is less likely that members of the assembly are being addressed specifically, but rather the 

wealthy as such, and, more specifically, wealthy landowners. In this way, the pericope is 

distinguished fiom the one immediately preceding it, in which merchants and/or traders are more 

mildly rebuked for their presumably alterable behaviola, again, like 2: 1-13. The clue that a 

different class of wealthy person - landowners - is being descnid is found in the reference to 

the oppression of day-labourers. The withholding of their wages is enjoined by Lev 19: 13 and 

Deut 24:14, and is condemned elsewhere in the Of (Isa 58:9, Jer 22:13, Mal3:5), as well as 

apocryphal (Sir 34:22, Tob 4: 14), and rabbinic literature (B. Mes. ix 1 1 t)? 

Adamson, Epistle, 110. 
45 Laws, 1 0 5 ;  Martin, 183-84; Ropes, 29 1; Wheeler, 98-100. The proposition that the 
"righteous onen refers to Christ is not tenable. Such a reference is eenainly not explicit, ad, in 
any event, nowhere else in James or in the NT are the "rich" cited as agents of Christ's death. 
The author is sufficiently deft in his rhetorical skill, however, that he may have wished his 
audience to draw parallels between their sufferings and those of Christ, although it wwld be a 
novel instance of a "crucifixion thedogy" in James. 
'6 Adamsm, Epistle, 186. 
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Taken tog-, the tone of the units in general, and 51-6 in psrticular, make it difficult 

to escape the conclusion that an entire class of rich people (not just landowners, since to be rich 

meant to own land) stands d e m n e d  in James." Less clear is whetbet their condemnation 

flows from membership in this class, or whether it is a result of certain bebaviom and 

allegiances associated with the possession of wealth. Furthermore, the assertions of 2:s that God 

has chosen the poor to inherit God's kingdom (cf. Mt 53; Lk 6:20); and of5:4 that God hears 

the cries of the p r  and mponds punitively to their rich op~fessors, suggests tbat the author 

believes God's favour rests on the poor, and, moreover, that wealth is at least apentiol 

obstacle to salvation rather than a sign of divine favour? For Maynard-Reid, among the most 

voluble proponents of the class argument, the wealthy can only truly repent by forsaking 

membership in this "godless social caste.w9 

Another way of interpeting a critique along these lines is that the author intends to 

affirm, comfort, and wasole an audience whose members are primarily drawn from the ranks of 

the poor. In this view, Jas. 5: 1-3 and other NT sayings "reflect the taa that early klievm came 

primarily from disadvantaged groups and that in return they were rewarded with the promise that 

poverty, not wealth, was the key to the kingdom.nw This presumably consolatory aspect of 

James is one considered by some commentators to be the primpry motivation of the author."' 

Still others see the pericopes of interest as alone serving this functio~." Hence 5:l-6 includes m 

exhortation to or recipe for repentance, but only a prophetic pronormcement of damnation. The 

tone is one of eschatological imminence? 

" See especially Davids, Jmne~, 171; Maynard-Reid, 8 1-2; Ropes, 282. 
Adamson, Epistle, 109; Mayaard-Reid, 63. 

" Wd, 81-2. 
Gsgcr, 24. 

" cg, Fry, 430-31. 
eg., Adamson, Epistle, 183-84; Diklius, Jimes, 46-8 (who nimctk1css maintains a "pious 

poor" rather than u~nomiicolly poor" inteqmmion). 
" Adamson, EpistIe, 183-84; but cf. Boggan, 235. 



A final way of interpreting the author's language is as a condemnation of wealth itself, 

and, by extension, the temptation to, or actual practice of worldly loyalty which its acquisition or 

possession implies. For example, the "withering away" spoken of in 1 : 1 1 can be read as a 

referring to material riches: while they are transitory, the spiritual riches of faith in Christ are 

lastingY Similarly, in 52-3, both a metaphorical and a literal interpretation may be applied, the 

metaphor being the ' h e "  riches of faith as incomparably more valuable and lasting than the 

"false" riches of the world." There is. on the other hand, the view expressed by Wheeler, 

othenvise another strong proponent of a class-oriented reading of the Epistle, that what is being 

condemned in James are "the evils and abuses that wealth occasions, without automatically 

equating 'rich person' with 'evil out~ider.'"~~ In this vein, Mayor is of the opinion that the 

critique of wealth in James is of wealth unjustly acquired, or wealth ''used simply for the 

purpose of selfish as opposed to wealth quo wealth. Finally, there is the author's 

preoccupation with double-mindedness, and the partiality which this state begets - ways of 

thinking and acting, as opposed to wealth, per se. James is equally critical of those who misuse 

speech through inconsistency or slander, without denigrating speech. per se. in this sense, 

inconsistency is to partiality as slander is to economic oppression" Yet, having said ail this, it is 

Ibid, 250-52. 
Diklius, James, 236. 

% Wheeler, 103. 
j7 Mayor, 2 12-1 3; see also Boggan, 169; Martin, 173-75. 
58 Still, the author's view of wealth is not nearly as sangrune as Kelly ( 1 1 5 ,  1 3 1, 1 35) would have 
us believe. He asserts that the Epistle's 'Yewishness" would in itself suggest that no marked 
deviation should be expected fiom the traditional ethic that riches were considered a good thing 
and poverty a bad thing. As evidence, Kelly quotes from pseudepigraphical, midrashic, and 
other material concerning Abraham to show his portrayal as We ideal of the rich bedouin 
rewarded by God for his kindness toward . . . all men? He concludes that, since the story of 
Abraham contriiuted to the background of the Epistle (as an exempla, 2:tl-U), "the thesis of a 
conventicular disdain for the rich and riches is debilitated even finther." Rather than 
condemning rich people as such, the author of James intended to Textmd] to the rich members 
of the community the example of a rich man who was nonetheless just" 'This transformation of 
a diatni against the evils weaith occasions into a commendation of wealth and the 
opportunities for justice it allows borders on the overtly ideological. 



simply not possl'bIe to agree with those who flatly state that the author did not wish to 

'demoW the -rs of wealths - the language is sufiiciently florid in places to lead one 

to consider just such a possibility.* 

Simply put, wealth is a temptation to ethical lapses inconsistent with faith in Christ. 

What ir clear is that the wealthy are being condemned for actions which necessarily derive fiom 

the condition of being wealthy, or even seeking to acquire wealth. The existence of wealth and 

the presence of the wealthy even tempt those who are of more modest circumstances to sin by 

practicing partiality. Thus, to say that James distinguished between the just and unjust use of 

wealth is to read into the work qualifications which are not expressed therein: if he maintained 

such a distinction, he is silent. Even Ziglar, who claims that 1 :9-11 and 2: 1-13 indicate a critique 

of attachment rather than possession, must conclude that 5: 1-6 does, indeed, offer no hope of 

repentance to the wealthy oppressor! Nowhere, however, does the author explicitly 

contemplate the non-aristence of we&. Strictly spealung, a critique of wealth quo wealth must 

be read into the text tather than derived fiom it, 

Even if one accepts the "attachment" argument, the attachment would not exist if the 

peril was not present, or, at lean, eschewed. While I do not believe that the authot of James 

condones a state of indigence for members of the community, my conclusion is that the loyalty 

of the wealthy believer will not change until his economic status changes: he can then, truly, 

rejoice in being "brought low" (1 :9-10). Thus, the possession of wealth only "tests" one's faith 

to the extent that one must decide either for it, or for one's faith in cl concrete way? 

" Adamson, Message, 23 1-32; Boggan, 169; Martin, 173-75; Zigiar, 102-03. 
In this mpcef though, I'm inclined to agree with Wheeler's more charitable view, noting that 

it is qualified 
Ziglar, 102-03,106. 

" Martin (22) is of the school of thought which believes that the author wants the rich members 
of the community to use their wealth justly: this is the "test" oftheir faith. In this vein, he 
cwcludes (without m iota of evidence) that the author, while "in decked sympathy with the 
oppressed poor. . . opposed the revolutionary manifiesto . . . of violent lawbdci.ng murder, and 



Ethics 

Altering Behaviour 

The ethical content of James reads as practically applicable to the lives and behaviour of 

the readers, in both the worshipping and the wider community." For some commentators, this is 

suggestive of a response to the delay of the pamusia: an expansion of the sayings aadition of 

Jesus into a more comprehensive ethical framewotk The response was to draw upon the 

established ethical hneworks which had been developed in late antique Judaism, an4 by 

extension, the Hellenistic ideas which helped shaped it as they were expressed in popular 

philo~ophy.~ The framework governing the ethical content touches on questions of law, of 

eschatological reward and punishment, and behaviod consistency within the context of 

impartiality and single-rnindednes~.~~ 

While one must tease out a supposed stance concerning wealth and the wealthy from 

James, the work is explicit in three ways that are particular1y suggestive of its agenda: it is in the 

form of a letter, addressed to a communiv (rather than an individual), and is written in the 

style of a paraenetic diatribe, or a series of ethical admonitions presented in thematic contexts. 

class hatred" (lxviii). I have no reason to suppose that his belief in eschatologicd judgement 
necessarily obviated such sentiments. Indeed, it is my belief that the author's agenda was 
precisely a "classless" community, at least eschatologically. Whether or not such sentiments 
constitute "class k e d n  is, apart from being anachronistic, beside the point. 

For James as a work of practical ethics, see esp. Hart, xxi; Law, 27; Moffatt, 66. 
" Dibelius, James, 4 4  1. 

There are many interpetations of the governing ethical principle(s) of the Epistle - many of 
which are purely speculative. The most c o d y  proposed are the patient forbearance of trids 
(e.g., Mayor, c h i ) ;  the m a n i f d o n  of f ~ t h  in action (e.g Adamson, Merrgge, xii); d the 
replacement of envy with harmony (L. T. Johnson, Jbmes, 288). 1 believe that these are themes 
and motifs supportive of the principles as opposed to principles-in-themselves. Otha proposals 
for a governing fiamework include the author's interest in "completeness and whoIeness, and its 
implied opposite, division and hgmentatiod' (Easton, 71), which, d ike  Johnson, allows both 
an interior and a communal intcrpretatio~ and the c o d  of "uadirrcted desire* towards god 
aad evil impulses (R B. Cmtty, "The Literary Structure of the Epistle of lames,* Auphclim 
Biblical Review 40 (1992): 48-9), which seems to be tbc goal of any ethical pmjcct! 
" Although the work may have been (and likely was) intended for more tban one community, the 
singular will be used for the sake of brevity. 



it4 

It can k reasonably i n f d  from the coutents of the work that the author is chiefly concerned 

with the intend dyasrmcs of the community, specifically as they relate to the abuses ofspecb 

and of money. These fm anchor the author's theology more CfftCtively than do ~ppositions 

concaaitg his attitudes to wealth ardor its possession in the abstmct sense. C l d y ,  Junes' 

concerns are less for spiritualizing the notions of wealth and pew tbaa they an for the 

practical coasequences of economic and social inequality on the community. 

From what has been said earlier, it is probable tbat tbe community consisted of members 

of mixed socio-ecoaomic background. By m i d ,  I do not include the ultra-wedthy - the 

landowners - who I take to be the object of the critique in 5A-6. Rather, I believe the z~sscmbIy 

consisted of the ~6% and the wherein the former m y  be thought to incluck individuais 

wbo were poorer or richer relative to one another (say, t m t  fmers compared to local artisans 

or merchants), while the latter would consist of those who were indigent. Having said this, the 

author's concern with weahh may have beea occasioned by a broadening of the movement's 

appeal to those of greater financial means. So, if the Epistle reads as ambivalent concerning the 

attitude towards wealth or the wealthy, this may d e c t  the mind of an autbot having to readjust 

his (and his reader's) traditional perspective of a class hitherto outside the assembly, one which 

would have been perceived as a group either to be fcarrd or courted - or both.67 Yet the danger 

in amacting or admitting potential patrons was a weakening of some of the central tenets of the 

movement's message. The author would not have been unaware thst the secular voluntary 

orgauidolls that were popular in the Hellenistic world fimctioued on the h i s  of social 

sttetifcation, especially depadcncc on the patronage of mrWy and influential members.a It 

may be that the Epistle's polemics against the rich reflect the .uthor's coaocm that the 
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community to whom he addrrsseJ his diatni is becoming too concerned with cunying their 

favour, which could, in turn, lead to the secularintion of the Churchm 

The Epistle's wmments on p d d i t y  are directed to the community as a whole. The 

author's example of partiality in the assembly is decisive evidence ofthis. So, too, are his 

comments in 19-10: the admonition to rejoice in communal equality is directed to tWubi  . The 

same confidence cannot be invested in the comments to tradedmerchants in 4:13-17, where the 

address is to unspecified boasten; or those comments addressed to oi A ~ O I  in 5: 1-6. As has 

been pointed out elsewhere, these individuals could be members of the community, or outsiders 

cited in order to confmn the community in behaviours which will not emulate thein. 

Regardless of the identity ofthe addressees in these units, what they all have in common 

is that the author's comments address ethical behaviow. la 1:lO-11 and 2:l-13, the commems 

are couched in terms which exhort the reader to practice impartiality? It may be i n f d  from 

4: 13-1 7 and 5: 1-6 tbat the comments are intended to admonish readers to shun double- 

mindedness, since the examples in both these units involve behaviom in which loyalty to God is 

being supplanted by loyalty to wealth. The fiDal pericope, 5: 1-6, diffen fiom the others insofir 

as an alteration in the behaviour of the individuals depicted is not called for, not, apparently, 

contemplated This suggests that they are not members of the community, and thertfore tba! this 

pericope sewed the function of consoling the community (cE "Is it not the rich who oppress 

you?, 2:6) or waming them of the dangers pcnaining to loyalty to wealth, or, possibly, wealth 

itself?' 

69 I)LiiIius, Jiunes, 46. 
'* But see O'Neil (E. N. O'Neil, "De Cupiditate Divitiarium (Modia 523C - 528B)" in 
Plutarch 's Ethical Writmgs and Ewly Citristim Literature, ed H. D. Bctz, S-, vol. 4, ed 
K D. Bctz, G. Dellin& and W. C. van Unnik midca: Brill, 1978],317), who sees the language 
concerning wealth in 1 : 14-1 5 as an admonition against greed (Tor a forceful cxpcssim of greed 
snd its effkcts uponthe p e ~ n  there is no betteraumplethrrnias 1:14-15"). 
" So Boggan, 237. 



The Ideal Community 

It is my position that one can posit tbe ideal community envisaged by the author of James 

from the content of his Epistle. For the author, such a community is marked by egalitarianism in 

social intersctions, encompassing a disregard for social status and an avoidance of any ouhmd 

manifestations thereof In a commMity in which single-minded loyalty to God is the mdhu 

opetandi, economic d v i t y  must occur in such a way as the prerogatives of God, and God's law 

- especially as expmJed in Lev 19:15 - are not violated This would mean that self-regard, 

greed, and exploitation would not occur. 

The wanant for broadening the author's prrJpcctive on social status from one of 

impartiality to one of egahtarianism is his language in chapter one. Specifically, the language of 

hwnility in 1 : 10- 1 1 should not be spiritualized - the author refers here to social status." 

F h e r ,  if one accepts the concreteness implied here, one cannot view the heights which the 

poor will attain (+r) metaphorically, as that would violate the implied peralleli~m.~ Boggan 

stops short of suggesting that the poor brother will experience the attainment of material wealth, 

but it would be consistent with his assertion elsewhere that James believes the wealthy should 

divest themselves in order to assist the poor. Is a p m t ~ ~ s t  utopia proposed? Possibly. 

What does seem clear from the sayings tradition is that the early Jesus movement was concemcd 

with the concrete alleviation of hunger, debt, and pmaty, and the promulgation of an ethos of 

mutual sharing, co-operation, and communal harmony?' Social competition undermines all 

these thingsP Interestingly, Boggan sees 4: 17 - oRm consided disconnected h m  4: 13-16 or 

Ahson,  Epistle, 62. 
"Boggm, 24647. 
" Hengel, Property and Riches, 124-25; Hodey, Sociolagy, 124-25. 
7s The author of James may haw been influenced by Greek works dealing with the t o p  of envy. 
Ancient m d s t s  saw it as an unbounded emotion which was at the loot of divisions, xidry,  
competition; and c b m c m i d  by antisocial and seIfkmtrd bchaviour a d  cmotions, chief 
amongst which was amgance (hpp6~k). The ultimate result of envy is civil strifie ofdl sorb, 
wen battles (see Jas 3:16,4:1) and murder (see Jas 4-2; 55). For a discussion see L. T. Johnsnn, 
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5:M - as indicative of a pescripbve attitude towards wealth. Concerning this verse, he says 

that "[t]o have wealth and to refuse to use it in relief of poverty and suffering, even more, to 

increase misery through social injustice was a sign of vacillation and inconsistency within the 

individual Christian and the Christian community.'" I believe this is a significant insight. 

The Jesus movement is like the movement at Qumran in that both are based on an ideal 

of a renewed or restored community. The difference in this regard is that the Jesus movement 

sought renewal/restoration in the context of the established towns and villages, whle the Essenes 

sought separation From them." It is not, therefore surprising that the two movements had 

different emphases (maintaining purity vs. confronting oppression). The Jewish apocalypticism 

represented by Jesus' preaching and by the Epistle of James is one which takes ethics seriously 

- since the commurdy patterns the new world, which will, in turn, be patterned on the new 

community. Society is hopelessly conupt, and repentance yields a profound moral passion for 

transf~nnation.~~ 

With regard to the communal concerns of the author of James, I am most in sympathy 

with the views of Ziglar, and it is helpN to review them in some detail. For Ziglar, the essential 

dilemma of the addressees in James is that the association of some of them with their community 

is not providing them with a desired level of status - hence they are seeking to form 

associations outside the community. The seeking of such associations, as well as the 

associations themselves undermine the ethos which James believes should be operative in the 

James, 286-89. 
76 Boggan, 203. 

Horsley, Sociology, 137, assuming, of course, that the Qumranites were Essenes. 
" Dibelius, Fresh Apprcmch, 227; W. A Meek, & M m l  World of the First Christiicurr, vol. 6, 
Library of Early Christianity, ed. W. A. Meeks (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986), 102. For its 
brevity, lames contains the second most extensive use of the term in the NT (nineteen 
times, only 1 Corinthians exceeds it). This egalitarian kinship language is used exclusively, and 
is accompanied in three instances by the adjective &a& (beloved) (L. T. Johnson, Jmes, 
5 1). 



community? The economic and social status coaccms of James appeal not only to the 

commulljty's extcmol interactions, but also to intra-gcoup dpamcs. In 3: 1-2 and 4: 1-1 0, the 

author broadens his discussion of temptation to economic/social status to ref= to individualistic 

tendencies within the group.P J a w s  wants non-prtirrlity in community interactiotl: Thc 

commdty is not to participate in the homudshame dynam~cs of the dominant culture. 

In the social world of the implied community in James. there are obvious benefits to 

associating with those who have power over material goods and social honourUT These m 

dangers for a community in which con ethical-religious values are held to be uncxchangeable. 

As Ziglar obsewes, "[wlhen individuals in a group seek to gain status for themselves or for the 

group, then is the danger that the group boundaries will be weakened sad the identity of the 

group will be compromised for the sake of public acclaim or access to goods aad  service^.^' 

James condemns those who seek to form associations outside the commhty which may k 

detrimental to its welfiue, that is, the status of quality which does or should exist between 

members of the c~mmunity.~ 

Zigiar concludes his intriguing sociologkal d y s i s  of the implied community in James 

by saying that it was likely a small and isolated one prone to the temptations rad demands of tbe 

huger social world In this context, "[m]ultiple commitments would make life bearable, and 

some members in the community have sought external relationships outside the comm~ty of 

hith in order to survive. These commitments . . . are viewed by the author as This 

analysis is, I believe, esseutidly concct 



CHAPTER SIX 
JAMES AND THE GREEK MORALJSTS: COMPARISON AND CONTRAST 

Introduction 

The probable date ofthe Epistle of lames coincided with a resurgence of activity in 

Graeco-Rom philosophy and literature, manifested in the revival of some of the traditional 

Gmk schools a growth in philosophical syncretism (especially seen in the borrowing of Stoic 

ideas by the other schools)', and the increasing dominance of Stoicism, especially in the d m  of 

ethics.' From this fertile period, three major works focussed solely on the perils of wealth, and 

written in Greek, have s d v e d :  Plutarch's ncpi 4 r h o m q  ("(In Love of Wealthn); Dio 

Chrysostom's I k p i  d h u  (Wn Wealthn); and Epic-' Il& mC+g + i-iav &&at+ (To 

Those Who Fear Want"). These three works are generally similar in their approaches, and are 

all informed by a Stoic perspective on virtue. They will provide the primary basis for the 

comparison and contrast with James.) 

With regard to philosophical syncretism, the case of Plutarch is of particular interest. While 
the two other Greek authors of interest in this chapter - Epictetus and Dio Cbysostom - were 
unarguably Stoic in their affinities, Plutarcb was a Neopiatonist in dl respects except for his 
ethics, which appear to be adopted from the Stoics. He will thus be considered as part and 
parcel of the ahid perspective assumed by these authors. See V. L. Johnson, "The Humanism 
of Plutmh,'' Classical J o m f  66 (1970): 28; R. M. Jones, The Plutonism of Plumch 
(Menasha, WI: George Banta, 1916). 21. 

O'Neil, 302; Weltin, 160-63. 
While space does not pennit a detailed exarnination of each of the three Greek treatises on the 

perils of wealth considered in this chsptcr, the reader is r e f d  to the LCL editions, which were 
the ones consulted These works all appeared slightly later than the period which it is proposed 
tbat James was written. There are several excell~ra works examining Stoic ethics generally, and 
its expsion in the works of these authors. See esp. R H. BMOW, P lumch Ond HiS Times 
(London: Chatto and Windus, 1967); S. Babzicn, Determinism and Freedm m Stoic Philosophy 
(Oxford: ClarenQa, 1998); 0. W. Bomnock, Greek Sbphists in the Rornm, Empire (Oxford: 
Clamdon, 1969); A DiebJe, The ZReory of Will in Chsicaf Antiqua Saher Classical 
Lectlacs, vol. 48 (Berlrelcy, Los Angcles, and London: University of California Rcss, 1982); J. 
Ferguson, M d  Ydues m the Ancient World (badon: Methuen, 1958); M. F d e ,  "On the 
Stoic Conception of the Good,'' in Topics in Sto~c Philosophy, d. K K.mdiakonou (Word: 
Clamdon, 1999). 71-94; J. Hashkll, "The Stoicism of Epidetus: T d c t h  Cenhay 
Perqectivcs,"inANRWlT,cd. W.HaasedH.TemporiniB;lad36.3(BedincmdNewYok- 
Walter dc Gmyter, 1992), 2 148-1 63; B. Inwood, "Rdcs md Reasoning in Stoic Ethics," m 
Topics in Stoic PhiIaso*, OQ. cit, 94-127; C. P. Jones, 7k Romm World of Dio Chyso~torn 



Given the predominance of Stoicism and the familiarity with Hellenistic culture in 

Jewish Palestine dncn'bcd in chapter three, it is not surprising that there should be some 

resemblance between the Epistle of James and Stoic ethical works Indeed, this is true of much 

wr aad Christian pseudepigraphal works? As a sustained paraenetic diamk, which appeals to a 

Q-oriented interpetation of Jewish law, James represents pnhaps one of  the best examples of 

fusion bewen Greek, Jewish, and nascent Christian thought-worlds available in the M.' 

Form and Style 

The author of James adapts formal elements of Greek discoune and literature to his own 

Jewish background and proto-Christian agencia. On a stylistic level, it has already been seen that 

the Epistle of James follows both a Greek pattern of argumentation, and Greek epistolographic 

convemions! This informs the content of James, manife~ted in its use of certain metaphors (for 

example, the minor, 1:23-24, and the effects of the misuse of the tongue, 3:26) and topoi (on 

envy and on friendship, 3: 13-4: 10'). At the same time, the author appeals to exemplars from the 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University b, 1978); P. &Lacy7 "The Logical Struchuc of the 
Ethics of Epictetus," CP 38 (1943): 112-25; A J. Malhcrbe, "Hellenistic Moralists"; J. L. 
Moles, 'The Career and Conversion of Dio Chrysostom," JHS 98 (1978): 79-100; O'Neil; J. M. 
Rist, Stolc Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969); F. H. Sandbach, me 
Stoics, Ancient Cultwe and Society, ed. M. I. Finley (New York: W. W. Norton, 1975X P. A. 
Stadter, Arrirur of Niconwda (Chap1 Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1980); 0. 
Striker, "Following Nature: A Study in Stoic Ethics," in Oxford W i e s  in Ancient Philosophy7 
vol. 9, ed. J. Aruras (Oxford: Clarendon, 199 I), 1-73. 
M. L. Colish ("Stoicism and the New Testament: An Essay in Historiography," in RNRW II, 

Band 26.1 win and New York: Walter de Gnryter, 19921.334-79) provides a miew of the 
history of interpretation as it has been applied in wmparative studies of Christianity and 
Stoicism. Historically, much of the scholarship in this regard has focussed on the works of 
Epictetus. See esp. P. Oakes, ''Epictaus (and the New Testament)," Var Evmgeiica 22 (1992): 
39-56; J. N. Seveaster, "Education or Conversion? Epi- and the Gospels," NovT 8 (1966): 
247-59; D. S. Shup, Epictetw md the New Testament (London: Charles K Kelly, 19 14). 

So asserts Hnmn (Sayings. 22)* with whom I concur. 
See A m ,  198-201; Watson, "Schemes," for a g e n d  discussion. 
' L- T. J o h n ,  James7 28. This does not, however, preclude the possibility that such metaphors 
may have been borrowed hwn Pdatinian Jewish sources. For example, b. Yrak. 1 %-Ma (3rd 
cy. CE) discusses the misuse of the tongue at length (with refereace to slauder) employing 
numerous metaphors in the process. Whaber or wt this and o k  convergences with Iater 
rabbinic sources suggests a common cultural tradition is one thing - whether such an 
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Hebrew scriptures in suppolt of an ahic based upon a "Chistilmizad" iaterpretrtim of Lmitical 

strictures, indicating (along with the author's Semitic idiom) immersion in a Jewish milieu8 As 

has been and will be finher discussed, the teasing ofthe Hellenistic elemems h m  those which 

are PaltStiaiaa Jewish is a guestion of &gee, not kind, since from about the third century BCE, 

all Judaism was Hellemzed, regardless of any language Mctences W e e n  Jews? 

The author of James was not a tccbnical philosopher, thus comparisons should not be 

made with those who wcrr. Rather the comparison should be khmcn his approach md tboK of 

orators and writers whose goal was one of continning or ndincting the attitudes and khaviour 

of people.lo This accurateiy descn'ks Epiactus, Dio, and Plutarch. I0 support of the validity of 

such comparisons, I have d e s c n i  how the style of James is consistcnt with the Greek 

Stoic/Cynic diatri'be.'l It uses paradoxes; short questions and answers (3: 13; 4: 14; 5: 13t); 

rhetorical, unanswered questions (2:45, 14; 3: 1 1 - 12; 4:4-5); ironic queaions (2: 14; 5: 1 ); 

standard Hellenistic diatni  formulae, idioms, and metaphors; and an imaghuy interlocutor.12 

James' specific diatri'bei fonn - paraenesis - is a label that I believe cm k reasonably applied 

to the three Greek works on wealth, given the parameters outlined in chapter two. 

hypothesized source is informed by a Greek Hellenistic litersry tradition is raotber. As I hop 
the evidence of this thesis indicates, the fact that the literary tradition ofPalcstinian and 
Diaspora Judaism did not develop in isolation, but immetsed in Hellenistic culturt renders such 
questions impossible to adduce, ifnot nonseusid. 

In his review of s e v ~  twcntieth-cemq commentaries on James, B. A Pesrson ("James, 
1-2 Peter, Jude," in The New Testament dmdlrs Modern Intef~teters~ ed. E. J. Epp and G. W. 
M a c k ,  SBLBhdI, ed. D. A. Knight [Philadelphia: Fortress; Atlanta: Scholars Pms, 19891, 
371-406) notes hat df agree on its "Jewish Cbristid character. 

Hengel, Jurloism and Hellenism, 104. 
lo A. J. Malherbt ("Paul: Hellenistic Phlosophcr or Christian Pastor?'' in Slo~la?y of 
Proceedings: Tliirtpninth A d  Co@errence of the Ameticon TheoIogid Library Assaeiation 
Held or Drew Univeristy, W i s o n  New Jersey, J e  2428.1985, d B. A O'Brien [St  
MtinuQ M American Theological L1bnry Association, 198q)' 87. 
If Songcr, 385; but cf. WifstrmL 170 & 
l2 M o d m  ad., w.114-15. 



Perdw notes that paraenesis was pervasive across contexts and social settings in the 

ancient world, suggesting its useMness as a rhetorical framewok13 For the author of James, its 

particular usefbhess would have been in the context of defining appropriate communal 

khaviou~. The authority of the pmenetic voice was intimate, personally grounded in the 

authority of the community leader, making it ideal for groups outside the mainstream culture. 

Within such contexts, "[m]otivations for ethical action were based on intimacy, honor. 

compassion, and the will of the personal go& of these smaller groups and ilssociati~ns."~~ In 

smaller groups, pgfaenesis tended to appeal to intramgroup interactions in which certain 

behaviours are commended for their capacity to produce "well-being within uature, the larger 

society, the community, and the indi~idual."~~ Conversely, inappropriate khaviwn were 

discowaged insofar as they resulted in chaos which would undermine communal and individual 

life and order.16 The utility ofperaenetic literature for communal definition and cohesion cannot 

be underestimated: with regard to this work, it provides the link between the author's religious 

ideas and what he envisions as the most effective means of inculcating these ideas in otbers. 

The author adapts his Judaic world vie^^ built on Lmitical concepts of double-rnindedness, 

partiality, and the "royal law," to a Greek means of cornmun.ication. This methodology is as 

usefbl for a Jewish Christian moralist as for a pagan Greek one." As Perdue notes: 

the broad social functions of literature are to -me, question, transform, or 
replace social values and beliefs on the basis of an existing or envisioned view of 

l3 Perdue, "Social Character," 5 tE 
'" Ibid, 8. 
Is Ibid 
l6 Ibid 
l7 Songer (385-87) asserts that the pafaenetic pactice of using material from eclectic souras 
tended to submme doctrine to practice, suggesting that, rather than specific situations, tbe 
paenctic traditioa relied on estabIished ethical maxims. Rhetorical literature tends, however, 
to k inherently derivative: the widespread use of stcftotypical topoi, for ktmce, txanscends 
specific rhetorical literary traditions, as evidcm in James as it is elxwben in Greek rhctorid 
litenhlrr (Jobason, Jmnes, 28). 



human society. This comptcbcnsive view of society pvides the context within 
which paenesis comes to assume mcsning? 

Given the broad applicability of the author's literary approach, whether he foUows in the 

tradition of a G d c  philosophical pedagogue, a StoicCynic street orator, or a synagogue 

preacher is more a matter of the particular precMections of the exegete than what can be plainly 

detected in the text In fm there are elements of all thee am'butts in lames Ropes asst~ted 

that the author's voice resembles a "serious even if~ll~~nvcntionsl, Greek popular meet 

preacher" cast in the mould of the Cynics.19 While this may be tnw of the ethical c~ntent ,~  a 

still more tenable position is that of Church, namely, that the setting for d ia tn i  discourse was 

typically the philosopher addressing his pupils, and that, in this regard, the author of James 

alludes to himself as a teacher (3:1)." FM1y, tbcre is the sugestion of Aune end othen that the 

early Christian epistolary use of the diatribe, here as elsewhen, may have kcn mediated by 

homiletic practice in Hellenistic synagogues? This is, perhaps, the most sasisfkctocy 

designation. Not only does the author address his comments to a community meeting in a 

synagogue, he makes references to an at least rudimentary ecclesial structure, of which it is 

implied he is a figure of authority. This setting may modify what is intended by the author's use 

of the word & & n d o t  (teach; 3:l). It is not measonable to suppose that homiletic discou~~e 

resembled the dialogid style of diamb in the use of imaginary opponents, hypothcticai 

objections, and false conc1usions. Like the pagan Greek d i a m i  orator, tbc questions and 

Perdue, "Social Chat.aCtCr,'' 1 1. 
l9 Ropes, 3. 
" Consonant with James, the Cynics assumed a radically critical stmce tmmds Hellenistic 
culture - especially in its urban and aristocratic forms - which would hove nsoaPed witb an 
agrarian populace. It is reamable to conclude tbpt pithy critical sayings -of which Cynicism 
~mray-~~uldhavekenbono~bytbeJ~m~~em~butwhechcrthisisiadecdthe 
case in James is beyond the limm of the preseut inquiry (see Honley, Sbcidogy, 117-19). 
2' Church, 66-1. 
= AIIIY, 200 
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objections of James' haghmy opponent end the rrspoases of the ttacher/orator/prcacher 

oscillate between censure and pemasion. Censure exposes conlradiction, enor, and ignorance. 

Persuasion overcomes these with a call to the "philosophic" or religious life by describing and 

illustrating virtue? Moreover, lames uses metaphors, imperatives, and abstmct substantives 

(especially those denoting "qualities and mental conditions") much more frrsumtly tbsn tbc 

diatribes of his pagan Greek ~ounterpans.~ These qualities in the Epistle of James appeal to a 

situation in which the setting i s  a Jewish Christian synagogue, rather than the Stoic 

Ultimately, however, the hybridization in the Epistle is so complete as to render the project of 

untangling the Jewish-Christian ethicist fiom the Greek rhetorician nigh impossl%1e: Indeed, it is 

to beg the question that a distinction can or should be made? 

The material and the intended audience is well-suited to James' hortatory approach, since 

it is a style of litnatun "where ph1osophical ahic which ba9 become popular meets with folk 

wisdom which has become literaryw Moreover, tbe Epide's adaptstion of the diami to an 

epistolary form is &ly consisteat with what was acewring elsewhere in Greek and Latin 

literature? In short, the rhetorical style of the Epistle ~prrscnts a cdturajly spcific adaptation 

of a more universal Hellenistic literary approach. Lilre the pagan Onek moralists, the author of 

James employs a diamW technique to sdvmce his ethical ~ e w c ~ k ,  chiefly through the use of 

= bid 
Wihtmd, 173,17940. Whether this is a hcti011 of a Jewish paratncttgc tradition 

or a homiletic adaptation of the Greek pcmreaebic tradition - or indecd whether such a 
distinction can k made - would be an irmr#ting question fa furtha studyshrdy 
* A strong pfoponent of tbis v i m  is Wifstraad in his analysis of stylistic issues in James. He 
asserts that, rather than employ a dimi rucoclassical, or vulgar style - dl of which were 
popular in nonclrristim works -the Catholic Epistles adopt '?he sdifylng lquagc of the 
heUeniPd synagogue; this is the stylistic home of these authors" (180). 

Scc, for example, I)rilius ( J 4 , 3 ) ,  who speaks of the i m p %  of Greek d Jewish 
paraemtical traditions on tht development of early Christian littranat- With regard to the 
~cultyinidcntifyiaglitenhmdtrivedfromcadytim~ermaybamilctic,sacb. 2. 
" hitius, Fresh Apprmch, 217. 
a Aune (168) cites Seneca, Diogmes, Hcmclitus, md Cntcs as examples. 
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del1Wve rhetoric. That is, he endeavours to shape the future actions of his readers/listeners 

through the use of protrcptic (persuasive) and aptreptic (dissausive) language? This comports 

precisely with the other major ethical discourses on the perils of wealth slightly antecedent to 

lames. But there is a diftierence in the proofb to which James appeals, compatibility of one's 

actions with faith in Jesus Christ being the most obvious. James is not merely a moralist - he is 

an exponent of a particular religious ideology, infonned by a cdtural rhetorical tradition based 

on religious literature. In support of this, oae finds KemKdy's analysis of the NT rhetorical 

approach applicable to lames: 

In its purest and most f'undmental form . . . the basic modes of proof of J& 
Christian rhetoric are grace, authority, and logos, the divine message which can 
be understood by man. These correspond in a very incomplete way to the pathos, 
ethos, and rational logos of Aristoteliau rhetoric? 

Some go even hmber in dissociating J a w s  from the form and substance of equivalent 

Greek diatribes. For example, Adamson asserts that any similarities between the Epistle of 

James md Hellenistic diatribes are purely superficial to a work that is "firndamentally and 

perpetually Semitic and biblical.*l This is clearly to claim too much. Hellenism was pervasive, 

and to isolate the Semitic and the biblical from Greek forms and ideas is to claim that they 

existed in a vacuum - a claim that can only be maintained by tenacity. He assens that James is 

"popular and hortatory . . . [though] the Epistle meals a far more serious moral purpose tbpn the 

typical Greek addressmn Unlike those addresses, the Epinle is 1& work of a genuinely 

Christian preacher, a Jew of PaJe~tine."~~ This 1- asserrion is indeed tenable, but is w basis 

for discounting any resemblarw witb the ethic81 and m o d  diatn'bcs of Epictetus, Pl-h, Dio, 
- - -- - - 

" Ibid, 198-99. 
G. A. Kennedy, 123; see also Aune (1981, who asserts that the chief difkence in the use of 

rhetoric by Christian authors is its basis in revdedmdh, as opposed to pobabit or 
demonstrative truth. 
" Adamson, Message, 104. 
a Ibid, 116. 

%id 



Jewish Palestine. M o m ,  denoting some aspects of form and content as hmdamental, and 

others as superficial (much leu denoting same as "serious" and some, one supposes, as "trivial") 

is subjective and anachronistic. If anything, it is the prticular religious concepts which are 

subsumed to the larger ethical approach and mode of discourse. And in this regard, as Betz 

obsewes, while the philosophical tams used by the Hellenistic ptulosophcrs are absent in the 

NT, the "basic app~oaches and concepts regarding appropriation of ethical tradition arc very 

similar. . . in much of the Hellenistic Jewish and early Christian litenane." Indeed, he goes on, 

the Hellenistic world "shared many of these spploaches and concepts, diflrcriag only in 

philosophical or religious school terminologies and the more general cultural or religious 

milieu."" 

Finally, the linguistic elements of James merely bumess the more comprehensive 

evidence of Greek style in service of Jewish Christian ideology. The fact that the style of the 

work is qmsentative of a peculiarly Jewish form of kohe Greek, attsted by the pesena of 

Ararnaisms, Hebtaisms, and Semitisms detailed by Turner, bas already been discussed." Their 

prevalence is clear evidence of the Jewish Christian origin of the Epistle. Tmet concludes fiom 

the style of the Epistle that the author was "an unimaginative, welluhmted man, more devout 

than the diatribuwiters,," yet whose vocabulary often "belongs to the higher reaches of the 

literary Koine."= While many of the Semitisms in James may be attniuted to the LXK WOT 

early church usage, one must conclude with Davids that %e impression remains that behind the 

h e  Greek of the epistle lies a Semitic mimi and thought pattcmmn 

&4 Commentary, 86. 
3s Mouhon a d., IV. 117-19. 
" Ibid. N.115. Tht latter comment is, at least, less mbjcctive thsn the former. 

hvids, Jones, 59; see also Wifstrrmd. 176. By this, I tnut Davids docs not iaad to posit a 
strict duaiism khmea "Greek" snd "Semitic," but rather that the author ofthe Epistle of James 
was inmrcrscd in aHcUcnizai Jewish wnldview md litcmy tradition. 



W m l  Laation 

As was discussed in cbapta thne, one's social location at the probable time James was 

wriaen encomprssed 1 dher fhcets of one's life. Social relationships were W c ,  governed by 

norms and customs which reinforced the stasis and stratification, A better social l o d o n  vested 

one with influence and power7 ultimately resting on the authority deived from one's lineage and 

popcrty (specifically, Id-holdings). The importance of property, in turn, was such that it 

uttimteiy mediated one's social standing when one's relative mtus was in question. As the 

ultimate determinant of status, primary medium of exchange, and as a means of livelihood and 

Survival, the control and ownership of land was thc most important source of social antagonism 

between the social strata. 

Although reasonable inferences may be drawn with regad to the identity ofthe author of 

James and the provenance of the work, they are still conjectures. What is known is tba, if the 

author was writing in an early first century CE Palestinian milieu, he would have been aware of 

the especially acute social disharmony ultimately stemming fiom land-related conflict in tht 

region at that time. What is known for cemin about the author i s  tb.1 he consistently warns 

against the social injustices occasioned by the aPPeaf8M:e of wealth and excoriates the socially 

unjust actions of wealthy landowners. Togaher, they arc part and pprocl of James' pneactic 

diatnii against double-mindedness and partiality, which  con^ the central tenets of his 

thesis. As I sball discuss below, this particular appmpch d i m  markedly from thrt of Plutarch, 

Dio, and Epictetus. This is  in part, a fimction of the &spate social (and physical) loations of 

Jm~sand~s~Greekwrmtetparts. 

Although Greece, like Palestine, was subject to Roman ruk, tbcrc were d i m  
. * . -  

cs 

b e t w e n t h c t w o ~ o a s w i t h r e g a r d t o c h c c o ~ m d & ~ ~ t ~ t h e r e o f .  Grcccebada 

heritage of culture, litaaturr, and philosophy which was mipccm& and even idalizcd, by the 



Romans (an influence, as has been seen, also manifested in Palestinian Jewish culture). 

Moreover, conversante in the philosophical heritage of Greece was tradjtionally the province of 

the wealthy, since access to sophistic and philosophical education was typically dependent on 

one's ability to purchase itY Hence, the pagan Greek moralists bad two mutually conditioning 

ahantages the hypothesized author of James did not: the honour accorded them by virtue of 

their status as leading philosophers in established schools, and the honour accorded them by 

virtue of their status as members of the socioeconomic elite. Greek litetary figures oftea 

maintained relationships with eminent Romans, ranging from a purely advisory form to one of 

friendshid9 - relationships which could, of course, tum sour, as Dio's banishment under 

Domitian suggests. Added to this is  the status of association with established schools like 

Stoicism: it had a pmtige and influence Judaism did not, and the nascent messianic movement 

represented in James most certainly did not4 

Dio. Plutarch, and Epictetu were ail of  a class who enjoyed familiarity with the ding 

elites. and all enjoyed an extraordinary infiucnce in a society that measured one's impowce in 

terms of one's wealth and education." All were prominent in the litemy and socio-culhnal 

world of their day, sometime fiends and enemies of various emperors a various times, and 

B. W. Winter, Philo and P a d  Among the Sophists, Society for New Testament Studies 
Monograph Series, no. 96, ed R. Bauckham (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 
34-9, 
39 Bowersock, 47-52. 

Having said this, the success of Judaism in attracting Gentile sympthizers aud proselytes both 
inside and outside Palestine c a ~ o t  be ignored. Some Gentiles of high social Pnd political 
standing wen named as Yhd-fe8ters," and there is literary evidence of Gentile praise for Jewish 
antiquity, ethical beliefs, and wisdom. There was, however, also considerable prejudice against 
Jews and Judaism on the part of others. For an excellent discussion of the status of Judaism d 
Jew in first century Gentile society, see L. H. Feldman, Jew rmd Gentile in the Ancient World: 
Attitudes and lnteractionsfiom Alexander to Juptinian (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1993), esp. pp. 288-382. For a discussion of literary evidence concerning converts and 
conversion in Jewish texts, see esp. G. G. Porton., 27ze Snmger Within Your Gates: Comerts 
md Cornersion in kbbinic Literature, Chicago Sndies in tbt History of Judaism, ed W. S. 
Green a d  C. Goldschcider (Chicago and Lond011: University of Chicago Press, 1994). 
'' C. P. Jones, PItrlc~tch and Rome (Word: Clarendon, 1971), 130. 
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instnmrental in ushaing in tht Secoad Sopb~stic movement,u While Epictctus was a ficed 

slave, Plutarch and Dio hd a similar social backgrouad- Both came h m  arktamtic, provincial 

familes; both studied rhetoric in Rome at the time of Vespasian; both quarrelled with Domitian, 

and I& Rome during his nigp; aad both provided civic hmction to cities of Greece and Asia 

MinoP3 The wealth which these men accrued as a reJult of their pmincnct as phlosophical 

orators accorded them opp~rtmities unavailabk to authom such as our hypothesized James. 

They i d  the means aud the leisure to travel CXtC1ISiVCIy, to plmcipatc in the active social life of 

the wealthy class, and to beexpodtothe wddofideas though access to litmature cradtbc 

leading thinkers a d  political leaders of the Empid' They moved b l y  between Rome and the 

towns in Greece in which they lived and taught. 

The Mcial location of these authors necessarily & i e d  their percqtions of wcaith and 

poverty. Despite their general personal unfbmiliarity with the cormby, Gmk authors waxed 

lyrically about the supposed virtues of Mal life - its wholt~~rnencss, its proximity to nature 

end natural values and truths, its bounty, and the honesty, justice, piety, and simpticity of its 

denizms? The "por" as those who lived at or below subsistence lml, did not register on the 

mental horizons of these hem-Roman authors. For them, "poor" was a relative term within 

the rich minority rather than those at the baaom of the economic sale as a whole. Saller drily 

observes that "Seneca, worth 300 million [sesterces], mentions poverty more o h  tbrn any 

other author, his idea of being poor was to have to get aloag witb only a fm s l a v ~ s . ~  

To the extent that the effects of ccotlomic location haw a bearing on the thwgbt 

of the W k  moralists, it is not Survival, but s h a m  thrt conditions their concern. As Bnmt 

winter, 115. 
Bowcmck, 110. 
C. P. Jones, Plwo~ch, 42. 
MacMulla 29-30. 

a Sallcr, 13. 
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astutely notes, "when Dio . . . asks bow thc poor can live mptably, he is posing a question that 

would only have occurred to a man with no ofthe sentiments prevalent in the 

class he proposed to help.'''' Indaed, in ahortatioas concerning the treatment of ohem, Stoics 

usually sound m m  concemcd about the cousequc~~ces of ill-treatment on t ime wbo dole it out, 

rather than the slaves and the poor who must endm it? Even the former slave, Epictctus, 

appears to have unquestioningly rcccpted the prevailing belief that different duties are 

associated with different stations in life, as is first articulated by the early Stoic Panaetius, a view 

likewise a m i f i d  in the discussion by Dio - the most "Cynic" of the Stoics - of seemly and 

Thoaght-Worlds 

The Problem of Wealth for the Stoics and Others 

In key respects, the Hellenistic prrspaive on wealth was relatively tiwd fmm the time 

of the pe-Socratics through the fint centmy CE and kyoad While the assumption was that, all 

things being equal, the necessities of life we sufficiently abundant for all paoplc to live in 

contentment, nonetheless even the pre-Socratics, such as Democritus, realized what would 

become the common theme of Plutrach, Epictetus, and Dio, ~ d y ,  that muance of external 

d t h  snd indulgence in luxuries are destnrtive, but tnre wealth is intemd, and its pummcc is 

the way to happ ine~s .~  Indeed, Plato explicitly intones what would kcow thc central ethical 

tenet of Stocism - that true riches arc to be found in wisdom, not wealth or in other extend 

phenomena.s1 

a Bnmf 217. 
bid., 223. 

49 Ibid, 225. 
sa Betz, Commentmy, 429-30. 

E-&,Pl-, EtrtIjd. 2280d;Phwd 1.576-79; Xcn,Sm. 4-34,4.41-1citingwithapprovaltk 
views of Socnsa; Betz, Connnenrary, 430. 
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From Plata on, Greek philosopks associated wealth with certain drawbacks or fauts, 

such as greed, miserliness, phgality, and ambitioan NollCthClcss, it was not until the Stoics 

turned their attention to the subject that anything like a camn of faults caused by wcaltb was 

developedn The Stoic stance coacerning malth is based upbn the belief that wisdom is 

achieved though ovc~coming passions - c m u t i d  attacbmcnts wbich mder one dependent, 

threatening to govern one's soul? Passions are elicited by our reaction to external phenomena, 

specifically, by our labelling of them as fuadamcntnlly goad or bad, and our ultimate lack of 

control over them The Stoics argued that external phenomena were, in facS Hmt. Rather, 

it is within one's response to them tho( one entm tk reah of values. Hence, hue happiness is 

derived internally - fiom virtue. This requires cultivatioa ofselfconaol over various passions 

and attachments, with the ultimate goal being self-reliance and freedom." Siace good and cvil 

lie within the realm of moral choice, i n d i f f i  to status and external i n d u c c m ~  means that 

one need not find happiness in such things as health, wealth, or power. In essence, for Stoics, 

the timimental ahical problem was attachmeat, to which the remedy of iadiffcteacc (or 

p t h e i a )  needs to be conscientiously applied. 

Given the Stoic emphasis on attachment, the cthid problem with wealth is that it is sn 

external phenomenon over which one hrs no cuntrol. The desire to possess it diverts one h m  

what should be om's god: the attainment of wisdom though the cultivation of virtue. Hence, 

the p i 1  of wealth is not grccd,per se, but acessivc or illogical dcsirr - &dR& (MZ&U) 

(cf. Jas 1:14-15; 42)? It is a desk which is ultimately vain, because it the locus of 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

c.0, Ha., Op. 2741,31 bMl; PI., Log. 3.679B, 4.705B,8.83IB-D, 1 l.gl9B; Rex 1.347B, 
8.560E Arist., Efh. Nic 2.7.4; 4.1.39-M; Pol. 1.3.1&19,2.6.19. 

O'Neil, 295. 
Koester, Introduction, 1~49. 

jS Dcissmann, 115. 
Hengcl, P r o m  md Riches, 10; Kelly, 1 6  O'Neil, 289; D. k Russell, Geek Declumution 

(Cambridw: Cambri* Univcfsity Rcss, 1983),28. 
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day as being in one's c d -  rather than one's soul. Thus Seneca equated the desire 

for wealth with a ICStless~ltss of mind impelling the soul to latch on to things outside of itscIEn 

In this view, possession of wealth itself (or, by logical extension, povmy) is, like all 

other extemrl pbcacmtaa, a mancr of indiffcrc~ce. Having said this, bowever, riches allowed 

one the leisure to pursue virtue without having to add additional anxictiks to one's life. Some 

Stoic authors may have idealized the concept of povety for tbe simplicity of life it qmmted  

to them, but this was commonplace rhetoric among all phrlosoplucal scbools.~ In actuality, as 

bas been prominent philosophers such as Plutarch. Dio Cbrysostom, a d  Epictrms were 

thoroughly assimilated into the upper echelons of -Roman society, including its 

assumptions concerning honoudshame dynamics as spplied to socio~collomic status." 

Having said this, the Greek philosophers were not silent coa#ming the social 

dimensions of wealth and poverty. Zeno, the fouaQt oftbe Stoic school, proposed a new orda 

of communal equality in which "temples, money, commerce, fashions, and conventionsn would 

be eliminatdM And indeed, the Cynics would go firrther, umcsaMdty praising poverty for its 

own sake, and modelling an alternative way of king based upon their rejection of these 

institutions. For the Stoics and Cynics, the causal ktors and the moral problem ofpovcrty was 

that the poor were deprived of honour as a result of the hoarding and avarice of the wealthy. The 

m o d  impact of poverty is, therefore, not what it means for the individual's ability to survive, 

but the inbenntly dishonorrrable state of being paat. The focus was such because, as Fqpson 

asserts, " f i i  the majority of Greeks of the classical age . . . morality is social morality, and 

Sen, Dial. k 12-15, cited by E. V. Arnold, Roman SfoiciPnc Being Lectwes on the History of 
the Stoic Philosophy with Special Reference to its Developllbent Withiit the Romm E q i m  
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 191 1; npint. New Yo*: Humanities h, 1958), 
339. 
" Ibid, 320. 
" Bnmt, 213; R M Gmnt, Emly ChrIjtiani@ mdSariey: Sewn Shdiu (Sm Francisco: 
Hasper & Row, lwt), 81. 

Brunt, 214-15; Weltiu, 158. 



derives its sanctions fiom society."61 In a perceived universe of limited goods, uocqurl 

dim'bution of what should k sufficient for all resuited in shame for many- The inherently 

dishonouring humiliation and degradation of the poor did impel someu to desplir a such a mte 

of rffain, however, tht common assumption was that the social systcm was fixed and immutable 

(as discussed in chapter three). Thus the question posed by Dio, "how can the poor live 

reputably?" is purely rhetorical: they can't, and they won'ta 

In smmasy, the leading phihophical lights of the first century CE were b s t n m g  by 

factors which prevented them from developing a thoroughgoing critique of wealth. First, they 

were almidy imbued with a worldvim which regarded the socio*conomic system and the 

honour/shame dynarmcs it generated as fixed. Secoad, they themselves were among the primary 

beneficiaries of that system; hence, opposition to it would run contrary to their vested intcrcst. 

Finally, Epictctus, Plutarch, and Dio were public figures subject to political pressure. OAicial 

approval or disapproval counted for much - reputation, social position, aad even sUNivd  itself. 

Critique of wealth, and denu~lciation of specific weaithy groups were dan~cfous activities for 

such prominent writers and orators. 

Given this context, it is not surprising tbat the Stoic stance toward extern& g e n d y  

should be one of ptheia.  In a society in which stasis was regankd as a permanent fixture, in 

which the individual had little or no impm on social and political life, and in which one's 

honour could be so easily lost, the governing concern was anxiety and the mental tranquillity 

necessllly to combat i t  This remedy could m e s t  itself in social withdrawal, or, as was the 

case with some Neoplatonists, a more mystid medyedy6) Indeed, it is not owmating the case to 

suggest that the philosophies of this time %ere esscatially philowpbies of escape, and the 
- -  - 

st Fcrgusan, 44. 
' cg Plut, &fiat. ornor., 497E, cited by Sallcr, 20. 

Bnmt, 217. 
Amold, 409; Bctz, Commentary, 441-62; Weitin, 164. 
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mcipd means of escape lay in the cultivation of W m d  [~tlf-mciq].~ Yet, such a 

remedy could mer satisfy human m o d  lspintions says Ferguson, because of its inherent 

selfishness. AM~Kuu* "seeks to make the individual ladepeadent of circumstances, and in so 

doing must seek to make him iadependeat of other people, for thy arc included in the 

circumstances." This, Fcrguson tightly notes, is both impossib1e (because of the social neturr of 

human existence) and undesirable (because morality, by its very nature, concerns 

relationships)." Moreover, it wwld appear to be an ideal at odds with the basic "mutual 

exchangen structun of Oracco-Roman society itself. In h i s  regar4 a cursory examination of the 

Stoic views on fiendship and love arc revealing. Typical is Epi*etuJ9 treatise (Diss. 2). in 

which he holds that frendship is only avaiIable to the truly wise, since it is only when self- 

interest is identified with moral purpose that true hiendships can be developedm Hence, 

self-sufficiency is not concerned with independence in the Stoic rniadsa, at least, as one 

nowadays might understand the term. Rather, it is, ironically, a profoundly social concept 

developed by moralists with a profoundly social calling, mindset, and ethic. The moral pupose 

which tra&orms one's sclf-intcrest is one in which M@ience ,  not indepndcnce, bas been 

cultivated: Either way, it is still self-interest exercised in a social realm. 

So what is one to make of the common theme in Greck declamation of conflict between 

the unjust rich and the inwcent poor? Or whu is one to make ofthe d o n  ppagatcd by some 

Stoic authors that the common humanity shad by all people genmtcs a common love of, or 

regard for, humankind (~ystion;o)P In short, both the social location and - more 

importantly - the chief pbilosuph~d tenets of wbrt constitutes a virtuous lifk colw such 

~entstoringwiththefaintestof~ction. I n t h i s ~ Q I a m ~ l i n c d t o ~ t b a t i t  

65 F q p m ,  137. 
Ibid, 154-55. 

" Ibid, 69. 
a Dio Chryn, Or. 8.5; 9.1; Epic& Diu. 4.8. 
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was "crditable to give m o d  wamhgs, and it helped to clear the rhetor fiom the . . . insistent 

charge that his art was immoralralw Addcd to this is the not inconsidaable rhetorical potency of 

npnseatiag the voice of the oppcsscd, and the mantle of virtue which this bestowed. If this 

analysis is accuratet the whole stance is one which resembles the attitude of Qublernindedness 

of which tbc author of James wrote. 

Covergencts and Divergence in James 

The thoroughgoing Hellenization of tbe author's cuthac in the Epistle's 

language, style, and epistemology has been demonstrated. The ethical content of James 

resembles, at least coincidentally or superficiallyt Stoic peaps. This may k because Stoicism 

was m influential part of the culture, especially in the realm ofahics, as opposed to the author 

having been a serious student of Greek philosophy. By the end of the first centuy BCE, a 

tradition of adoption of Gmek philosophical perspectives had been established in Palestine, with 

Stoicism as the most prepondcraut. This is not surprising, since it was dominant tbmughout the 

Hellenistic world by this time and i ts founders (Zeno of Citium and Chrysipprs of Woi) wen 

themselves likely assimilated Semitcs?O Moreover. Stoic ethics and metaphysics pwed 

unusually convivial to early Christian theology, especially in its klief in one's Ulljvcrsal moral 

obligation, and its rhetoric of the conf'ratcrnity of all people.71 Early Church Fathers like Mgea 

and Clement held the first century Stoic moralists in high regard, seeing in them a sort of 

uan~nymou Christienity* in their espoused m o d  principlesesR 
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James holds a number of moral principles in common with Stoicism. He states that the 

moral life must be carried out in action to be seen as authentic, that the control of one's speech is 

necessary to virtue, that boldness in moral correction is a kindness to others, that desire and 

passions lead to general disorder and war, and that virtue and vice are interconnected? The 

relationship of several relevant Stoic themes to ideas expressed in James will be briefly 

examined. 

Amthe ia 

Mayor's suggestion that James' warning against double-rnindedness and partiality adopts 

a Stoic stance of upatheiu with regard to one's outward circumstances is an intriguing one, but 

strains ~redulity.'~ James manifestly does not claim dispassion with respect to externals, but 

actively discourages attainment of an-g that would excite envy. James is an economic 

partisan in this regard and to the extent that he advises single-minded loyalty to God and 

communal impartiality, it is more reasonable to conclude that forces other than Stoic ideology 

are at work. Such forces likely include the socioeconomic diversity of his community, and !he 

defensive status of his subculture vis-a-vis the dominant culwe. In this regard, it is interesting 

that the view of trw wealth residing in the soul rather than in externals was integrated into 

Jewish literature of the time, as well? One is inclined to the more parsimonious conclusion 

that this literature, rather than Stoic oratory, was the immediate influence on such NT injunctions 

as storing one's treasures in heaven, rather than stocking them up on earth (Mt 6: 19-2 1, Lk. 

12:33-M), from which the author of James more probably 

- 

L. T. Johnson, James, 28. 
" Mayor, c-ii. 
" e.g., Ps. Sol. 14.8; Philo, Fugcl70; see also b. 'Abot 4.1. 

Betz, Commentaty, 429-3 1. 



Vice. Virtue, d the God of W i h  

EvcathoughJpmesQcsspeaLaboutthevirtueofwidomin3:13-18,one~t 

perforce assume Stoic i n a m  behind this discussion As has b&a discussed, such a motif is 

more likely to be directly S o d  by Hebnw SOUI~CCS. Fu~thecmore, it is the law, focuwed on 

Jesus' adoption of its summation in the Two Great Commandments, and contextualized by 

warnings against partiality and double-mhdedness, which is at the core of the ahic in James. 

As has been discussed," the basis of the Two Cireat Commandments is in tbe summation of the 

law derived by Jewish scholars fiom Lev 19, and not (at least directly) Graeco-Roman sources. 

With regard to partiality, I have also discussed that James repudiates wcioecoaomiwlly-based 

honour-shame dynamics rmquestioningly adopted by the Greek moralists. Iadaad, the adwr  has 

an overriding interest in moral choices which c d c t  with conformity to "worldly* customs and 

categoriesVn Finally, with regard to d o ~ b l e - m i n ~ ~  while Neoplatonists such as Plutamh 

argued for moderating passions; and Stoics and Cynics such as Epictcbrs and Dio held for their 

eliminati~n;~ the author of James called for their sublimmioa into the worship of God 

The author's use ofthe concepts of 6nedom and perfion, which he applies to the law, 

resemble similar fotmulations in Cynic and Stoic philo~ophy.~ For James, thcse concepts have a 

theological and moral value distinct from his Hellenistic ~~untcrparts, but would certainly hove a 

resonance with a Diaspora audience acquahted with such a coaceptrpl world8' The most clear 

manifestation of this is the maxim expresd in Jar 2110 ('Whoever keeps the whole law but 

fails in one thing has become guilty o f t r a n s ~ i n g  all of it"). This unity of virars md vices, 

iadced, the equivalence of them, is an idea qmscd  in much Greek litcranut7 pmidarly that 

See ch 2, and esp. the discussion in L. T. Johnson, "tev. 19: 
" b g d ,  81. 
'R J. M Dillon, The MidWe Plaronists: A Siu& of Piatonism, 80 B.C. to AD. 220 (London: 
Dw:fnm,~&, l977), 216. 
ag, Sen, De vita becrra7 15.7; Epict, DW., 1.4.32; 4.1.54,152,158. 
Wmhob, 131-32. 
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influenced by St~icism.~ But it is also an idea exprrssed in Jewish literaturem - literature, 

again, composed by authors living in a Hellenistic milieu, making influences difficult to tease 

out, if not a nonsensical project in itself. 

Undoubtedly, the author of James believed that wisdom is a virtue (Jas 3: 13- 18). Unlike 

his Stoic counterparts, however, he did not believe that it was an end to which one move - 

rather, it is portrayed as a gift for which one prays with an appropriate (i.e., single-minded) 

attitude. In keeping with his dualism, James portrays true wisdom as derived "from above," 

distinguishing it from false earthly wisdom. Furthermore, the author describes wisdom in active 

terns: wisdom is wisdom manifested in the ethical precepts ofthe Epistle. Following from the 

analogies of 3: 1 1 - 12, James wants to cultivate in his readers an inclination to consonance in 

one's moral claims with one's actual behavioun, rather than the Stoic ideal of the cultivation of 

wisdom manifested as "active" impassi~ity.~ 

Attitudes to Wealth 

Unlike his pagan Greek counterparts, the author of James is not dispassionate concerning 

the subject of wcalth. For him, wealth is not some external udiuphoru over which both its 

possessors and non-possessors must exert the will to unconcera Rather, it is an ethical problem 

in itself. While it is true that James nowhere exhorts the wealthy to divest themselves of their 

riches, the Epistle does warn of the perils its existence has on everyone, regardless of their 

economic location. In contrast to the Stoics, the impression one has of James is that one would 

be better off without riches: it is wealth, rather than its lack, which c a w s  the anxiety a d  

e.g, PI., Prut. 329e; Diog Laert., 7.125; Cic., 2.10.35; Sen, De benefrcs, 4.27.1,5.15.1; 
for the reflection of this concept in James, see M 0. Boyle, "The Stoic Paradox of James 2:10," 
NTS 3 1 (1985): 6 1 1-15; Diklius, J-S, 146; L. T. Johnson, Jmes,  27. 

e.g, 4 Macc 5~20; Midr. Bemidbm Rub. 9.12; b. Hor. 8b; see Dibeliu, Jmes, 14546. 
In ail these instances, there arc parallels between James and later rabbinic literature. In the 

Talmud, earthly wisdom is distinguished from heavenly wisdom (b. 'Abot 4.1); the Torah (and 
its ethical precepts) are spoken of as synonymous with wisdom (b. Mot 2.8); and profession for 
the sake of appcuaaces is excoriated (b. 'Abot 4.4; b. Sota 22b). 
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oppmsion which u&rminc the attainment of virtue. Hence, rather thn remove Was to the 

attainment of wisdom, the possession wealth tends to aid in their d o n .  

This stance in James is consonant with the Q sayings of Jesus. In the Gospcls. w& is 

portrayed as dangerous for individual and communal reasons. To the individual. wealth is 

dangerous because it competes for one's sole allegiance to God's abso1ute authority and 

proprietorship (Mt 6:24; 19: 16-30; Mk 4: 19; Lk 16: l%3 1). placing one in a state of 

soul-destmying nbeliion. In contrast, poverty is actually seen as conducive to true fath (Mt 

6: 19-2 1; Mk 12:414; Lk 6:20). The remedy propod by the Gospels is that one should focus 

on heavenly, not earthly things, regardless of one's earthly attriiutes (Mt 633 f ; Mk lOQ7-3O; 

Lk 12:13-21)? In like manner. the Epistle of James emphasizes the transitory nature of the 

happiness derived from riches (1 : 10- 1 1 ; 4: 1 4), and, indeed, the perils to one's soul that its 

misw invites (51-6). Throughout the work, the message is given that single-minded hith in 

God and the pft of heavenly wisdom is to k trcasurcd above all things. 

In this sense. both Junes and the Q prcccpts assume a e v e  on the perils of wealth 

for the individual that has some resonance with the Stoic ideal ofapheiu, although it would 

appear that the more direct influence is to be found in Jewish wisdom litcratrne (e.g, Sir 

30: l4-16,3 1 : 1 f ; R 22: 1 ; Ecc 5: 12; Wis 7:8).= It may k that, upon investigation, one may find 

that lmguage, exempfae, topoi, etc. related to Stoic m h e i a  bas been coasciously employed by 

the NT writers: the point is that the immediate conccphlal iducna on these writers derives 

fiom the tradition of Jewish wisdom scholarship. That Grrck scholmhip developed a similar 

ideal allows for the usc of the oral and litany tradition associated with it, as wcll as an entree 

intoa~mcd~thatmaybavcbodammintimateWitywitbthepganGnelr 

thought-world In sum, while the wisdom penpeabe which ianucnccd the aldhar resembles 
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that enunciated in thc Greek moralists, the most am can srfcly say is that James rrpcsents the 

Hellenistic temper ofthe times, to a similar extent that Ecclesiastes and Sirach do. 

Given the author's communal focus, bowever, a more significant influence on his view of 

wealth and poverty is that of Tomh precepts and prophetic warnings. As discussed in chapter 

two, the author's concern for ptiality and justice towards the working poor and the indigent has 

pmedcnts in the law and the prophets, but is not paralleled in the Greek mod works under 

consideration. Again, the template is to be found in Gospel admonitions to give to the poor* and 

the reversal of status motif most clearly enunciated in the Beatitudes." The influence here of 

Jewish miptural tradition is unambiguous, but the social context has conditioned its application. 

Simply put, to quote Horsley: ''Behind a movement that offen hopes of enough to eat md othcr 

blessings to 'the poor' must lie serious problems of hunger and poverty? Seen in this light, 

Jesus' injunction to give to the poor is a matter of restitution through rcdistriiution, not 

self-focused charity for charity's sake? This ideology is, if anything, intensified in James. In 

light especially of 5: 1-6, the author's accusations against the rich arc, on the one hand, reflective 

of prophetic denunciations, but on the othn band, extend them into contemporary conditions of 

the exploitation of the poor within a paaomlient society? In all these respects, paraUeis with 

the Gnek moral literature under considetation are absent, 

- . . - . - - . - - - - 

" The dating and provenance of Acts 2:42-47 d 4:32-35 arc outside the b o d s  ofthis pap .  
But evidence for even the limited acistcnce of the communal ownership of property is instructive 
with regard to the culy Christian ethos concerning such mattem. 
" Horsky, Sociology, 67. 
B. J. M.Linq "WaW and Poverty in the New Testament and Its Worl&." Inr 41 (1987): 366. I 

am in sympathy with this author's contention ths Biblical language developed w i t h  the 
spheres of Linship and politics, employing language expmsive of the concepts of belonging and 
power. Hencc, economic ianllurgc in the Bibk is derhtive of fhmilial and political dynamics 
('bid, 359). 
eo Wachob, 185. 



The rnlivw d the Communify 

As hrs ken discussed, thc moral pcnl of W t h  is not a c o m m d  prob1ern for 

Epictetus, Dio, and Plutarch so much as it is an individual me. Virtue is configured as a 

pcfsonal dyuamic, m d t s t e d  in wisdom, a pmad attribute. All txtcma(s - including 

commUIl]ity - excite passions which places the attainment of this goal at risk. As an external, 

the response to thc economic condition of oneself or others is popcrly one of aptheiu. 

Practically speaking, bowever, Stoic writers and orators were aqdmg but indifferent to the 

social and political life a r o d  them. As has been discussed, they at least maintained a rhetoric 

of egalitarianism, although this was belied by recurring references to the social mu*ure and 

homudshame dynamic as a given fsct of life. Wealthy as they were, these figures p m f d  a 

generally favourable view of s b g  goods in common. Mower, the attitude of aptheia 

meant that the whole notion of social psition was regarded as hdamesEal1y imlcnat; 

although, once again, the available evidence suggests a keen awareness of its signifiamc in the 

lives of the authors under considemtion?' What is known of Dio, Plutarch, cud Epictctus 

indicates a willing co-optation on their part into the economic and social worldvim of the 

dominant culture. 

For James, on the other band, wealth may k individually perilous, but it is chicfly a 

communal problem. The ptency of the forces of fbnily, patronclient relationships, and civic 

responsibilities cannot be mlnrmrnA . .  . in my contea ofthe HeIlenistic wr!d True, time was a 

pas ive  "universal aad individuaIistic spirit" in more cosmopolitan d sopbisticatcd 

and, to a certain extent, James is reflective of this. But morality, k it en- by a 

Palestinian Jew or a GRcL Stoic, is by ddinition social morality - and is campbenslie only 

R M. GRnf 105- KOCStCT, Ihmdkciion, 152. 
92 Hucsley, Galilee, 67, who, incideatrlly, docs mt believe tbis was the context in my respect of 
the d y  Jesus mvcwnt  



in &at cantextn The blueprint is the family. As early as Sopboclcs, one sees rrflected the 

d i c t  atween old a g m h  fbily loyalties and the rquhtion of life imposed by the* with 

the eventual &ect that firmily relationships and obligations came to be seen as a microcosm of 

larger social relationships." 

-Roman m l y  dynamics were hierarchical and patriarchal - a modcl 

uaguestioLItd by the Gnek authors. Thc nascent Christian mwemmt at least wrestled with the 

idea of reconfiguring fhiIy  relationshipg, positing God as the pte#famiiius of an otherwise 

egalitarian c0mmunity.9~ In the nnol context within which the movement was rooted, families 

traditionally were mutually supportive, and households within a community traditl*oually 

practiced generosity toward one another. The communal focus of the Gospcls and of James may 

reflect an interest in recstablisbing the model ofreciproeal generosity betmcn hmilics and 

howholds. This may explain the emphasis on 

the cancellation of dcbts and mutual sbaring, form of  on that hd likely 
been disintegrating under the prevailing dt io11s  of b e a .  taxation, 
indebetedness, and even hunger, which left people unable or unwilling to nspoad 
to each others' needs and tmned 'neighbours' into 'manics'.% 

To put it rather simplistically, it would seem that the Greek respouse to the breakdown of the 

agrarian model was accommodation with the civic one; while for Jesus, James, and the early 
- - -  

93 Fefguson, 44. 
" Meeks, MoraI World7 2 1 -3. 
9s One immediately thinks of the Gospel accounts wherein Jesus & for his foUowers to forsake 
their families to join his new, alternative famix his prediction that his movement would be a 
sotace of b i i i a l  coaflict and division; and the rrdefiniton of the relationship between Jesus 
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rabbinic and Christian communities, the response was one of and reformation. In 

this latter nspec~ the petriuchl lspect ofNar Eastern M y  structure was likely a harder nut 

to crack for leaders such as James. Given the prevailing p o w  m c s  of both Palestinian 

Jewish and ~ R o m s n  households, it is not surprising that thc nascent Christian groups 

which ma in this context would experience teasion bctwccn the household's hierarchical 

stnrct\rre and the egalitarian beliefs and attitudes of the movemeat* This was indeed something 

novel, and in this mpect, lames' communal lmguag~ is ddhitcIy wnpsbimhal. Unlike PIpl 

and pgaa Greek m o d  teachers, the author eschews pareat-chiid language in his rhetoric, 

casting himselfas a sibling addressing siilingsP Further, his discourse concerning the 

egalitarian ideel of the essembly is clear and unambiguous. Taken together, this has the cffkct of 

augmenting the authenticity of the author's stated ethical precepts. 

Apart krn the fiunily, there was another model available for configuring cariy Christian 

communities - that of the voluutary associadon. VoIuutary associations arose out of the 

powdid voluntary relationships essential in the Gmca+Romen world The sam-, same-sex 

socialization of males in Greek society was aimed at establishing a pomrful bond of 6i&bip, 

which in turn formed the basis for all sorts of other relationships (such as ccommic d political 

ones). Idtally, friendship was viewed as a relationship of equality, including a sharing of all 

things in common. It was this ideal of Greek male friendship which influenced much of the 

c u k e ' s  epistolography, and wherein one sees some glimmer of relevance to Jam& cgabian 

ideal? Yet, in the Gnek context, it really war an idcal, since fiicndship, a d  tht voluntary 

associations within which thy flowisbed, were distinguisbcd by the social stratification of tbc 

wider society mdksted in the dcpendcnce one ultimately had on the fivours md patronage of 
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one's more wclWy and influential asso&es.lrn It is in this respect that aaalogics with James' 

wotldvicw breaks down. 

Otha explanations of the communal focus in James a b o d  Two which stand out as 

desenring of further exrrmiartion ue the imperative ofrrplacing the Jewish purity systmr and 

boundary regulations with a powerfid sense of mutual obligation and countacuitural 

and the emphasis on the practical application of ethics to communal life, as a reaction and 

alternative to the rbstract and individualistic appeal of Greek philosophical rn~vcments.~~ What 

can be most certainly claimed is that the author of James is commdEarian, and not 

individualistic. Nowhere does & focus on a siaglt persods virtue, which could then rebound to 

the honour of the teacher. On the cmtmy, he seeks to create a community of solidarity. Envy 

eliminates the other (see esp. 5:ld); wbenas a lifc based on gifb and mercy probes d c e  to 

the other. lo3 



CHAPTER!EvEN 
CONCLUSION 

Caution, Not Cornpubion 

The ingredients which p into constwthg a rhetorical or ideological world of wealth 

are, as one can see, multifaceted. Particular social conditions and ideological choices will 

prompt varying responses from individuals - even ones who othetwise share a certain context 

of time, place, social location, and belief system.' In this sense, a comparison of the author of 

James with pagan Greek moralists is more an exercise in viewing the Epistle of James through a 

cenain prism, as opposed to a genuine examination of the relationship b e e n  the various 

works. The risk assumed, amongst others, is that a caricature ofthe complex world of Greek 

social thought will be drawn from both the similarities between the Gmk moralists who wrote 

on the subject of wealth, and the occasional convergence W e e n  their work and James. 

Similarly, the risk of positing the author of James as representing a position shaped 

within a fim century Palestinian milieu is to claim that then is something essential in his work 

which is somehow typical of that experience. In other words, it begs the question of identifymg 

who or what characterizes a first century Palestinian Jew. One can share the same social 

location, class and occupation, live through the same historical period, and reside in the same 

geographical or political area without belonging to the same group or groups. Moreover, can a 

first century Palestinian milieu be reasonably supposed in a text thak after all, carries no explicit 

indication of its pvenaace? Even the fpirly concrete discussions of wealth do little to m o w  

down time, place, or context, given the universality of the ecommic stnrturr and conditions 

throughout the Gtaec~~Romm world Finally, even granting the assumptions about authorship 

arid provenance mode in this thesis, the author claims membership in a very small sect, writing 

as a member of the sect to others who do not, it wouM appear, even reside in Jewish Palestine. 

RoMmugh, Usaid Location," 107-08. 
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While this is not to deny the influences evident in the work, it docs undermine one's confidence 

in the supposition that the work is typical of any larger milieu or thought-world But, as I shall 

argue, tbis is not a conclusion which one is compelled, by the evidence, to accept. 

Rhetoric Revbited 

One means of mowing the scope is the Epistle's social location of thought, a concept 

explicated by Richard Robrbsugh2 In this respect, it is fair to say that James is singular both in 

compsrison to nascent Christian literature, and to the pagan Greek works to which I have 

alluded. A common social location defines the parameters of certain experiences: some will be 

included and others excluded. This, in tum, at least loosely defines the range of presuppositions, 

perceptions, and plausible alternatives available to those of the same location - in other words, 

one's social location of thought. To quote Rohrbaugh, "[ilt is not that certain experiences 

produce certain beliefs, but that given certain experiences a limited range of beliefs should be 

plausible options for most of those who share the social location." A social location "is not 

reducible to the material conditions of life because it is itselfa mental construct, a socially 

produced and maintained picture of the world" In other words, social location is a heuristic, 

rather than an explanatory concept4 

Rohrbaugh's construct is uscN only if accompanied by the identification of a process, or 

processes, by which a social location is constituted. By dcscnig  such processes, a group's 

range of experiences, and what demarcates it from other groups, will be clarified5 In other 

words, a sort of "operational definition" needs to he developed to define various social locations. 

GenefaUy spking, there are significant challenges faced by those who would attempt to 

bid,  103 f ; see also idem, "Methodologid Considerations in the Debate Over the Social 
Class of Early Christians,+, JAAR 52 (1985): 5 19-46. 

idem, "Social Location," 114-1 5. 
' bid, 112-14. 
%id, 115. 
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exambe relationships between pttems of thinking md social context, Why, for example, do 

certain pups adopt certain ideologies rrd not others? Is social location a reliable predictor of 

ideological stance? Is the relationship between belief and social stnrhue causative, dialectical, 

or symmetrical? What is the relationship between social structure d the distniution of beliep 

To apply a sociological model to Biblical exegesis d e s  with it even more profound 

challenges.' First, one must make assurnpiom about the tensions &baing the author, and how 

they construed such tensions. Second, one generally fails to account for the overlapping 

character of groups when constructing social locations, thus obscuring and highlighting certain 

aspects. One's distance from the context uudm investigation heightens this danger. Tbird, there 

is often a failure to note that groups are both internally defined, and defined externally in relation 

to other groups. This isolating heuristic tends to define a group more in terms of whet it is not, 

or what makes it dif fmt ,  than what it is or what it has in common. Fourth, sociological 

analysis tends to focus on the conceptual world of the authors rather than the knowledge derived 

from the lived experience of the day-taday situation. Fifth, intragroup dynamics are made more 

complex by the integration of conflicting social values; and intergroup dynamics are similarly 

made complex by the use of identical ideologies for opposite pposes. 

Having said this, the Epistle of James is singular, because the author speaks explicitly to 

the social location of his addresses, and, by extension, constructs a rhetorical world expressive 

of his socioeconomic ideology (contextuallzod, of come, by a larger ideological interest). The 

discussion in chapter four indicated on just how many levels this rhetoric o m  but what thy 

all bavt in common is that the author views the possession of wealth as pious for the 

individual, for the group, and for society in g a d .  For the individual, d t h  dangers the 

soul by tempting one to divide one's loyalties between it and God. For the group, it endangers 
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equality, solidarity, and tranquillity by tempting the community to tnet membm diffctcntly 

based on perceptions of wealth, For society, it endangers justice d sUNjval itself. Ultimately, 

what one can say about the social location of thought in James is that he ostensibly addresses a 

range of economic groups, with a particular, focussed concern for the destitute (e) and 

those of humble means (.nam&). The scholarly disagreement concerning the social location of 

the implied audience - despite the apparent specificity of the language of the Epistle - is 

testimony to the author's success in fomulating a broad appeal in his text, 

The dynamic which informed the author's chosen frame of discourse is, of course, the 

nature of his intended audience. The economic make-up of these readers is simply one 

i n w e n t  in their whole status as an alternative community. In assessing exactly in what way it 

was alternative, the cultural definitions explicated by Vernon K Robbins are of immeasurable 

help.' He proposes three categories of alternative culture: subculture, contraculture, and 

countercultwe. He p r o m  first ceatury Judaism as an example of a subculture - in this case, 

of an ethnic variety - which bas an origin and a language differrat from the do- culture. 

As a subculture, its goal is to -we and its cultural system within a system that has 

come to be predominant9 A "contracdW rhetoric, while embedded within and fully 

informed about the dominant society, does not argue a particular point of view but merely seeks 

to overturn the remarks of o w .  It is, in this sense, Nly dependent on the dominant culture. 

Robbins, following Mack's analysis in A y.rh of lnnoencelO, cites early Cynic discourse 

V. K Robbins, '%hctoric aad Culture: Exploring Typcs of Cultural Rhetoric in a Text," in 
Rhetoric and the New Testment: &sqysfiom the 1992 Heidelberg Co-nce, ed. S. E. Porter 
and T. H Olbricht, JSNTSSup, no. 90 (Shefield: ShdfieId Acldcmic Pressy 1993), 443-63; see 
also idem, "A Socio-Rhetorical Response: Contexts of Imcracton and Fonns of Exhomtion," 
M e i a  SO (1990): 261-71. 

Robbias. "Wmoic and Culture,n 447. 
" B. L. Mack A Myh of Innocence: Mrk and Christian Origins (Pbi1adelphk Fartns~. 1988), 
67-77. 



concerning Hellenistic society as an example of this rhetoric in action." Finally, countercultures 

differ from contracuttures in their articulation of a viewpoint which rejects the mutable and 

explicit characteristics of the dominant culture 6rom which it arises. These "alternative cultures" 

propose reforms arising h m  this oppositional stance.'* 

With respect to NT works, Robbins suggests four possibilities concerning what the 

cultural view of the text might be: (1) as part of a protective, dominant ahnic (Leo, Jewish) 

culture; (2) as part of an ethnic subculture, tbrough which the values and ideas of the dominant 

Hellenistic-Roman culture are filtaed; (3) as a time-limited contraculture, a reactionary and 

negative response dependent on a dominant culture or subculture; or (4) a counterculture, 

seeking to establish a new culture in place of an old one. I believe that this is a helpful way of 

tiaming the situation, especially because it reiterates the divergence between the thought-world 

of the author of James and the sources, both Jewish and Greek, which appear to influence the 

form and content of his discoune.13 Given Robbins' definitions, I believe that James represents 

a transition between contraculturaj and countercultural rhetoric. Moreover, this rhetorical 

identity is largely founded on the social location of his thought 

' I  Robbins, "Rhetoric and Culture," 45 1-54. 
I2 %id, 454. 
l3 Robbins, "Rhetoric and Cultwe," 447 £K I am more skeptical of Robbins' conclusion that 
much of the Christian canon of Scripture is informod by a culturally-specific translation of Cynic 
ideas. He proposes: 

Much as Jewish culture finrctioned as a subculture of dominant Hellenistic- 
Roman culture, so a Cynic contracultural Judaism would firnction as a subculture 
in eastern ~ed i t enank  Cynic counterculture. With time. this subculturd Cynic 
Judaism became a countercultural Cynic Judaism through the rationales it 
denloped in its intenmion with subcultural Pharisaic Judaism (hid, 458). 

While a bold and intriguing suggestion, it is one which takes an altogether too limiting view of 
the influence of other elements of Greek thought - pmicufarly Stoicism, which was a 
significantly more pmmive force in the Gtseco-Roman sphere- In any event, I suggest that the 
figures and authors of the early Cbristirn tnns would not hm had to resort to Cynicism in order 
to develop their distinct conttaculhnal ideology. Something like a coattaculnual rhetoric 
already existad in Hebrew tradition. Sa, fot example, R R H e n ,  Charisrno cnd Aldhorip in 
lsmlite Society (MimKapolis: Fortress, 1994). 



Thiesscn suggests that "[an most nnewal movements within Judaism, a stricter 

interpaation of the Torah was bound up with the imminent expectation of the kingdom of 

God," but tba in the Jesus movement this was both tempered and augmented by basic 

Hellenistic cthical principles? It is a description that - at least when applied to James - is 

satisfactory, but incomplete. Signikaut divctgmccs fiom both Jewish and Greek tradition exist 

in James' rhetoric of wealth, as outlined in chapter four. The adaptation and fusion of ideas in 

James fits familiar pieces together to create something of a novel picture. The rhetorical world 

of wealth in James may very well be the practical application ofthe Q sayings of Jesus regatding 

the reversal of values and communal egalitarianism. Iftrw, does this then,poce Hamn, qualify 

the Epistle as a form of Christian wisdom literature? Insofar as this nails the author's colours to 

a particular mast, such a designation is unhelpful in exposing his many influences. What does 

one call a blending of Greek pafatnetic diatribe and Jewish wisdom literature? 

The Probkm of Lakllimg an Agenda: 
Unstated Factors i. the Thought-World of k m a  

This thesis bas discussed many important concrete elements informing the rhetoric of 

wealth in James. These have included questions of authorship, provenance, cultural influences, 

socioeconomic fmors, literary style, and potential sources for its ethics, ideology, and theology. 

Important as these are, there an several unstated factors, which likely were not within the 

conscious purview of the author of the Epistle. I think, however, they form a vital legend by 

which one can red his coaccptual map. 

Social Foundations of Early Christian Ethics 

Fint, the historical context ofthe Jesus movement and the communities it spawned 

cannot be sold short. The importance of this f m s  the subtext of chapter three's amhation of 

the situation in first ccnhlry Jewish Palestine, and augments our u m h t d h g  of the social 



location of the author's thought Whether or not the author wrote frnn there, or even had 

intimate knowledge of the context there, he was writing from the perspe&e of a tradition 

forged in the fins of the ferment there: social, political, economic, and religious. More to the 

point, I have pte~etlted an argument which makes it (I believe) more likely than not that the 

author of this work was, indeed, tbe historical James. If so, the "unstated faor" of the social 

dislocation in his region-of-origin becomes even more acute and pnincn. In this respect, 

Jesus and his movement emerged at the end of a series of developments that had a 
profound impact on life in Galilee. In successive generations, Galilee was 
incorporated into the temple-state by the Hamonean high pricsth004 invaded 
repeatedly by Roman annies, subjected by Herod, and finally ruled by Antip, 
who (=)built two cities for his regime directly in Galilee [scppboris and 
Caesarea]. The impact of Antipas' massive city-building and R o m  client-rule 
located in Galilee itself must have been sudden a d  dramatic. Jesus and his 
initial followers, who formed a movement rooted in villages, were h m  a 
generation struggling to adjust to andfor mist the dramatic changes that had so 
suddenly come upon their comm~nities.~~ 

Given this reality, it should come as no surprise to the reader of James tbat the tone 

should be so direct, so uncompromising, and - to a certain extent - so excoriating. The 

language of James is an important f m r  in helping to increase one's confidence with regiud to 

the identity of the author, which is, in turn, immensely helpful in uudentmding the context and 

rationale of his collstcucted world of wealth, By extension, a lived expr ime oft or witness to 

social dislocation and economic disadvamge would help explain a work in which wealth is  

devalued a d  the wealthy d e n i m  The relative (+) if not absolute (4) poverty of 

Jesus and his disciples is ofken ref- to in the NT in the demipion of thir Occupatiotls 

(Jesus, a c d m a n  or builder, and most of his disciples fishermen); the al1usiom to the hunger 

Horsley, Galilee, 178. 



of Jesus' followers (plucking gain, Mk 2:23-28; the fig me, Mk 1 1: 12-14); and the allusions to 

theu poverty (Lk 6:20-21; 958;  1222K)." 

The Economic Miadset of Late Classical Antiquity 

Second, it needs to be stated explicitly that a study of the rhctoric of wealth in James or 

other works of that period must ~0nscienti0~~1y shun economic anachronism. Even to use the 

word "economy" carries with it the concepual freight of economics as a science, or the economy 

as a discrete and mutable aspect of social reality - both artef- of modem comciousness 

unwailable to James and his contemporaries. For those who would read into James' conceptual 

world some sort of revolutionary, proto-Marxian treatise, Ziglar's discussion17 of the importance 

of social exchange as underlying the late classical economic consciousness is a helpful antidote: 

First, the awareness of limited goods has a direct influence on the actions of 
individuals and groups. Second, the dyadic personality that exists in the first 
century emphasizes the importance of relatiomhips within society, 
individuai relationships. Third, the quest for honor . . . is crucial for an 
undmtrading of social ~ o n s  in the first century. The choices one makes 
will influence one's access to limited goods as well as one's standing in the 
community. l8 

For the ancients7 poverty was literally a fact of life, and no consideration was given to its 

eliminetion: a world Without pverty, it was assumed, was a world without work - since 

workers formed the bulk of the poor. Indeed, for lames, a world without poverty was the 
- -- -- -- 

l6 Stcgcmann and Stcgcmann, 199-202. This necds to be considered with some caution however. 
Ascniing poverty to oneself or to a biographical figure is a common rhetorical strategy in 
antiquity (see L. G. Bloomquiq 'The Rhetoric of the Historical Jesus," in h e  Historical 
Jesus? Studies in Christianity and Judaism, no. 7, ed. W. E. Amal and M Dcsjardins [Waterloo, 
ON: W i W  Leurim Press, l9W1,ll3-lS). Moreover, even if one accepts as factlurl the 
reported background of Jesus as carpenter, or his disciples as fishermen, one cannot nuxsaiIy 
assume that these pofessiions are those of "pcllsrrms." Both activities require the pnctitioners to 
possess and maintain equipment, for example. For discussion, see H. M~YCIES, Tk Theological 
Importance of the 'Third Quest' for the Historical Jesus," in ihid, 13640. Regardless, I think a 
strongcasecanstill bemadettntrtl~wihtesstotht~~~t~ofp~~tf~ddisl~onoathc 
pert of J a u s  and his followers was probable, given its recumme and centrality in the rhctoric 
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"eschat01ogical world+' - tbe world to come. Thc community is to modcl this futurr reality as if 

wealth and the values it npnsents didn't matter in a world in which thy so obviously did 

Buttressing this worldview was the fm that the economic system was primitive and static - the 

kind of growth envisioned by modem economists was incoutxivable in late antiquity." This 

tdonnation £tom a fixed and a fatalistic conception of economic reality to a more mutable 

one is highlighted by Saller's contrast of Seneca and a meat mayor of Chicago, J a w  Byme. 

Seneca spent a few days at a time living in poverty, wide Mayor Byme (and a more recent 

example closer to home, B.C. MLA Emory Bsrnes) spent some time living in a social housing 

project. In the former case, Seneca's actions wen a matter of individual self-discipline, to 

ensure that poverty would be a thing of i n d i f f i c e  to him, should fortune turn against him. For 

Byme and Barnes, influenced by a lengthy Judaeo4Mstian tradition, the act was a sign of 

sympathy and solidarity with the poor, a recognition of common humanity and a sense of 

obligation to relieve their condition? 

Explicating the "economicn mindxt of the author of J a w s  and his pagan Greek 

counterparts is helpful in providing a lens through which to view the discussion of their 

construction of the world of wealth, as well as for helping us to understand wbat that world of 

wealth does not contain. Moreover, the popular conception of the conmteness - indeed 

naMolness - of the social sauctlnc provides an important, albeit implicit, convergence 

between the thought-worlds of James and his Jewish and Greek counmpam. 

The Process of Self-Definition and Socid Formation 

It is not sufficient simply to label J a c o b  rhetoric as wnttacultural or CO-tural. 

Not is the supposed social location of the author's thinking enough to account for his ideology. 

As an emerging movement, early Christian leaders and comnnulljtjcs were engaged in an active 

l9 Sallcr, IS. 
bid, 16. 
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pmcess of defining and forming the psnmaen of their enterprise. This is a phenomenon well- 

by Burton Mack, who argues tbat social formation was a key, underlying concern of 

early Christian ~lrgumcntation. Such stock requkments as codes, social selfdesignations, 

leadership rdes, boMdary markers, distinguishing attitudes, paaiccs and views, rituals and 

myths, end rites of entry and exclusion are all present in early NT bature, and all aid in this 

James is typical of a work concerned with social formation. First, it incorporates a 

great deal of figurative linguistic devices (metaphors, similes, analogies, and parables), which 

are amenable to cr~~~l~ultural discourse. Second, again in common with other Kt works, the 

content of James' argumentation is highly polemical, and involves a b i f d ,  coatrasting style of 

addms (e.g., heavenly vs. earthly, poor w. rich), which continually resorts to argument by 

negative contrast These aspects of content and form reflect a process of self--on through 

negative means, starkly articulated. Finally, them is in James (as in 0 t h  NT works) a foeus on 

the issue of authority, again a dimension of Jocial formaton? 

When viewed in this way, the larger ground of thc rhetoric of d t b  in James is seen not 

to be the ethical categories of faithfirl loyalty and impartiality, or even the larger ideal of 

conformity to tbt "royal law" of liberty, but is the more amorphous project of p u p  definition 

and social coherence. Hence, admonitions to communal impartiality, to single-minded 

faithfihss, and to living by a simplified Levitical maxim arc simply part and prucel of "the 

intense preoccupation with the unity and Stability of Christian congregations, a motif that 

pervades all of early Christian literature." This pcoccllpetion "is more than an effort to &fiend 

apostolic prerogatives, or to ensure the Jurvival of a moveme It is an effort to preserve the 

only meaningful form of social existare for a liminal community (so regarded by Jews and 

21 Mack, Rhetoric, 97. 
Ibid, 95-6. 



pgam alike) constituted primarily by liminrl pas on^.^ Ma#m. the plausibility of a 

tradition depnds on social and cultural support. Unusual or deviant s t w t m s  invite pressure to 

establish their plausibility in order to mahtah the allegiance of those who adhere to them." 

Establishing the plausibility of its tradition was of prticulrr concern to Diaspom Judaism, 

existing in an environment dominated by Gentiles? Given its minority status in the wider 

Hellenistic milieu, Diaspora Judaism o h  underplayed those fepMes which distinguished 

adherents from outsiders ( e g  baptism and dietary laws), and emphasized those aspects which 

might ''project Judaism a9 a universal religion which was in accordance with the laws of 

nahne."lb 

Taken together, the pressures on on emerging marginal movement constituted (at least in 

part) by persons who are themselves marginal invite competing prrssllrrs of wnformify and 

deviance. This is a scenario with which the audience of James - if indeed composed of 

Diaspora Jews - would be familiar. This dynamic likely dso accounts for whatever points of 

con.nection exist between J a w s  and both Jewish (Levitid paepts and Scriptural exemplae) 

and Stoic (ethics and rhetorical style) sources. Taken together with the author's presumed social 

location of thought, it would also explain the social context which produced the contra- a d  

countercultural rhetoric of the work. 

Idcatifittion of HeurWc S o m t a s :  
The Foundation of Jrmm9 uWorld of Wealthw 

The with the poor, the concern over the breakdown of unity and love within tbc 

church, and a fmeat belief m eschatological Mfiltwnt are all ballmarks of James, and are 

consonarkt with both the Synoptic portnit of Jesus and th portrayal of James in thc NT. They 

Gaget, 33. 
J. J. Collins, Between Athens a d  Jerrrsdem- J'ewtsh Identity m the Diiqpru (New York: 

Crossroad. 1983), 2. 
" Ibid, 2-10. 

Ibid, 141-43. 
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arc also all fktors cxplicablt by the ullstaed fmors in James outlined a h .  Taken together, 

they enhance our confidence in thc identification ofthe historical James as the author, writing in 

a Jewish Palestinian context; and also help draw us closer to his thought-world and his 

conception of community. His discourses on wealth an emblematic of this. Having said this, I 

want to conclude this thesis by proposing a heuristic framework upon which James built his 

ethical world. 

The author's heuristic framework combines Jewish and Greek traditions as they relate to 

ethics and epistemology. This thesis has largely concerned itself with the manifestation of those 

qualities in the form and substance of the text and the "mi-world" context of the implied (and 

probable) author. I have argued that the difference in Palestinian Jewish thought 6rom 

Hellenistic thought, as manifested in NT texts, is a matter of degree, not kind, since all Judaism 

was thoroughly Hellenized by the first century C E . ~  I conclude that James' approach to the 

world of wealth and to ethics generally is indebted to protolrabbinic methods of intcrpaatioa 

presumably contemporary to the workn These methods involved a systematic and conscious 

inculcation of Greek ideas and fonns. 

There are strong grounds to suppose a sophisticated knowledge of Greek methods on the 

part of the proto-rabbinic scholars. As has been shown, even at the level of popular imowladge, 

nWitb regard to the question of degree, Betz may be c b a m c t d d  as operating rt one end oft& 
spectrms asmting that while the philosophical tenas used by the Hellenistic @losophers are 
absent in the NT, the "basic appfoaches and concepts regarding appropriation of ethical tradition 
are very similar in much of the Hellenistic Jewish and early Christian litcranne* (Commentary, 
86). Indeed, he goes on, the Hellenistic world "sharrd many of these app~aches and concepts, 
differing only in philosopbid or religious school terminologies d the more genersl cultunl or 
religious milieu" (ibid). On the other d of the spcctmm is Kelly, who coacluda that the only 
real evidence of Greek thought in James is "some peculiaritiesn of Greek d i m i i  style, which 
he suggcsri the author " m y  bave u~lconsciously absorbed'' (139). Meek' opinion is typical of 
the middle ground on this question: he believes tbat minority cultures in the Graeco-Roman 
world, exposcd to other cultures, aaMally compared, assimilated d addd elements ofthose 
traditions to their own lnccstnl traditions (Mord World, 25). 

Tresmably," since no rabbinic texts predate thc third cca~y CE. 
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the Greek language and Grcck thought was funiliar* since there is evidence that Biblical events 

were elucidated by rcfennce to Greek sources, that the LXX or other Greek translations of the 

Bible were used in sermons, and that even prayers in Greek were o f i d ?  There existed at this 

time a parallel in the Jewish and Greek educational At the advanced stage in 

Jewish education, the capacity to explicate and apply the Torah to everyday situations was 

taught; just as explication and application of ethical treatises and discoursts was taught in the 

Greek ephebta. As Fischel notes: 

The rabbis' idealization of the sage - the charaaeristic ideology of Hellenhi 
bureaucracies - their popular ethics and their uscs of Hellenic myth literary 
fonns, and hemeueutics, their academic institutions7 and efforts at prrsaving 
tradition, suggest knowledge of their Greco-Roman colleagues." 

David Daube was instrumental in demonstrating that pto-rabbinic methods of 

interpretation developed in late antiquity were derived from the conventions of Hellenistic 

Methods of Hellenistic rhetoric were adopted at the b c p m g  of what Dauk calls 

'We 'classical' Tanmitic era of rabbinic law . . . the best period of Talmudic jurisprudeace, 

when the Rabbis were masters, not slaves, of the new influcnce~."~ In this sense, Daubc makes 

it very clear that this adaptation of Hellenistic rhe!toric was not a superficial matter, nor a pasting 

on of convivial elements, nor a translation of the language of one thought-world into the 

language of another. Rather, "the methods taken over were thoroughly hebraiztd in spirit as 

well as fonn, adapted to the native material, worked out so as to assist h e  n a d  progress of 

Jewish law? 

le Lickmun. Greek, 2 1.30 f 
30 Kinneavy, 82 f. 
3' H. A. Fischel, "Greek and Latin Languages, Rabbinical Knowledge ofl" in EHCIIsd, vol. 7 
( J d e m :  Kern, 1971), 886. 
D. Daube, "Rabbinic Methods of Meqmmion and Hellenistic Rhetoric," HUC4 22 (1949): 

23%2. 
Ibid, 240. 
Ibid 
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habe sees Rabbi Hilt1 (fl. 30 BE) as being the prime architect of the incofpotation of 

Hellenistic rhetorical m*hodology into protwabbinic hcnnencutics. This, he says, involved 

seven elements? (1) overcoming the antithesis between the authority of law based on an 

impomnt individual and his appeal to tradition on the one hand, and rational and intelligible 

consideratioas on the other, (2) the claim tbat gaps in Scriptural law can be filled with the help 

of rational methods; (3) the assertion tbat the results ofratiod intcrpetation should be 

accorded the same status as the text itsew, to be bested as if promulgated by the original 

lawgiveq (4) the expansion ofthe concept of "oral Torah" to include ethics and natural law, (5) 

the view that possible intcrprctative applications are inherently inferable fiom the laws as 

cotl~trclcted, which are, by design, minimalist; (6) the belief that the lawgiver's task is to develop 

basic principles, from which detailed rules may be adduced; and (7) the view that the regulation 

of allied cases should attend to the most fhquent, leaving the others to be infttlcd on the basis of 

d o g y .  All these principles, Daube concludes, bave precedent in what were already 

well-established and enunciated Hcllcnistic ideas conocrning the relationship between stmde 

law, tradition, and interpretation. 

On an intuitive level, it is reasonable to concur with Daube. The intrusions of the 

thought-modes and assumptions of a dominant culture into those of a minority culture obviously 

compel a response. Teachers of Torah were undoubtedly as cogniEant of xnahhhgth 

cultural relevance of the Scriptures as are religious teachers of the pment time. In this regard, 

Lieberman notes that 

[rlabbis were often confiontcd with the sune proMems as the Greek heton. The 
former sought to derive new laws fiom the Torah or find support for old ones 
which were rooted in oral tradition. They were aware that in certain cases their 
imcrpntation is not bomc out by the actual meaning of Scripture." 

3s Ibid, 246-5 1. 
Licberman, Hellenism, 62. 
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Unda thest circumstances, it is wt sllrprising tbat Jewish scholars would tiad Grrck rhetorical 

methods, Greek topi  of parallel relevance, Greek literary &vices and customs, and Greek lines 

of argumentation to be conducive to theit hermeneutical purposes. Thus, just as Greek thetors 

were aught methods to coaviacingly pment any argument, so Jewish scholars were taught to 

argue contradictory positions fiom Scripture. Liebemun offers the example of Rab, who 

maintained that no one could be appointed to the SMbedrin unless he could prwe the ritual 

cleanliness of rrptiles, definitely declared unclean in Leviticus." 

Again one is left with the questions of degree and kind vis-a-vis Hellenistic and Jewish 

thought. Liebeman presents ev idene  that the early rabbis did not borrow rules of literary 

interpretation from the Greeks, but rather that they had been developed over many centuries 

within Judaism itself He does, however, acknowledge that the Jews likely borrowed from the 

Greeks the "formulation, terms, categories, aad systemidon of tbese  rule^."^ But Robbins 

sounds a cautionary note, suggesting that it is questionable if "any culture can fully 'coatrol', 

'limit', and 'nsnain' the thoughts, values, dispositions and actions of its people when that 

culture exists in the context of another culture.4 The question of the discipline and conscious 

awareness that first century Jewish and Jewish Christian figwes brought to their inco~p~tation of 

Greek elements is an important one. 

What is clear is that the treatment of Judaic law by NT authors is commonplace, and that 

the usual means by which they address intcrprctative issues is by employing rhetoric." In this 

sense, James is not uniqueue I believe that the author is a product of proto-rabbinic education, and 

that it is in this coataa he developed his hermtneutical appfoach. This was aupcatd by bis 

37 Ibid, 63. 
' Ibid, 68-82. 
" Ibd, 78. 
40 Robbins, "Rhetoric and Culture," 446. 

Kinneavy, 82 f 
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cvidcnt arposmc to Diaspora Judaism - and he bas shaped his circular letter to this audience 

accotdingly. This b ~ g s  us full circle back to James' pameacsis, which is the most "Greekn 

cornpaeat of the work. I may believe that Dibelius was misguided in many of his conclusions 

about James, but he was correct in noting that the pracaetic 8ppf08ch of the author of James 

allowed him to be not merely a conduit of tradition, but a selector and shaper of traditiod2 

However, the author is not merely a redactor of pre-existhg material. If he were* one could not 

recover his theological position by working the assumpti on of each tops into an amalgam, but 

only through his modification a d  organintion of the materid? 

The theological position of James is, in f a ~ f  explicit in his text- They are not vague 

allusions which need to be painfully extracted from a patchwork of traditional material. 

Paraenetic tradition is an evolving and growing thing Its materials must k expanded and 

applied if it is to be adequate to new generations. Each new f d a t i m  and arrangement ofthe 

material means the antiquating of previous compilations, which in turn means that every new 

form of the paf~iencsis ci& the old form? The form, style, literary device, and convcnti011~ 

are vehicles used by James - as by other writers and omtors of the period - to convey his 

distinct ideas; his specific agenda sbapd for a community in which partiality, double- 

mindedness, and adherence to the u4r# &&& were explicit issues of concern theofogic4fl'y 

addressed. 

I concur with Levine that the most profound religious shift in Judaism as a result of 

Hellenization was towards a more universalistic prspctive, or more p p r l y ,  tension between 

proponents of openness to outside influences d those who wished to resist thcmf Thc early 

Christian works, such as the Epistle of James, form one ground for this encounter - a fruitful 

Church, 1 15. 
Which is precisely the position of Songet (387). 
D!i i ius ,  Jimes, 53. 

45 Levine, J&ism ond Hellenism, % E 
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ground for the ongoing cxamina;tim of the nmdksmioa of the thought-worlds of thost who 

were actively engaged in the process of synthesis. 
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